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Ch pt r I -- HE PROBLE 
ogr phy s been o 11 d t h " oth r of t he s ot no 
b o u ~r its g ner 1 oope , b o u o its 
of hu n nt r st , ot1v1t 1 , n production , Her , 1n 11 
oth r s chool ubject , th m xi um en tit to t he pupil c-
orues trom 11- oon truct d cour or tu y. 
Any oours or s tudy c n Ju tity it ex1eteno , i n p rt t 
le t , by te ti prog m. Th t t 1 a o ck on th ·t nt 
to which th 1m nd obj ot1v o oou e or tudy 
chi v d. Su rvi ore us 
o n t te , e1noe t h for 
t nd rd1z d t e t l on .1th t h 1 
r obj ot1ve nd 111 giv 
for oo p ri son with other e ool o t h country , hi l th 
1 tter re t to u j ot1v and 1 1 furn1 h e1 for 
is 
com rison only lth t h hhool o th au rv1 or• d1 t 1ot. 
ese et nd r 1z d t e t erv oth r urpo t h n th 
r 1mar y one of ex mi ni th pupil or oh1 v nt or o t i n 
ourr1cul r obj ct1v . .. 11 on nd Hok · , in their boo o to 
sure' ,n r mong Cr1 er1 ro J t o,ndard1z d ,e t ... 1 : 
••1 . t st hould b in h~rmony 1th, nd r 1nforc 
the r1 ht ourr1 1 r pr1nc1pl • 
2. test houl ncour g , up lem nt, nd r 1nforc 
proper ethod. of t chi • 
3. A t t hould rv th tru purpoe or n 1n-
t1on. •• 
In oth r or ds , t h oont nt o s t nd rdiz d t e t 111 
i ntlu no th t c oh r s obJ otivee to b ch1 ved in he ub-
j ot , nd if th t e t should not con truoted 1t.h ALL o the 
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ot the objectives of the subject in mind,then undue weight 
will be given in the teaching to certain phases of the subject. 
It has been alleged that standa.dized tests in geography 
attempt to measure only tactual m ter1al, and not the extent to 
which reasoning power may have been developed,or to which the 
sense of social and economic relationships has been cultiva-
ted,or understanding of hat adjustments man has made to his 
natural environment. Yet ,these last three are numbered as im-
portant among the alms and objectives of representative 
courses of study in geography. 
The problem is now manifeet.If it be true that a great 
preponderance of the items 1n standardized geography tests 
are concerned with geogr e.phic f acts and concepts, then the 
teaching will be directed toward that end,because, according 
to Wilson and Hoke's "Criteria" quote~ above,the tests set 
the objectives for the teaching of the subject.The teaching 
of geographic facts and concepts as most i mportant in the 
objectives ot geography is contrary 1n spirit to the object-
ives set up by many educators, many of whom are quoted in the 
next chapter.These educators consider the factual materials a s 
necees ry tools,but have as ultimate aims the realization ot 
a soc1al-economio relationship among the several countries ot 
the earth.and the relationship or all to their natural envir-
onment. 
A s tudy of bibliographies and research studies in the 
field of educa tion h s not revealed any other study of st nd-
ard1zed geogr aphy tes ts. 
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0 t r II -- H OBJEC'r V · 0 HY 
The 1tt1cult1 a r1 1 i n th nt 
c nt r bout t 1 nd ob ot v o or t t ubj ct. on 
1 
nd Ho 1n t .. Ho t o • • 1 t r 0 1-
t r1 tor St n r T t: 
tt . 
l . T t t ho l d b 1n h r ony 1th, n r n ore 
th r1 ht c rr1cul r r1nc1_1 • 
• ·h t t houlci cour ge, m nt, d lntorc 
ro r t ho or t chi n • 
3. h t t houl d erv t h tru urpo ~ of n x 1n-
ton. " 
re t te nt or t h tir t t o o cr1 r 1 ould b , 
00 t 1 t b t 0 1bl oh t h t t 
oth r 1 o h t oh1 1 ntl nc by t 
t t to iv ,th t t hould tor th 
J ct1v or et. I t h d 
th t t t do not r in 1o 
ob j ot1v 
tru n ob 
• h n th oonol e1on 
o oogr hy r 
h 1 
on t hod 
Journ la, n 
ob j ct1v of 
boo n m t ho 
oours s t 
n bJ c iv a o sr p 
t 0 1 
n o ur tu 
r hy t t r t b 1 
ln r1od1c ls , n d 
due to qu 
.. n • 
n h 
n ob-
n d 
0 
1 
ho 
v had y r o 1n t ch n o ool , 
1n tr n1n t c r , 
1 
G:M. 11 on 
St n w~rd ost : 
r1t1n t xtboo a 1n s ogr hy , 1n 
Crit r1 tor 
building courses of study,or i n con tructing geography tes ts. 
Dodge nd irch ey ~rite t hat ngeography is t h ex ct and 
org n1zed kno 1 dge or t e distribution ot phenomena on the 
surf' ce o the rth, cul 1 tl in the expla.nat1 n or the in-
2 
ter ction or m n 1th his terrestr1 1 envlronment ... L t r they 
• give t wo s i mply- at ted,but oomprehens1ve, aims: 
or geogr ph1c f acts nd princi l e 
2.Po ver to use that kno ledge in dally life , b th dur-
· 3 
i ng school years nd rterward." 
F'.L. Holtz d1vi es the i ms or geography into two groups , 
those h . vln r otict\l value nd those having cul t ur a.l val • 
"Those h vlng pr otioal v l~e ," he rltes,"teach pl a o rela-
tlons.They teach about ur own oountry-~ -the inter, e endenoe 
of different a ctl ns of ur n tlon. They help us to und rat nd 
4 
news items and t usa geogr phical appara tus." 
"The cultural a i ms , t'outl1nes Holtz, "contribute to enjoy-
ment of n tur 1 cenery . They t nd to establish cert in its 
of t hin i ng , i . e . he logic or oaus 1 rela tlon,metho of oompar 
4 
son,generaliz tion or prlneinlee , etc." 
Thralls nd eeder l eo divide the alms of geography into 
two groups,thos having practical value and those havi ng inter-
pretive value.They subdivide the a i m or practical v lue into: 
"l.Vocatlonal , u1dance 
2. Bus1neas nd Professional value 
3. Ti:nrichment of other school subjects 
-
2 
E. R. Dodge nd C. B. Kirohwey;Teaching of Geoaraphy in the 
Element ry Schools , p . 2 
3 
Ibld.,p.8. 
4 
F ~L, Holtz,Prlnolples and Methods ot 'l'eaohing Geogr aphy , 
p.l5. 
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7 
i n e "~r y • 
1nderstanding or man's rela t ion to 
5 
z • . Thr 11 nd E. H. Reeder , Geosrs.phy in the ElementarY; 
School , p .l8 f f . 
6. 
c. c. crawford a.nd L. P. oDonald,..,t...,o.-d;-.e-..r..,n-=-~~~-=;_ 
Teac~ng Geosrapbl ,p.l7 f t. 
7 
c . B. Moore and L. A. 1lcox, The Teaohins of Geogr aphy 1 Q. 72. 
' · 
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2. o velo 
el ted to 1 
3. 0 g1 
n bi d ng i nt 
n 1 onm nt 
at ln th l i o m n 
. a 
t nd1ng 04 tl i n nd n nd 
r spon 1b111t1 s of opl 11 ov~ r th orld 
4. ,o bring bout an en ·1 chm nt of soc1 1 con ~ou -
noes n 
m nk1nd 
_ ym t h tic un e · s tand1n o our re1 t1on to 
5. o t each m n' ohie nee nd thta 11 1 r -
ou c to eeting th m 
. To 1ve a kno 1 g of th probl 
com un1c t1on t h t r 1 in up ly1 
7. o g1v g ogr aph1c kno 1 .dg p 
d 1ly ne s 
of co rc 
n' n d 
to common 
a . , '0 d v lop ab111 ty to u g ogr phio r1 1 
n d 
9. "o coe;n1z b tter w y or u t111 z ng 1 nd n n t -
ur 1 resoure 
10. 0 moh 1z t h r l a t 1on hi 6 0 0 nt1 t o 1-
0 nt t o co r c , indu t y , n oc1 1 
11 . o 1m rt g oe;r phi in or t on n c y to t h 
uc t1cn 1 u1 • nt of v y 1o n o1t1z n 
12. 0 t h hum n c of e; r phy 
13. o g1v t 1n1 1n 1 cover1 om 0 th orl • 
n s , iff .n t t1on s to v lue , s.n tl n of 
ean for m t1ng th m 
4. ·o g1v som und r t nding or t o e 1 or nt 
ot v1t1 1n • 1ch .n ng 
15. 0 l y oun found t1on f or rel t duo t1on t 
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higher levels 
16. To develop an under s t anding of eo r aph1c al lus ions 
17.'ro cultivate an i nterest i 
whi ch i ll lead .to wider r eading 
resent day ft ira 
18. To emphas ize t he cultural aspects of geogr phy in 
developi ng the ppreciation of natural lements , force•, 
scenery , customs, nd f olkl ay 
19. 'l o ev l op bit of applyi ng geogr aphic principles 
in t h i nter etation of vorld event s . 
Sm1 t h nd ,'r i ght present a compos1 t e of . i me from ev r 1 
sources: 1 
'1. o develop ~n understanding of t he effect of man's 
physic 1 environment upon his life 
2. o develop correct habits of thi nking in the solu-
tion of social problems 
3. o develop an understanding ot man•s relation to 
man socially and economically 
4.To give a working knowledge of t he information ne-
cese ry in ordinary life concerning plaoe,surface fea tures, 
political diviaions ,natural phenom na,and ot how to inter-
pret such information in maps ,oharts,museums ,etc. 
5. o give the child an understanding of the i nfluen-
ces ot g agr aphic 1 conditions on political events 
6 . o give a sympathetic understanding ot t he oondi-
8 
tiona and peoples or other countries. " 
Reeder says of the two ideals in modern geogr aphy teaching : 
••1. ermanent interest in geography is an i mport nt out-
8 
H.L.Smith and w.w. right,Teats and Measurements, p.268. 
- -
com of th te eh1 r s o p 
.o u 1 el t1on h1 of r1 i mp .. 9 
I f'urth r· t h tr1 1 c.im of phy : 
1. n 1 o rt 1n f.c· .--1 1, to. 
2. 1 o uir t i n ph 
3. b111ty 1 1n1 1 1 r -
d o r ph c pr1no1pl 
D. O. 8 1 r1t t h t: '" s n r 11 1n1t1on 
ot 0 phy 01' 1 ::n nt r y aoho 1 th it h tu y 
0 t rth n. Thi tudy 1nv l v • • 
1 . no 1 p io 1 ... 
-9-
The tol~~~inc quo t tions · re fr m courses of tudy~Those 
quoted ere djudged s outet nding in th Sept ber bull tin 
(1932) or t he Curriculum Construction Laboratory , · eac re Col-
lege , Columb1a niver 1ty. 
The objectiv s f or eo r phy in the Junior Hi h School in 
Bal t1more a l'e: 
• nowledg s 
1. no1l edge of Baltimor ' e facili ties for i rst - hand 
study of geo r hy problems 
2. Kno 1 dge of r 1 t ion hip between hum n activities 
nd the t ural envir onm nt 1 t ctora existi in the v r -
1ous p .rta of t he 'orld , nd man•a mod1f1o tion of hie phys-
ic 1 environm nt to meet those needs 
,. ~ owledge of th physical surroundings of hie o n 
community , ta.te , U'n1t d St te ,and other places !n the 
world th t 111 function 1n th pupil' fitting hie o n 
life t o hie su~round1rigs , or choosing his surroun 1 oon-
duc1v to the development of hie o p c1t1ee a 4 1nter e ts. 
B.He.bite 
1. Skills pecul1 r to geogr•aphy 
c. Ap reci tiona 
13 
2. Interdependence ox man and hie environment. •• 
The o•Jectlve f or te ching of geo r phy in the Junior High 
School in Berkeley, C lif r•nl re: 
Kl. hys1c 1 effloi noy -- att 1ned through eanit tlon, 
t1eld trip , etc. 
·2. Avoc tional efficiency -- enabl s him to read for 
13 
Course of Study in Geography tor the Junior Hi gh School, 
City ot Balt1more, Dept. ot Educat1on,D1v. ot Secondary Educa-
tion,l926. 
- 10 ... 
1 !)1 t tr v 1 b yo hi 0 - nv r-
ntr1 ut t 1 1 1 t!G r o th lo 1n 
an ppr t1on o b uty , tc. 
n 1 r 1o1 ncy--· tu 1 he 1v1s1 n 1 b-
1n 
4. c vic f n y--
1 
1 10 n • 
In th J n1 f 1g s ool 0 Clev land, t eo f t ud-
y . or to r • --.-.---a n •1 ~ of our dep ndenoe upon o h r 
t1on 
• 
. th r 1 th up ly i ng o m t r al uno t inabl r 
• 
or 1n rurn s 1n ..... r t. or our urplue oduct 
' 
houl b 
15 
p t 0 t t v ry tut u e 1t1 z n. 
bJ .c v ~ r g ogr phy tc oh n i n h 1 nt -
ry ra. 
"' 
n t t. t of J r y r . • 
l . To ho 1 hOt th 11 of 1 · n lu nc d 'Y th 
oond1t1 0 1 v1 n n 
h o m n has l e rn to d r ot n o ntr 1 
hi nt 
0 1 i n th 
ent or d 
4 . To or -- t .. , d. tol r c . to rd, the 
aopl o ,1 . nt1 e rl 
bl p o le to v1 u llz r ... r n e in 
t. e1r r t nj 1 1 n t1ve tr . o l 0 \ h 1 t -
r t r , eo r , c . 
. r o r tor tr v 1 
1 
cour ot tudy .onogr ha-- •le entry Soho 1 - - 4 , Rev1 d 
ed1t1on 7. b c Se ool - - rx 1 y, c 1 r • 
15 
Cour's · ot tudy for . Juni or 1 chool o r h.Y--
0 r o ·duo tlon -- 192 --Cleve a , hlo. 
·' 
.. 
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7. To fur•ther the development of cur iosit y nd th a. t-
_ti tude of thinki ng 
B.To ev lop the mechanics ot geograp habits, 
16 
skills,racts, etc ., hich are nece e ry in ctu 1 living." 
The elementar y co rs of t udy a t 'I'renton, I e J rsey ,hae 
as 1 ts a i s for t he ~wer, ge group in t h sixth grade: 
"l •. Factu 1 no ledge of mater! 1 in h out line or study 
·---Thus,the industri 1 dev ,lop ent of various count i s , growth 
of citiee, etc., ehould · 11 b studied as the ffect of n-
v1r on ~nt 1 con 1tions 
2 . c il ~ Pnd h bits -- interpr~t ph ale • a i nfall , 
nd resource map s in d t r min1ng th lite condition of 
country 
3. Appreciations nd a t titudes -- e. g. ap r c1 t t hat 
Europe is e continent of m ny nation . and t t e ch 
devel oped accor 1ng t o its n nat ural ch r cteri tics; i t .s 
environm nt 1 conditions, nd its r sources.--- ' tli' u n 
xch nge of goods .ah 
a o g these n~tion 
should r lize t he interdepen enc 
17 
· nd qur own country. " 
The fore oing e ccerpts from textbooks on .thod,fr m per-
1odioals , and rom courses o study , all tend to oup ort t e a1ms 
and ob jectives for ogrnphy s set forth in the t hirty- s econd 
year ooo of t he ~Tnt-' o 1 Soci ety for the .;.:~ tud.y o Educati on. 
These ~1ms an ob. ectives ere dr a n u under t_e direction ot 
t h ,;Jocie ty ' s Co 1 ttee on th ea.ching of 'eogr hy . · · me -
bership o this comm tt e 1e as tollovs: l obert ~ . ron, r ores-
f6 
St t e of Ne~ Jersey -- Dept. of Public Instruction --
Teaching of eogr phy -- Gr dea I • VIII,-·1926. 
17 
Element y Cours e of 5tuny -- Geography -- Public Schools 
--Tr enton, N.J. 1928. 
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sor of G ogr . hy , . hod I l and Coll g of Eduo t1on , Prov1dence , 
Rhode Island; r l E. c. ey , esoo1 te Pr ofessor or ~-eo r hy , 
. Univers i ty of Nebr ska. , l incoln, Nebrask : E 1th a.r e , s 1st nt 
Profeosor of t he e c in of eography , 'niver 1ty of c~ c o , 
Chic go , Illtnois ;A. •. P r ns,oh 1rm n) , rofes or e gr phy , 
G orge Pe body oll e for Teacheus , shville , Tennessee ; gl 8 
Ri dgely , rofessor of eogr phy in ~ducation, Clar u 1vers1ty , 
- oroester , .. as oh tsetts ; f orest Stull , ssooiat e i n o r , 
Te chera Col . ege , Co ubi U 1vers1ty , e~ or~ City ; Zo Thr lls , 
asist nt 'rofessor of eography , Un1vers1ty of >ittsbur 
' 
Pennsylvania. 
The 1m nd ob,jec t 1vee of g ogr phy as set y the 
Society re,in f ull: 
"1 •• ~jor Objective 
lbe jor obj ~ ctive or eogr hie instruction is to a ssist 
in t he develop ent or t e child through 1v1ng 1 - .. no l e ge 
ot the 1nter r l t 1o_sh1p existinN between n n hi tural 
environment i n vc fie r gi ons , nd e.n b111 ty to ,p ·ly uo 
knowled e 1n solving the pr oblems of l1v1ng,Th1s i mpl i es th t 
the c 1l d h l d 1~ rn (1) t o d t1ngu1sh bet~een human nd 
natural ele ents me tione 1n endi ng mntt r or indio t d in 
1 ndsea s , pictures , odel o, maps , graphe , . nd ( ) to oae in t 
ways the na tur 1 ele. ents in ny region h lp to expl in the 
cultural el ements t h t r~ ch r cteri tic or the r g1on. 
2. The Conoom1t nt Objectives 
The t er tt conco:ni t ant'' is used to denote t h j ectivee 
th~t e to e r ~ched in the core of tt 1nin. the m,jor ome. 
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In ot er vor s , -ttni ning t1ese ob j ect1vco 1e ru1er ent 1 t -
t 1n1ng t hem jor on , d r q 1site to 1:t . I x geogr - hie instruc-
tion 1 to e oh it jor go l , it s ould be design d to o1e t 
the c . 1 t o g in: 
l. Oonor t nc pts , facts , and r 1 tionship s 1 e a 
necees ry r t h0 und rsta.n l ng of the ehnr ct ... r1 tic d-
just nts he has . de , i ,~ a ttempt! to mak . , ol" 1 ht a e, 
to t he nn.tur 1 environment in any r egi on studi • ny ot 
the e f a cte h ve to o ~ 1th the n t ure d 1 c t1 n r the 
i etribut ion of t h na·t ural und c 1 turr.l f a tur s U t a re 
1 th ti.nd rs t c:; nding o.f g ov "Phi c r 1 tl n-
ehip o . 
2. h bil ·!iy to e ure no 11 d e of such f t 
through the 1 ter pl' · t et1on o . pictur' l;l , ruc;.p , glo e , orde , 
apec1 ens , models , 0 r aphs , t xtu 1 m t l"ial and t hro t he 
obeer a ion t l a scape in o e ' s homo locality and n 
o her regions i n 1 h on tl' v la . i s involve no -
l e of sourc s of such 1 l~ormat1 n a n ability t dl -
t1ngu1ah b t ecn f c t of ou 
ic t h in i ng. 
or litt le valu i n ogr h-
3. Ult1 t Ob jectiv s 
Th~ ter ulti t " ob jectlv 1 u-ed to d 1_ n t obj c t -
lves re ch t h'ou h , or gro11 1n out of . t he 
m j or .obj ct i . I f t h m or ob jective 1e 
obJective g in d ·111 be: 
tt i nment of t he 
eached, the lt1 t e 
l . A kno. l dg o g o r ph1c f cte . concept , .~d rela-
t1onah1 th t ~111 en bl t 1 1v1dual o giv o e 1nt 111g-
-14-
ent consider t on to ourr nt probl ems -- 1nd1v1 1 , o mun-
1ty, n yio 1, nd intern tional . 
;}~ J\n underst nding of ho7 the varied roblems of peo-
pl es ar r 1 ted to difference in t he nat ur 1 nviron ent; 
nd , developed ·hrough t hi s understandi ng , an intere t i n , 
nd n o. en- m1 nded a ttitude tona.rd , the probleme , aohieve-
ments , and poosible future e.velopments of other eopl s . 
3 . A ro 1ng po, er to sense .nd gr sp t he eoono i o a nd 
cult r 1 1nt r de endence o regions and peopl es . 
4 . A bet ter understanding OI the v l ue of n t 1r 1 r -
sources and the _need for i ntelligent use of them • 
5. The abili ty torn ke . orth 1h11e use of 1 1 ur 
time thro h the v1ta11za t 1on of field trip , ox more diet 
ant travel , nd ot r .ading because of nun rat nd1 of 
t he 1nterr l , tions bet .rcen m n ' s ·orki ng1 play i ng , l1v1 g , 
and the elements of t he nat urt-1 environ ent. 
6 . The recognition and appr eciation of the vari t y o 
hum n 1 .bOl" in t he a. jor t y es of regions t hrou h t he 
orld , ar 1e1ng from n underetr~ndin of l=n' s adjus t m nt s 
to hi~ n t ura l environment . 
-- - ----- he conot ant thre d of thoueht unni t>hroughout 
thi s eogr aphic instruction ,---- is ·t he adjustm-nt of m n to 
18 
hie nat ural environ,ent. " 
A study of t h ~bove h~s helpe the 1riter to for ulat e a 
l i s t o prime objectives by l hich t o check -11 t ests . 
18 
The ea ohing ot _Geogr apflY: -- Yea rbook XXXII ,l933--pp . 201-
203. Nat1on 1 Society tor the Ctndy or Education. 
/_ " 
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Chapter III --· ANALYSIS 0!.' ELEVEN G •OGRAPHY 'l'ESTS 
Variou$ methods may be ~~sed to check tests for validity. 
In any such analysis or tests tor such a purpose,some subjective 
judg~aent must be involved. By setting up criteria which are not 
too detailed,much danger of incorrect classification can be e-
liminated. 
Here,the individual items on several standardized t ests 
are checked against certain objectives of geography teaching. 
The objectives chosen as final criteria were those given by the 
National Society tor the Study of Education, quoted at the end 
of the last chapter.These were chosen because they were neither 
too comprehensive a s would have been the case if only t wo had 
been chosen 1 nor too detailed as would have been the c se if 
nineteen had been chosen. 
Since in the achievement or the six ultimate objectives, 
all other objectives will have been achieved,the use of these 
six objectives as a check on the different items in the sever 1 
standardized tests in geography should indicate the comprehen-
siveness or such tests,end since standardized teste influence 
the teaching of subject,the comprehensiveness ot the teaching 
of geography will likewise be indicated. 
In the tables for the several tests to follow,the items 
ot each teat will be listed in the order in which they appear 
in the teat. Further,they will be checked in the columns headed 
by Roman numerals I-VI,representing the six ultimate objectives 
respectively. A single item may fall into more than one category 
and if so 1 is checked in all those under which it may be class-
\ 1f1ed. S1noe the cla s sifying of each item und r one or more cri-
t eria involves the judgment Of t he writer,the Work Will to that 
extent be subjective.The objectives are definite,however,so 
tha t there need be no controversy over the class1tic tion. 
In orde~ that prejudic4 mi ght not be directed toward any 
one objective,p r ather broad classification was made by the 
riter,i.e.an/item might be classified under more than one ob-
j ective due to meanings being interpreted into it other t h n 
those directly sta ted. For example,in the Buckingham·S~evenson 
Geography Test, United States, orm l,Questiori 18 asks: '' ch 
state raises the most cotton? .. This question was interpreted by 
the r1ter to presuppose a knowledge ot;(l)the tact of where 
the most cotton is r aised;(2)the type ot climate in which cot-
ton can be grown;(J)the type of human labor employed on a cot-
ton pl anta tion.Thus,this item can be so construed as to fall 
into three classifications. A similarly ·broad interpretation was 
given to the items in the sever 1 tests. 
The tests analyzed were: 
l.Branom Test -- Place Teet A United St a tes 
if ••• B The Vorld 
Factual •rest B Europe 
" B -· Asia 
Problem Test A Africa 
" tt B South America 
publisher-• olfnight & r cKni ght , Normal, I l l., 19 6 . 
2. Bucklngham - Stevenson Test 
United Stat es -- Form 1 -- Information Test 
Problem Test 
1 
· 17-
Uni t ed St ates -- For m 2 -- I nfo r mat i on Teet 
Pr oblem Te s t 
Publisher --Public School Publi shing Co.,Bloom-
ington,Ill. , l 
3. Court i s St and rd Super visory Teste -- orm c 
Publ1sher-. s . A. Court1s.Detroit,Mich. 
4. Gregory - Spencer Test -- FormsA& B 
Tr ade Routes and Their Products 
"~~~i scellaneous Geogr aphy 
Causal Geogr aphy 
Place ana Descriptive Geogr aphy 
·· 11t1ca i and Place Geography 
ubl 1ohe r --c • • regory ~o ., 1noinn t1 , 0., 19~3 . 
s.H hn - Le olt y lleo·Jraph1 l;.Oc 1 
. Pos y- 1 n ~ enen eogr a.phy So l e 
Intorm t1on f. 
--
D1v1 1on 1 
F tt 2 
tt K .. 2 
--
tl n 1 
--
D1v1 ion 1 hought 
ub11o 0 0 0 1 ub11 h1 co. ,192 • 
7. Ri dge- Rue ll· H rr Teet 
Unit St t 
·-
ort merl e ... 
Ne -y.-:n 1 nd 
or t hcrn •urop & 
Rue 1a 
. 0 1 .... 
umber 
It 
" 
1 
1 
6 
eogr hi e ~ otors- 1 
ubl ah r - cKn1 ht & cKn1ght; o 1 . ! 1 1 . , 1929 • . 
• 
: 18-
• . .. s t n ord G ogr phy t -- •o v 
· or 
~ liah r ... . ·or d .:Jook co. • J , Y lt , 1 30 • 
• 
t h St d ·l' ·:i o :c• phy j, t 
r t . -· n t d •t te 
ubl1 h r - J •• H mmett , C bri dg , • , 1 18 . 
10 • . 1ed ,t ld· · lth r G ogr .p y f t - For 
orm B 
ubl lc r • :·:orld oo r "'o• • le ! Yor , 1931 . 
.., 
c 
ll . Orl an - - ubl1c School ch1 'Je nt T at - og. 
•or m l 
Publ1 h r - Public School ubl1 h1n r Co., l92 . 
In choo in th e te te , t he 1riter consult d t xtboo on 
e t hod, eduo t1on 1 j ournal , nnd publ1 h1ng- houe o t l og • he 
11 t thus obt in d a th n r educ d to t ho ' whi ch h d b n 
t nd r d1zed. o at nd rd1zed t e t s hi ch er not d ser1b d 
highly s ci liz d ere t hen selected, nd l JZ d . 
Sin~ . s ver or th t ts ve con trol l d n r , a 
multi • Ch 01C t st u d i n thi tudy with 
th for u d , included i n t h nd1x. Tho e whi ch v 
cho1o of re indio ted lth n t r 1 1n t h t ble 
1n which t h y occur. ome t. . t include 1n t h gr h nd 
h e r e 1ndi ted .it l th ymbol ( ' ) . 
An i tem- l y 1 o o f the · r no. t 1n bl I ho t h t 
87 it m or 56. 5 cl 1f1 d un r the t ob ctiv ; 
20 item or 13 und r t cond; lO 1t e or 6. 5 und r the 
t hird; 0 it m 0 13 und r th fourth; 1 or 0 und r t h 
f i fth ob ot1v ;17 1t me or 11. und Jr t h s i xth. 
• 
Pl c r t 
-- Unit 
1 0 
I • . o tion 
1. Je 
II. o t on p y 1 
C1t1 
C1t 
I . t t lon o C 1 
e t B -- Th orld 
1 
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-.1:> 
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I I ~ 0 t 1 :>n 0 Jhy 1e 1 - t r by 
countr 1 
1n 
• 
Iti9 Looa.t 1on r c lt1 by 0 nt r 1es 
I . Loo t on c ·t1ee by phys1Ctl f t-
ur 
BL •: I · 
•· ctu l e t B -- Euro 
I . e plt 1 
1 
I • 1 1 
II Tl ITT IV v Vt 
e 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
ix 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
4 
X 
I III III IV v VI 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
II I.Le derehip o. Cit es 1n roduots 
' l. Bud pes t 
2 . I nch ster 
3. Aberdeen 
4~ seen 
5. Newc stle 
IV.Le dership of Countries by products 
nd industries 
l . Production 
2. Product1on 
3 ~ C t chin o 
4~Production 
5 ~ Production 
of Corn 
or l a tinum 
fish 
of sulfur 
of olive oil 
v. s t a tement nbou · Europe 
.e 
l~ Northt at ~urope secures much 
·moi s ture rrom the esterl,:·wlnds,. 
2. ' h t does better than cox:·r. in t h 
moist cool climate of' England. 
3 . D irying is more i mportant in Eas 
ern r ope than i n !!'estern Europe 
4. The most valuable fi shi ng rounds 
of rope are in the neighborhood 
of t he Br1t1sh Isles . 
5. Tree crops for tood are mor~ im-
' portant in northern Europe than 1 
souther n Europe . 
6 ~ . urop i s the l eading continenti 
the production of petroleum. 
7. N vig t i on of the r ivers of weet-
ern :ur o e is not i mportant be-
cause of t he competition of r ail-
ro ds. 
8.Belg1um ia a more i mportant manu-
facturing country t han Holland. 
9 . Europe import mor food th n ny 
other continent. 
10. ost of the people of Hungary 
belong to the hite race 
TABLE I-D 
F ctual Test B --Asi a 
I . C pit l s oi' Countries 
l. French-Indo China 
t · 
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n 
n 
'I I I I I IV V VI 
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. X 
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T BLE I - E 
Probl m Test -- fri cn 
I. Beot An el· .... 
l. Why does Great Brit in insi s t on 
controll i ng the Str 1t of Gibral-
t ar? · 
2. 1hy 1s Cai ro the l ar gest city or 
.g, t . 
I . Tr ue Reasons and •act 
1. people are able t o live 
along t he co si of t he Gulf of 
Guinea . 
II .True n F''" l s e e sons 
l.Vfuy t he peopl of Gout h fri ca 
have made much progre e. 
IV. True Reasono , F le e sone, "'nd F ots 
1. by uro~ e n countries a re deepl y 
inter ested in tr1oa. 
T BLE I - F 
Proble Te t - • South merio 
I . Beet nowere 
1. 1hy 1s Ecuador a b ok rd co ntry 
2. _ t t aotors have helped olivia 
to make progress ? 
I I . True Reasons nd Facts 
l. Vl hy the Caribbean seaports of Col 
ombi a are more important than t e 
Pa 1ti o se~ports. 
I II . Tr e eas na ;iind False e eons 
l. Vhy P guay has not made much 
progress. 
? 
-
. . 
· · ·. 
I I I Ill IV v VI 
X X 
X Y. 
X J5: X 
! 
X X X 
,. 
X X 
I II II I IV v VI 
X :X 
X X X 
X X X 
X X X 
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th 
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s , ";'I 1 8 ; ~ "' ono nd n t 
liv 111 th -
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I II 
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ITI I '\I '- I 
X 
1 · of the olci h .m- St venson T t i n T ble 
ho t tl20 t rn or 44 r ci 1f1ed und r t h fir t 
ct1ve : it 
t h1rd j 2 1 
f1 t ;4/.t-
or nder t he second: 2 1te e or und r 
3 ' tmd r th t u th ; 0 t or 0 un r 
r 16..,. und · r t • 
L · I I • A 
Bucking ~ - Stevenson Test 
VI 
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I . Inf rm t 1 n 'l 
X 
? X 
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X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
• 
r 
X 
1 X X 
onu-
X 
t xico X 
t ct ur1 
X 
t bov c 
X 
X 
X 
forests ? 
17. ''-hi ch t tea mines the mos t gold? 
18 . h1ch state rai s es thf~ mos t cot ton? 
19 . To which count r y does the United 
St ates export the most pet r ol eum? 
2 o. Which s t at 11· s t '1e mos t beaut iful 
mountain scenery? 
2l. Wh1oh cit is th gr e t e s t cotton 
port? 
~2 . ~hat t ime does Geat t l e have? 
23.In h t gener al di recti n i s Sea t t l e 
rrom s t. P ul ? 
24 fuioh stat e ma1ees t he mos t heat ? 
25 . h1oh city i s t he r e t est t 1sh1ng 
port? 
26. ~ h1oh st t e h s the 1 r est p rt of 
its 1 nd under cul tiv tion . 
27. In hich s t a t e is i r rigat i on mpet n c-
esso.ry? 
28. Wbioh at te h s t he mos t de ert 1 nd? 
29 . ~fu1ch s t ate ha s t he l ar gest per cent of 
fo r ei n-born 1nh bitant e? 
30.Which atnt e 1nea the mo at sof t coal ? 
31. hich et te mi nes t he mos t iron ore ? 
3 2 . Which c1 t y is the capital of our coun-
try? 
·33. I n which at t is cattle~raising t he 
chi ef occu a t i on? 
34. hich state r aises t he most hogs 
35. 1ioh city obt ains a lar ge amount o 
electricity from ater ower ? · 
36. V~hioh city is south of St . Louis ? 1 37. 'hlch city h s the warmes t climat e ? 
38. -~hi oh oity ' i s most no ted .Lor i t s h i s -
toric 1ntere•t? 
39. 1oh city m nufaotur es t e most -ut o-
mobilee ? 
40. 7h1oh city i s t he grea t est r ailr oad 
center? 
41. 'hloh sta~e ha s the most swamp l and? 
42. ' h1oh oity ha e the r eateet packi ng 
' industry? 
43e ' h1oh o1t y o.s the greates t foreign 
trade? 
44~ hich t te h e the most noted winter 
resorts . 
45. hich city ha s the most ~1Yer traff ic? 
46 ~ ih1oh s t t e has t h l a r ge s t nat i onal 
park? 
47. 0n hich 1 ke i s Chi c 0 1 
48~ ~ hio e por t i s neares t t Jap n? 
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22 ~ i•hy 1s ,r nd . . ap1ds eng ged in \he 
' me nur cture of f urniture? . 
23, V1 hy i s ~inter on the P c1 f1 c Co _st 
erm? 
24. 'r· h i s e1;~ Yor k t he grea t est gate ·:~ny 
t hrough 1'h1ch. for i gner s nss into m-
eric ? 
25. ~hy h s Nev d light r inf 11 ? 
't L.i I ·B 
Unit -·d St a. tee ...... r.,orm 2 
I.Inf or m tion Teot 
1. ;:Jh1ch s t e h the most be- ut1ful 
mount i n scener y ? 
2. \ hich sta ter 1ee the most SU \~ r c ne? 
3. ~·hich at t e ia t he most dens ly popu• 
l a te ? 
4.·~ h1ch s t at produces t he most petroleum 
5· vhioh 1 . th" r e test ma.nuf ctu.r1ng 
's t ate ? 
6a From whot country does t he United c t te 
i mpo t t he most star? 
7. ' fu1ch o1t y h s t he coldest eli t e ? 
a. /. hich otc.te 1e t he h1ghe t bove ee 
l evel ? 
9• ·~ ih1oh st t e ha.e the most raint 11? 
10. ' h1ch city 1e the ne ret to C n d ? 
11 ·. ~h1oh s t ate hac the 1 r g st percent o 
negro opul ti n? 
12. h1ch s t te mines the most sil ver? 
13. "h1oh ot t e r i EJes t he most rice? 
14. · hlch c1 t ~ 1s ne rest to j,) t-. L~ou1s ? 
15. ~h1ch s t te 1s the l a r gest? 
16~ h1ch s t ate m1 nee the most copper ? 
17. ' h1oh sb t e r 1acs t he most cott on? 
18 . ~ o whi h country does t he Uni t ed 
States ex or t tho nos t r w cotton. 
19. Jh1oh s tate r 1ses the most tob ooo ? 
20. 1h ich st t h t e most va l u bl e 
f ore ts . 
21·. ·h o cit is l a.k port? 
22. I n which g.ner 1 direction i s Chic ~o 
f o n ~ v Or l e:: ne ? 
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n item-anal ysis o t he i edefel d- ' alther Geogr phy Test, , 
·orms A nd B,in able X shows t h t 281 items or 65 t all under 
t he firs t ob jective;55 or 13~ under the seoond;l9 items or 4· 
under the third;56 items or 13% under the fourth;O items or 0~ 
under the fifth; 22 i terns or 5. · under the sixth. 
li'orw< 
TABLE X- A 
iedefeld~ l lther Geography 
Test 
I. ~tudy abilities in Geography 
·rest 1. Reading 
1. by are banaaa s shipped when they are 
gr een? 
2. hy do people of the desert live in 
tents? 
3. · y has Florida few riv rs? 
4. hy does Sweden have lighter rain than 
Norway? 
5. hy have railroads helped to "settle 
the United St a tes? 
6. ' hy is Colombia's position for trade 
the best in south America ? 
1. by do we not raise sugar beets in 
southern United States? 
8. did Detroit grow to become an i m-
portant utomobile-manufacturing cen-
ter ? 
g. ~ hy is such a small part of Canada 
f armed? · 
lO. Vhy are the greatest manufacturing ci 
i es .in the northern part of Fr nee? 
11. hy is there a constant danger of 
floods in the ellow River Valley? 
12. hy is irrigation u4ed near the 
Andes in Ar gentina ? 
13. ~hy re there heavy fogs on theGrand 
Banks of Ne foundl nd? 
14. hy has Yugoslavia so few commercial 
ports on the Adriatic Sea ? 
15. hy i s Chicago one of the gr eat est 
markets of the United St tea ? 
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16. How has the lea ther industry of Japan 
been stimul t ed? 
Test 2.0rganization 
1-2. hy does the farmer keep cows ? 
3-4. re t he Lappe dependent upon r ein-
deer? 
5-6. hy i s farmin& sueceestul in eastern 
~ a.shington? 
7-8 • . hy do textiles play n important 
part in China 's export trade? 
9- 10. ·hy are most ot the people of Uruguay 
engaged in stock-ra1.s1ng? 
11-12. "hy does Italy raise so much less 
wheat t han her nei ghbor., France? 
13-14. hy has group of industrial citi s 
r own ·up around Lyon, Fr ance? 
15· 9 . hat changes are t aking place 1n··. t he 
economic lite or Jap n? 
Test 3. ap and raph Re ding # 
1. a t is t he name of the l ar gest city in 
Portugal? 
2. -.vh t city is laoa ted northwest ot Sar-
gossa . 
3. 'ntat is t he l argest oi t y on the Medi-
terrane n co at? 
4.The 1 rgest city on the southern coas t 
of t he editerranean is ----. 
5. 'r'hat city i s located at 40 24' N. and 
3; 45' • ? 
6. hat country extends from 36 N. to 43 
41 N.? 
1. 1hat country i s about five degr ees long 
8. ,vhioh is the largest city that is f ar -
t hes t inland? 
9.In what city would a boy's shadow be 
longest a t noon? 
10. '•'hat country has an area of about 
35.000 square miles? 
11.. a t city is near t he mouth of the 
longest river? 
12. What European city is about 475 miles 
from the Sargossa? 
13. ' hich i s t he l argest city over 1000 
feet above se level? 
14 . How many cities of over a halt- million 
inh bitants are in .t he Atlantic drainage 
b sin? 
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X 
X 
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X 
7x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
15. h t city has the heaviest winter rain I• 
f 11? X 
II III IV v VI 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X X 
X X 
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16 . V t city has the ar mest wee ther in 
summer 
17. ha.t city i n Spain is cooler in sum-
mer t han Oporto? 
18. h t 1s the average se -level January 
temper ture for ~adrid? 
1 9·• By studying the sketch below and t he 
maps you can find the meridian along 
which t hi s cross- section 1as ma.de • . rite 
the number of this meridian. 
20. ha t city h s the least r a infall for 
both January nd July? 
2l. Wha t is the l a r gest city having an av-
er ge monthly temperature of 75 tor July 
nd 47 for J nuary? · 
22. Which m p shows best the moderating 
influence of l arge bod•es of water? 
23. This picture wa s t aken in Spain in one 
of the pl aces lettered in the little map 
a t the right. Dr aw a ring around the 'et-
ter on the map t hat shows where the 
sc·ene of t he pic.ture is in Spain? 
24.A ship started south from Lisbon and 
traveled about 950 miles along the· · · 
coast. At what city did i~ stop? 
25. Draw a ring around the letter of the 
place on the little map at the right 
'tha t shows iThere the scene of the pic-
ture is in Sp in. 
(Graphs) 
26. What country is third in exp,orting raw 
·silk, to the United States? 
27·. In wh t year did the United States 1m-
port the least r aw silk? 
28. ' hat ye r r anks second. in the value of 
the. silk (r ) imported? 
29. hen did the United St a tes import the 
least silk from Japan? 
30.In what ~ear did the United States buy 
about 330. 000.000 worth of silk? 
31. hen ' did the United St a tes buy about 
26,ooo,ooo lb. of silk? 
32.In what year was the rice of silk 
hi ghest? 
33·. hioh country is Brazil's best cust-
omer . 
34• at is t he leadi.ng i mport of Br zil? 
35. r azil buys more than 1/4 of all her 
i mports from ---. 
36. How many countries buy more from Br -
zil than t hey sell her? . 
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X X 
X X 
X X 
' X X 
X X 
X X 
X X 
X lx X 
X X . X 
X X X 
X X X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
19 . Denv r 
20. Lake Uiohig n 
21 . exas 
22 , Pittsburg 
23 . ~1 er a Nevada 
24. oma.h 
25. New J ersey 
26 . Buffalo 
7 . ~ iohmond 
' E stern Hemisphere 
l . Ch1na 
2. Volga River 
3. '.ri bet 
4. Bombay 
5. Grea t Brita in 
6. Un1on of South frioa 
7. Blaok Se'-=' 
8 . s oand1nav1an Peninsula 
g . esopota.mia. 
lO .. Jerus 1 m 
11. H1mal ya .ounta1ns 
l2. Suez C nal 
13 . Yokoha.m 
Eur op 
14. London 
15 . hine Valley 
16. oll nd 
17. W rea · 
18.L ke ·eneva 
19 . Ant ~ e ~'P 
20. Home 
21 . Pr gue 
22. Italy 
23. arse1llea 
24. orde ux 
25. weden 
26 . England 
27.Vienna 
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ABLE X- B 
I . St udy b111t1es i n Geography 
Test 1 . eading 
1 . my do so many f a rmers rai se chickens ? 
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~. l~thy do - s fl oo .. 1. in m· kc good f• rm 
1 . nd . · 
3. y can sheep 11vo on the d sert ith-
out, fo d for everal days. 
~ . F'hy did t he moving- ictur industry 
loo te in 6 11 orn1 ? 
5. ·. hy r o Lap s 1 nder1ng peo' le? 
6 . Ho ~ do .o nt ins help to c use deserts? 
7. v hy le Austr 11 not an i mport nt man-
uf ctur1 s country? 
8~ qhy 1 J . r-n one of the r 1n1est ooun• 
trl e of t he . orld~ 
9 . hy 1s eo much of the t te of Nev d 
· ~ d e rt"' 
10. •hy .r--- t re rew large cit i es in 
t o t ern Uni ted c::t t.e s? 
1 • . hy does e ete.rn South Americ differ 
.from t ~ ·estern p.rt? 
12. \hy does t he United St ates not oroduce 
. co fee 
13 . Jhy does the m nufactur1ng of cotton 
t e. tilcs prosp ~r in ry ncheeter? 
1 • Why r c t he co stal lands of Peru 
most)y arid? 
15. y do Sw1es people specialize in the 
m nuf act urc of cheese? 
16 . 1 y does sug r-cane production in 
Loui si n Vfl.ry from year to ye ... r ? 
Test 2. 0rgnnizat1on 
1- 2. hy do some r. opl e prefer to live 1n 
br1c houoe ? 
3- 4. ':hy do people in di fferent parts of 
+.h orl d drc::es so differently? 
5- 6. hy 1 en O:rl c ns the most .important 
o t of t he South? 
1- .uo ht the dense population of China 
ff cted tho oountrj? 9- lo.· t mak e Chile an impor t ant coun-
t ry of South mer 1oa? 
11- 1 2 . hy has . uman1 not profited more 
by her dv""ntago~ gained from the torld 
:o.r? 
13-14. hy is the Ohio .iver so important 
to t he commerce of t he Uni ted States? 
15- 19 . Ho • do t e S' 1 s neople make thei r 
11v1n from the mount ins? 
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Tes t 3 .. :ap .n Gr ph .e ding 1 
1. t i t1 n me of t he 1 r g ,at ci ty in 
Fr , nee? 
2 .. hat Fr nch ci t y 1e farthest r orth? 
3. ' h t c t~ i e south e s or P ri a ? 
4 , t n t s ec.aon do ·-a ,J rse11lee ' g t t l1.e 
most rln 
5 • . ear · wh t .cl ty i s t he rainfa ll he vi eat 
i n Ju y 
6 . t c t ; s loc t ed 4 50 ' N. ·and . 2 20 ' 
t ci t is about 140 miles from ar1 s 
t city 1n •r anee 1s f a rthest from 
· t e sea co . at . 
• · a t 1 t e 1 r ·:)est ort on t he eout h-
ertl oo t F'r nee? · 
10. · t o ntry h s an rea of about 
~lo . oo e n.r ::> ilea? 
ll. ~ hat city i s a t point where a river 
flo ·r i ng 1est turns and flat e southwa rd? 
1 • n hich . is the temper t ure of the 
1r over t he ~n0l1 sh Channel war mer t han QVer nor t hec t ern ~ ranee? 
13. ': a t ci ty h s t he war mes t t emper a t ure 
1n Jan ry? 
1 1+. h t count r y extends from· 49 30' , to 
51 31' •• 
15. Vhat i s t 1 n me of th ~ l ongest rive r 
i n Fr nee? 
1 . nhi ch :n p hows t he r ming i nfluence 
of the \ t1 nt1 c? 
17 . Wh t city h s an av~rage monthly t em-
P ~ature of 38 for Janu ry nd 68 for 
lTuly? 
18 •. y s t u yi n. t he s etch below ·and the 
, · s you c n f i nd t h pa rallel a l ong 
_ic t hi s eros - section as ade, rite 
th nu ber of t h , p r .llel in t he pa r-
ent s . 
19 . P. m n s t a ted f rom Paris to vi sit an-
e th .r ci t y • . f t r t r vel l ng upstream a 
di st~nce he cros s d t he t l nt1c- 'ed1-
terr ne .n ·~~ . t r ... hed and then t rav eled 
do ns t re m until he rea ched t he s e • 
hat is th Tk· e of t he city he visited? 
o. ihat countr y ext ends through e i ght 
degr ees of 1 t i t ur ? 
l. Ho m ny of t he ci t! s eho n in 
~ ·r nee r 1 as th .n 1000 feet bove 
se •lev 1 
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II . G o r~ hy nfo rm t on 
Test 4 . ueo raphy Vocabul ry 
1 
5• m 
26 • ir 
27 . 0 1noo 
28 . 0 r 1bou 
... . Vel dt 
30. 7 bony 
s .. nc r 
d i a n 
Tes t 5. ogr p 1c , l . 0la t1onshi o (C use 
en ,ffect ) 
·• n .;: • . e. i nly me t . 
-nri n little eloth1 • 
{ .g i n tents of go t s-h 1r 
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1.n a.y. 
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13 . Days nd nights l w ys equ 1 ~-- ? 
14 . Temoor ry hot-s s bu1 t of' sno • 
15 . 11vere wi th wi de , de p mouths. 
16 • .rovement to\ a r d 1nd pendence 1!1 ndi" . 
17. Earl y c1v111z tin of T,·g,ypt . 
1 8 . he t r . a Ci t • o · nzig . 
19 . ~any w t r f a l1 e in t he river-s . 
20 . 'I·horny cacti. 
Teet 6 . Pl a oe Jeogr nhy (1oca t1ons) 
~ estern Hemls here 
1. Un1t ed ·tates 
2. Ar gent 1ne 
:;. t . L.wr ence Vs1ley 
4. Andes ~ountaine 
5. P c1f1o Ocean 
6 • . .,.ontevid~o 
7. L br dor 
8 . s mazon Uver 
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10 . orto ioo 
11 •. f ntoe 
12. Peru 
Uni t d t t es 
13 Ie v1 .ork City 
14. Caec de Range . 
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16 . " shi ngt on D. C. 
17. Co1or do 
18 . ... a lifornia 
19 . Se ttle 
20. ennsy1v ni a 
21. · renton 
2. 1\.t1 ::·nt 
23 •. 1nne polis 
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Chapter IV -- IN'rERPR!hTATION OF DAT.A 
The data in Chapter III are to be interpreted by checking 
the relative number ot items grouped under each objective, and 
noting the obj ective which has the grea test number of items 
checked aga~nst it;the objective which has the second greatest, 
etc . A summary of the data from Chapter III follows in Table 
XII-A,the total tor each objective being given tor each t eet, 
and the grand total for each objective tor all the teste. Table 
XII- B converts these totals into percents of t he gr and total 
for all the objectives. 
TABLE XII-A 
I II III IV v VI 
Table 1 ••••••• 87 20 10 20 0 17 
" 2 •••••• 120 26 22 62 0 44 
•• 3 ••••••• 79 0 0 0 0 0 
" 4 •••••• 211 9 17 26 0 5 
If 5 ....... 226 20 13 40 0 12 
" 6 •••••• 263 17 0 13 0 17 
II 7 ••••••• 83 ·a 7 8 0 6 
" 8 •••••• 159 0 1 12 0 13 
•• 9 ........ 43 10 0 10 0 10 
If 10 •••••• 281 55 19 56 0 22 
tf 11 ••••••• 44 11 __L _gg_ 
_Q_ 4 
- -
1596 176 93 269 0 150 
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TABLE XII-B 
Objective 1 •••••• 1596 •••••• 69.88% 
" 
11 •••••• 176 ••••••• 7.70% 
.. 1! 1 •••••• 93 ••••••• 4.07% 
" 1v •••••• 269 •• . ••• 11.78% 
ft v •••••••.• 0 •••••••. o. 00'% . 
" VI ..... ~?§2·· .... ~ Grand Totals ••••• 2 ••••• 1~
A study or the above data shows that a total or 1596 items 
or 69.88 ~ fall under the first objeotive;l76 items or 7.70 
under t he second;93 items or 4.07% under the_ third;269 items or 
11.78% under the rourth;O items or o.OQ% under the fif'th;l50 
items or 6.57 ., under the sixth. 
In other wo~ds,the first objective occurs in t he r atio of 
about six to one with the objective whi~h ranks second in the 
number of items checked,i.e.the ob jective involving "apprecia-
tion or the value of,and necessity for conservation of',natural 
19 . 
r esources".The objective third in number or items checked w s 
that which pertained to "the problems or peoples due to pecu-
19 
liarities ot environment" .The obj ective which r anks fourth ia-
19 
volves a conception of "the variety or human labor".That ob-
jective concerned with"the economic interdependence of regions 
19 
and peoples~ was fifth. And the objective which r anked sixth 
in number of items checked wa s tha t of the "use of leisure 
19 
time",and had no items under it. 
The first obj ectivethen,--the objective which f urnishes 
the pupil with geogr aphic tools,is the one which received the 
19 
The Teaching of Geography -- Yearbook XXXI1,1933--pp201-
203. National Society for the Study of Education. 
' ' 
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re t t o1 t t · o t h · t e t - oon tructors,.not from on or f r o 
th jor1ty , but tr m ll ot th • 
E. r l1 r i n t 1 p r ,th r1tor t t ed t t t he 1te 
wo l d 1nt bro ly,wh1ch 7ould re ult in s m o t he 
1te ' t 11 un er or t h n one obJ ot. v • ·h t ent to 
hi h t h1 occur d 1 1 die t d i n t bl XI - , 1n h1ch 1t 
1 cl 1t1 d rl un er only one o J ~ctlv , Col ; 
und r t o obj , Col rnn ; u r . thr . ob j .otA ves, Column I I , 
to . bl XI I - onv rt t 1 · e nto r nt o t r. d 
tot 1 o 11 t h 1t m • 
bl • 
• 
.. 
7 
" 
tt 1 
T. BLE XI II-
I I I . 
0 17 
9 44 
7 0 
20 :53 
196 41 
25 1 
1 4 21 
3 0 
7 50 
FM-aH 
II 
11 
' 
7 
1 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
10 0 
17 
gt.-z;--r 
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TABL • XIII-B 
Column ! ••••• 1478 •••••••• 80. 24% 
tt 
.. 
!! ••••• 263 •••••••• 14.28% 
r - r ••• ~.96 ••••••••• 5.21% 
rv ••••••• 4 •...•..•. 0.22~ 
. . 
" v •••••••• l ••••••••• o.os% 
Grand Totals.lS42. • •••• ·1('50.00% · 
The above d ta ( Tables XIII-A nd XIIJ ... a)· show t of a 
o"'-~ gr a.nd total of 1842· items an4lyzed.l478 fall ·tinder only ob jec-
t1.ve ; 263 under t m;96 under three;4 under tour;l under f1ve. 
Since no items . ere clase1t1ed under the fitth object1ve.th t 
of the use or leisure time.or course no item could appe r in 
11 s ix columns . Th1 e preponderance or items appearing only un-
der one objective indicates the gre t epecializ t1on of the 
na ture of the items . 
- -
r t t t h t t-oonetruator 1 not fro on or ro 
the jor1ty1 but r m 11 or th m. 
r11er 1n t h1 er,the tr1t r t ted th t th 1t 
. would 1nt r t d bro dly , wh1oh ould r sult 1n o o th 
1t • fll1n un r or t ·none object v. xtent to h1ah 
t h1 ooourr d 1 indio t d in bl X II ·· ., 1n h1oh oh 1 t - 1 
ol e1 1ed 
objoot1v s onlY• 
r n under one obj ot1v or oo bin t on or 
lev n vertic 1 oolunne r cpr nt th 1 v n 
t t n lyz d; th horizont 1 columns 1 the oomb1 tion o ob· 
J ot1v s . 
x •••••••• .••••• 
II •.•••••• •• • • • 
I II •••.••••••• 
I V•••••••••••• 
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II • .•••• •••• 
III •• ••••••• 
B · I II ~ 
I I I III I V ~ VI VII VII I IX 
75 54 7 183 183 250 82 128 4' 
4 0 3 4 5 0 0 0 
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1 3 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 
1 
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0 
0 
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3 
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0 
0 
0 
0 
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0 
0 
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18 
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From the dat in Table XIII ,1t is evident th t by r r the 
1 r gest numb~r of items falling under aone objective or any 
combination ot object1ves,talls under the first object ive. The 
second l ar ge t number f all under the combination ot the fir t 
and the fourth. Those f lling under the firet ·number 1357 and 
cons titute 74.36% of t he total. Those r lling under t h · combina-
tion of the . first nd the fourth number 75 and constitute 4.13 
of the total number of 1 terns an lyzed •. '11his preponder nee of items 
r 111ng under only one item indicates the great epecializ tion 
of the na ture ot the items. 
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t1 . - t 1 onl y tool obJ ctiv , i nvolvi m :ory lon ,wi t -
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t h b111 t y or the pupil s t o t hi nk . .. 22 
.The bov~ or 1ter i i ndio t e t hat the t ests f all s r t of 
me sur i ng t he me jor ob j ective of nabi lity t o i nt erpre t , n ' s 
dJu t ment to hi s environment. Th6a ma j or ob j ecti ve i n 1t s s u -
divi s i ons receives l ees t han one- half tho ~eight of t e " t ool 
objec t i-ve", L e. 30.12 s against 69 . 88;t. , .· 
23 
S1nce , aooording to ilson and Hoke; t he test set t e 
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mi nor ob j ective pp a r in t he l ig 1t of jor one . his a. 
tru~ not or one t e s ·t , but or all t he tes ts anel yzed. 
Tats me ns , t h n, t hat s t nd rdi zed t eats i n g ogr phy 
shoul d be r evi e nd r econs t r uc t ed i n t h light or t he t ue 
objectives or geogr nphy , nd h ve t he ma jor number of i tems be 
of such a nat ure s t o be cap bl e of group1 under t e ma jor 
I 
ob j ectives of ·eo~raphy te ching. Then, and not un~il t hen, ill 
at nd r d1zed t eat s 1n g ogr aphy b v 11d ,i •• "con 1 t ent ~1th 
the ob j ~otives of educ t1on, r1th objectives of t h ubj ct, 
with t he content of the oourae of study, 1th t h beet rcct1ces 
24 
i n t ea ching". 
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22 { 
. s. ~unro, ea surin~ the esults or Teach1118 1 Hou ht on 
iff l in co., l918,---P ~25~ ff. 
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G. M. ilson nd K . J oke, Ibid. 
24 
H. L.Bm1th nd •• right,Ibid.,pp.32 rr • 
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New Stanford Geography Test 
By TRUMAN L. KELLEY, GILES M. RucH, and LEWIS M. TERMAN 
TEST: FORM W 
FOR GRADES 4-9 
Name Grade Boy or girl 
Age When is your next birthday? How old will you be then ? 
N arne of school Date 
Score Educ. Schoo}! Score Educ. School 1 Score Educ. School' Age Grade Age Grade Age Grade 
1------- - - -- - - --------
120 19-2 100 15-8 9.7 80 12-6 6.7 
119 18-11 99 15-6 9.5 79 12-4 6.6 
118 18-8 98 15-4 9.3 78 12-3 6.4 
117 18-5 97 15-2 9.2 77 12-2 6.3 
116 18-2 96 15-0 9.0 76 12-0 6.2 
115 17-11 95 14-10 8.9 75 11-11 6.1 
114 17-8 94 14-8 8.7 74 11-10 6.0 
113 17-6 93 14-62 8.5 73 11-9 5.9 
112 17-4 92 14-4 8.4 72 11-8 5.8 
111 17-2 91 14-1 8.2 71 11-7 5.7 
110 17-Q 90 13-11 8.1 70 11-6 5.7 
109 16-10 89 13-9 7.9 69 11-5 5.6 
108 16-8 88 13-7 7.8 68 11-4 5.5 
107 16-6 87 13-5 7.6 67 11-3 5.4· 
106 16-5 86 13-3 7.5 66 11-2 5.3 
105 16-3 85 13-1 7.4 65 11-1 5.2 
104 16-2 84 12-11 7.2 64 11-o 5.1 
103 16-Q 83 12-10 7.1 63 10-11 5.0 
102 15-11 10.0 82 12-8 7.0 62 10-10 4.9 
101 15-9 9.8 81 12-7 6.8 61 10-9 4.8 
1 Grade defined as in the table in the Directions for Administering. 
2 Educational ages above this point are extrapolated · values. 
Score Educ. SchooJI Score EdttC. School 1 Age Grade Age Grade 
-------- - - -
60 10-8 4.7 40 9-3 3.4 
59 10-7 4.6 39 9-2 3.4 
58 10-6 4.6 38 9-1 3.3 
57 10-6 4.5 37 9-0 3.3 
56 10-5 4.4 36 8-11 3.2 
55 10-4 4.4 35 8-10 3.2 
54 10-3 4.3 34 8-9 3.1 
53 10-2 4.3 33 8-8 3.1 
52 10-1 4.2 32 8-7 3.1 
51 10-0 4.1 31 8-6 3.0 
50 9-11 4.1 30 8-5 3.0 
49 9-11 4.0 29 8-4 2.9 
48 9-10 4.0 28 8-3 2.9 
• 47 9-9 3.9 27 8-2 2.8 
46 9-8 3.9 26 8-1 2.8 
45 9-7 3.8 25 8-Q 2.8 
44 9-6 3.7 24 7-11 2.7 
43 9-5 3.6 23 7-10 2.7 
42 9-4 3.6 22 7-8 2.6 
41 9-3 3.5 21 7-6 2.6 
20 7-5 2.6 
To THE ExAMINER. Do not administer this test without first reading carefully the Directions for Administering. 
TEsT ScoRE Eouc. SCHOOL AGE GRADE 
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DIRECTIONS: Draw a line under the word which 
makes the sentence true, as shown in the sample. 
SAMPLE: 
France is in Africa Europe Asia 
1 The sleds of the Eskimos are drawn by 
women horses dogs 
2 The warmest season of the year in the 
United States is spring summer autumn 
3 An important river of North America is the 
Mississippi Volga Plata 
4 The month before November is 
October April September 
s Washington, D.C., is connected with 
mmmg shipping government 
6 The largest divisions of land are called 
islands oceans continents 
7 The nation using the most automobiles is 
Germany Great Britain United States 
8 One of the principal exports of China is 
tea coffee wheat 
9 Pearls are obtained from 
ivory mines oysters 
10 A state producing many grapes is 
Idaho California South Dakota 
u Cement is made from 
coke iron limestone 
12 A state largely bounded by water is 
Vermont Minnesota Florida 
13 Paper comes chiefly from 
mines forests animals 
14 Beets are used for making 
catsup sugar jellies 
15 The ocean surrounding the North Pole is the 
Arctic Indian Antarctic 
16 The regular rising and falling of oceans is 
called ocean currents tides geysers 
17 A state having a very warm climate is 
Texas Oregon Wisconsin 
18 A chief export of Japan is 
machinery silk meats 
19 The zone nearest the poles is the 
frigid temperate torrid 
2o A city noted for the manufacture of automo-
biles is Cincinnati Chicago Detroit 
Go right on to the next column. 
New Stanf. Geog. W 
21 A state located in the mountain region is 
Iowa Colorado Michigan 
22 Liverpool is a city of 
England France Spain 
23 A country near the equator is 
Brazil United States Russia 
24 The smallest continent is 
Australia Europe Africa 
25 A valuable ornamental wood is 
mahogany pine spruce 
26 A lea.ding manufacturing state is 
Wyoming Massachusetts Texas 
27 Many ships going from Cuba to New York 
carry steel sugar clothing 
28 The Pyramids are located in 
Egypt Morocco Persia 
29 Australia is a possession of 
Canada Great Britain United States 
30 The country ranking highest in cotton pro-
duction is Russia China United States 
31 The ocean between the United States and 
China is the Atlantic Pacific Arctic 
32 A principal crop of Russia is 
sugar cane wheat rice 
33 An elevated table-land is called a 
plateau divide mountain 
34 A country that has no seaport is 
Greece Belgium Switzerland 
35 A great wheat market is 
San Francisco Kansas City Columbus 
36 Chicago has become a large city chiefly be-
cause of its soil scenery location 
37 The earth rotates on its 
ax1s path orbit 
38 A country in which very few people can read 
and write is Persia Holland Denmark 
39 Deltas are formed by 
winds ocean currents 
40 Longitude is measured in 
inches miles degrees 
rivers 
Go right on to the next page. 
Difference 
S core 
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41 A man who searches for minerals is called 
a prospector an explorer a discoverer 
42 The most important kind of fishing on the 
Pacific coast is salmon halibut cod 
43 The highest mountains in North America 
a re the Rockies Ozarks Appalachians 
44 The smallest states in the Union are found 
in the West Southeast Northeast 
45 The Volga is in 
Spain India Russia 
46 An instrument which works by magnetism 
is the compass pump siphon 
47 A country using much man power in trans-
portation is China England United States 
48 An important farm crop of the Pacific states 
Is corn wheat tobacco 
49 A product of quarries is 
granite sulphur cocoa 
50 A rich mining country is 
Argentina Peru Brazil 
51 Much African territory is controlled by 
Italy England Turkey 
52 A clothing material coming from plants Is 
mohair wool linen 
53 The chief corn-producing country is the 
U.S. Argentine Mexican Republic 
54 An important canal in Germany is the 
W elland Kiel Soo 
ss Potash is a kind of 
mineral plant utensil 
56 When it is noon in San Francisco, it is 
2 P.M. in Berlin Chicago London 
57 The Pennsylvania Railroad connects Chi-
cago with New York Denver Omaha 
58 California lemons compete with lemons 
from Egypt Italy Germany 
59 One of the most common foods in Japan is 
fish mutton corn 
60 The most irregular coastline of the U.S. is 
the southern western northeastern 
61 The most densely populated part of Europe 
is the Eastern Northern Western 
Go right on to the next column. 
3 
62 The Strait of Dover separates England from 
France Ireland Scotland 
63 A lake port of the United States is 
Kansas City Pittsburgh Cleveland 
64 The rainfall required for wheat raising is 
very heavy moderate very light 
6,j The la rgest city in South America is 
Buenos Aires Rio de Janeiro Valparaiso 
66 Apples are a leading product in 
Florida California Washington 
67 The principal navigable river of Germany 
is the Rhone Danube Rhine 
68 The Asiatic country with the best educa-
tional system is Japan China India 
69 The North Pole was first reached in 
1850 1909 1921 
70 Water power is chiefly an aid to 
navigation irrigation manufacturing 
71 Distances from the equator are measured in 
latitude longitude altitude 
72 The chief cause of tides is the attraction of 
the moon planets sun 
73 Relief maps deal mainly with 
elevation boundaries products 
74 A breed of cattle most valuable for meat is 
the Jersey Hereford Holstein 
75 In which country will most uniform climate 
be found? Russia China New Zealand 
76 The most densely populated country in Eu-
rope is France Italy Belgium 
77 A pest attacking apple trees is the 
boll weevil San Jose scale smut 
78 Rotation of the earth divides time into 
days seasons years 
79 The greatest number of degrees of longi-
tude is 90 180 360 
80 The largest city of Italy is 
Rome Genoa Naples 
End of Test. Look over your work. 
N umber right ___ ________ __ __ ____ _ 
N umber wrong .. -- --------------:-- 2 = --------------- -----
Difference ______ _________ ____ _ 
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Part I .. 
Part II .... . . . 
Total. 
UNITED STATES-INFORMATION-PROBLEMS 
By B. R. BUCKINGHAM and P. R. STEVENSON 
Bureau of Educational Research, Ohio State University 
City .......................................................... State ....................... ..... Date ........................... . 
Name.·------·------·-----------------------------···---------- SchooL ................................ .......................... . 
Grade .... -------------------------------------------- Teacher ................................................................... . 
DIRECTIONS 
Look at Question A below. Four answers are given to the question, 
"What causes the earth's heat and light?" Only one of these answers is 
correct. Find the correct answer. If more than ont answer seems correct, 
select the best one. The correct answer is Number 1, "The sun." Write 
"1" in the parentheses to the left of the exercise. 
Now read Question B and its four answers. Which is the correct 
answer? Write the number "3" in the parentheses. Read Question C. Find 
the best answer and write its number in the parentheses. Do the same for 
Question D. 
TRIAL TEST 
A. WHAT CAUSES THE EARTH'S HEAT AND LIGHT? 
1. The sun. 
( ) 2. The winds. 
3. The stars. 
4. The rivers. ~os+on u · S 1 " nl ,rers ! tu· 
c lool of Ed . J B. WHICH CITY IS FARTHEST NORTH? 
1 2 3 4 
ucat1 on Library '----' --
( ) Atlanta, New Orleans, Chicago, St. Louis. 
C. WHY ARE ORANGES NOT GROWN IN CANADA? 
1. There is not enough rainfall. 
( ) 2. The climate is too cold. 
3. Canada is not densely settled. 
4. Many fine oranges are grown in Florida. 
D. WHICH STATE RAISES THE MOST COTTON? 
1 2 3 4 
( ) Michigan, Wyoming, Iowa, Alabama. 
On the following pages there are a number of exercises similar to these. 
REMEMBER: 
(I) Find the correct or best answer to each question. 
{2) Write its number in the parentheses to the left of the exercise. 
(3) Note that the questions in all cases refer only to places named 
and printed in black type. 
(4) Work as rapidly as you can but be sure to get the answer right. 
When you have finished the page, go on to the next page without stop-
ping unless you see the word "Stop." If you do not know the answer to a 
question go on to the next. Turn to the next page and begin. 
235-Sp 
Score for this page ........................... . 
PART I. INFORMATION TEST 
Write the number of the correct or best answer to each question in the 
parentheses before the question. 
( ) 1. Which state has the most beautiful mountain scenery? 
1 2 3 4 
Illinois, Michigan, Ohio, California. 
( ) 2. Which state raises the most sugar cane? 
1 2 3 4 
Arkansas, Georgia, Massachusetts, Ohio. 
( ) 3. Which state is most densely populated? 
1 2 3 4 
Alabama, Utah, Delaware, Iowa. 
( ) 4. Which state produces the most oil (petroleum)? 
1 2 3 4 
California, Washington, Nevada, South Carolina. 
( )· 5. Which is the greatest manufacturing state! 
1 2 3 4 
Illinois, Georgia, Montana, Arizona. 
( ) 6. From which country does the United States import the most sugar? 
1 2 3 4 
England, Spain, Cuba, Australia. 
( ) 7 Which city has the coldest climate? 
1 2 3 4 
Los Angeles, Boston, Memphis, Atlanta. 
( ) 8. Which state is highest above sea level? 
1 2 3 4 
Mississippi, Louisiana, Florida, Ohio. 
( ) 9. Which state has the most rainfall? 
1 2 3 4 
Wyoming, New Mexico, Nevada, Mississippi. 
( ) 10. Which city is nearest to Canada? 
1 2 3 4 
Boston, Detroit, Chicago, St. Paul. 
( ) 11. Which state has the largest percent of negro population? 
1 2 3 4 
Indiana, Kansas, Georgia, Arizona. 
( ) 12. Which state mines the most silver? 
1 2 3 4 
Montana, California, Ohio, Indiana. 
( ) 13. Which state raises the most rice? 
1 2 3 4 
Arkansas, North Dakota, Ohio, Missouri. 
When you have answered these questions, do the ones on the next page. 
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Score for this page ........................... . 
) 14. Which city is nearest to St. Louis? 
1 2 3 4 
New Orleans, Clev,eland, Nashville, Denver. 
) 15. Which state is the largest? 
1 2 3 4 
North Carolina, Nevada, Oklahoma, Indiana. 
) 16. Which state mines the most copper? 
1 2 3 4 
Illinois, Vermont, Pennsylvania, Montana. 
) 17 Which state raises the most cotton? 
1 2 3 4 
Colorado, Nevada, Michigan, Georgia. 
) 18. To which country does the United States export the most raw 
cotton? 
1 2 3 4 
Cuba, England, Egypt, China. 
) 19. Which state raises the most tobacco? 
1 2 3 4 
Delaware, California, North Carolina, Wyoming. 
) 20. Which state has the most valuable forests? 
1 2 3 4 
Michigan, Arizona, South Dakota, Illinois. 
) 21. Which city is a lake port? 
1 2 3 4 
Duluth, Indianapolis, Columbus, Kansas City. 
) 22. In which general direction is Chicago from New Orleans? 
1 2 3 4 
South, East, North, West. 
) 23. Which state raises the most cattle? 
1 2 3 4 
North Dakota, Iowa, Virginia, Georgia. 
) 24. Which time does Denver have? 
1 2 3 4 
Pacific, Eastern, Central, Mountain. 
) 25. Which state mines the most soft coal? 
1 2 3 4 
Missouri, Texas, Arizona, West Virginia. 
) 26. Which city manufactures the most steel goods? 
1 2 3 4 
St. Louis, Pittsburgh, Denv~r, Portland. 
) 27 Which is the largest city? 
1 2 3 4 
Atlanta, San Francisco, New York, Pittsburgh. 
When you have answered these questions, do the ones on the next page. 
Score for this page .................... ... .... . 
( ) 28. Which state raises the most corn? 
1 2 3 4 
Iowa, New York, Oklahoma, Georgia. 
( ) 29. Which river empties into the Ohio? 
1 2 3 4 
Wabash, Missouri, Arkansas, Hudson. 
( ) 30. Which state has most of its rainfall in winter? 
1 2 3 4 
Florida, California, Texas, Michigan. 
( ) 31. In which general direction is Cincinnati from St. Louis? 
1 2 3 4 
West, North, South, East. 
( ) 32. Which city is a noted health resort? 
1 2 3 4 
Nashville, Colorado Springs, Albany, Chicago. 
( ) 33. In which state is irrigation most necessary? 
1 2 3 4 
New Jersey, Louisiana, Utah, Iowa. 
34. Which state raises the most wheat? 
1 2 3 4 
Georgia, Kansas, Arizona, Ohio. 
( ) 35. Which state mines the most iron ore? 
1 2 3 4 
Georgia, Oklahoma, Utah, Minnesota. 
( ) 36. Which state has the largest part of its land under cultivation? 
1 2 3 4 
Arizona, Nebraska, Mississippi, Utah. 
( ) 37 Which is the chief occupation of Southern States? 
1 2 3 4 
Mining, Manufacturing, Farming, Commerce. 
( ) 38. Which state has the highest mountains? 
1 2 3 4 
W~st Virginia, Florida, Georgia, Iowa. 
( ) 39. Which city manufactures the most rubber goods? 
1 2 3 4 
Akron, Jersey City, Atlanta, Omaha. 
( ) 40. Which state is most strongly opposed to Japanese immigration? 
1 2 3 4 
Ohio, Vermont, California, Delaware. 
When you have answered these questions, do the ones on the next page. 
Score for this page .......... ..... ...... .. --~-
( ) 41. Which city is most noted for its historic interests? 
1 2 3 4 
Newark, Boston, Kansas City, Atlanta. 
( ) 42. Which state has the most swamp land? 
1 2 3 4 
K.entucky, Ohio, Colorado, Florida. 
( ) 43. Which is a possession of the United States? 
1 2 3 4 
Japan, Philippines, Argentina, Canada. 
( ) 44. Which is the greatest sea port? 
1 2 3 4 
Duluth, Savannah, Boston, Atlantic City. 
( ) 45. Which state has the largest percent of foreign born inhabitants? 
1 2 3 4 
California, Georgia, Kansas, Montana. 
( ) 46. From which country does the United States import the most coffee? 
1 2 3 4 
China, France, Italy, Brazil. 
( ) 47. Which city is north of Cincinnati? 
1 2 3 4 
Nashville, Louisville, Galveston, Pittsburgh. 
( ) 48. Which city has the warmest climate? 
1 2 3 4 
New Orleans, Denver, Omaha, Baltimore. 
( ) 49. Which city is the greatest railroad center? 
1 2 3 4 
Omaha, Philadelphia, Chicago, Boston. 
( ) 50. Which city is nearest to the Panama Canal? 
1 2 3 4 
Seattle, New York, New Orleans, Los Angeles. 
STOP 
If you finish before time is called, look back to see if you have an· 
swered each qu.estion correctly. Do not turn this page until you are told to 
do so. 
Score for this page ........................... . 
PART II. PROBLEM TEST 
Write in the parentheses the number of the correct or best answer. 
1. WHY ARE EASTERN CITIES LESS SMOKY THAN CITIES IN 
WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA? 
1. Less manufacturing is done in the east. 
( ) 2. Hard coal is generally used in the eastern cities. 
3. The atmosphere is heavier in western Pennsylvania. 
4. Pennsylvania mines a large amount of coal. 
2. WHY IS THE PANAMA CANAL VALUABLE TO THE UNITED 
STATES? 
1. It has made a shorter trade route from the Atlantic to the 
Pacific. 
( ) 2. It is a valuable piece of property in time of war. 
3. Many men obtained work when it was built. 
4. South American trade is valuable to the countries of Europe. 
3. WHY DID PRAIRIE LANDS OFFER GREAT ADVANTAGE TO 
THE EARLIER SETTLERS? 
1. Prairie lands had a light rainfall. 
( ) 2. Railroads could be built easily on level ground. 
3. The prairie lands did not have to be cleared of trees. 
4. Indian tribes did not frequent the prairies. 
4. WHY HAS MINNEAPOLIS BECOME THE GREAT WHEAT 
MILLING CITY OF THE WORLD? 
1. It is in the wheat belt and has valuable water power. 
( ) 2. It is only a short distance from St. Paul. 
3. Minnesota has heavy rains in summer and snows in winter. 
4. The climate is cool and pleasant. 
5. HOW DID GLACIERS BENEFIT THE NORTH CENTRAL PART 
OF THE UNITED STATES? 
1. Rainfall became more abundant. 
( ) 2. Glaciers came from Canada. 
3. They changed the climate. 
4. They often deposited rich soil. 
6. WHY WAS THE PURCHASE OF ALASKA NOT A FOOLISH 
WASTE OF MONEY? 
1. The climate of southern Alaska is mild and pleasant. 
( ) 2. More money has been made from Alaska than the land cost. 
3. The government has built railroads in Alaska. 
4. Most large countries desire colonies or possessions. 
7 WHAT MADE POSSIBLE THE DEVELOPMENT OF IRON 
MINES WEST OF LAKE SUPERIOR? 
1. Ore can be transported cheaply by water to the coal regions. 
( ) 2. Cheap foreign labor is easy to secure. 
3. Many railroads have been built in this region. 
4. The climate is very healthful. 
When you have answered these questions, do the ones on the next page. 
Score for this page ........................... . 
8. WHY HAVE SEATTLE AND TACOMA BECOME GREAT LUMBER 
PORTS? 1. They are near San Francisco and Portland. 
( ) 2. Many lumber merchants live in these cities. 
3. They have good harbors and are near valuable forest lands. 
4. They are situated in a rich agricultural district. 
9. WHY IS SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AN IDEAL PLACE FOR THE 
PRODUCTION OF MOTION PICTURES? 
1. Many actors live in California near the sea shore. 
( ) 2. There is a great deal of sunshine and very little rain. 
3. The people of California enjoy motion pictures. 
4. Picture machines are made in San Francisco. 
10. WHY ARE GOOD ROADS VALUABLE TO FARMING COMMUNI-
TIES? 1. Many tourists travel on good roads. 
( ) 2. Good roads are paid for by taxation. 
3. Time and money are saved in hauling produce to market. 
4. Many men from cities obtain work when roads are built. 
11. vVHY HAS THE INVENTION OF THE COTTON GIN GREATLY 
INFLUENCED THE SOUTH? 
1. It has made possible the use of cotton on a large scale. 
( ) 2. It has made Eli Whitney famous. 
3. Fewer laborers are now needed to do the work. 
4. Many byproducts are made from the cotton plant. 
12. WHY ARE LARGE TRACTS OF LAND IN THE WEST WHICH 
ARE NATURALLY DRY AND ISOLATED BECOMING PROSPER-
OUS AGRICULTURAL DISTRICTS? 
1. Good roads make communication between towns possible. 
( ) 2. Farming is a profitable occupation. 
3. Modern machinery makes farming on a large scale profitable. 
4. Irrigation has made the land productive. 
13. WHY SHOULD THE SOUTHERN STATES RAISE OTHER CROPS 
IN ADDITION TO COTTON? 
1. The demand for cotton is growing greater each year. 
( ) 2. One crop raised year after year spoils the soil. 
3. Cotton is very difficult to raise. 
4. Any other crop is more profitable. 
14. WHY CAN CINCINNATI OBTAIN COAL CHEAPLY FROM PENN-
SYLVANIA? 1. Railroad connections are excellent. 
( ) 2. Cincinnati uses a large amount of coal. 
3. Pennsylvania has more coal than it can use. 
4. Coal can be shipped by boats. 
15. WHY DO SO FEW PEOPLE LIVE IN WESTERN KANSAS AND 
NEBRASKA? 
1. The rainfall is not sufficient to support a dense population. 
) 2. Most of this land is in the hands of Indians. 
3. The land is too rough and hilly 
4. The land is owned by a few people. 
16. WHY WOULD MANY MEN IN NEvV ENGLAND BE WITHOUT 
WORK IF THERE WAS A FAILURE OF THE COTTON CROP IN 
THE SOUTH? 
1. Men from New England work in the cotton fields. 
( ) 2. Less cotton would then be raised in New England. 
3. Cotton cloth is very necessary to mankind. 
4. TheN ew England mills obtain their raw cotton from the south. 
When you have answered these questions, do the ones on the next page. 
Score for this page ...... ------------------···· 
17 WHY DO THE BASEBALL TEAMS FROM CHICAGO BEGIN 
THEIR TRAINING EACH YEAR IN CITIES LIKE BIRMINGHAM? 
1. Large crowds attend the games. 
( ) 2. The cost of living is small in southern cities. 
3. The southern cities have an early spring. 
4. Many baseball players live in the South. 
18. WHY ARE MANY NEGROES MOVING TO THE NORTHERN 
STATES? 
1. They hope to improve their social and economic position. 
( ) 2. The negroes like to ride on trains. 
3. They go North to work on farms. 
4. They like the cool summers and cold winters. 
19. WHY IS GALVESTON AN IMPORTANT SEAPORT? 
1. Many negroes are used to load the ships. 
( ) 2. Galveston is a progressive city. 
3. It is in the southern part of our country. 
4. It has an excellent harbor. 
20. WHY DOES CALIFORNIA OBJECT TO JAPANESE IMMIGRA-
TION? 
1. Japanese have low standards of living and work very cheaply. 
( ) 2. Japanese save money and then return to Japan. 
3. Japanese do not obey our laws. 
4. Japanese are lazy and do not like to work. 
21. WHY WERE MANY WORKMEN SENT TO THE STATE OF 
WASHINGTON DURING THE vVAR? 
1. To mine iron ore for battle ships. 
( ) 2. To raise wheat and corn for the army. 
3. To develop water power for electricity. 
4. To cut spruce lumber for airplane parts. 
22. WHY HAS DETROIT GROWN SO RAPIDLY IN THE PAST 
TWENTY YEARS? 
1. Detroit is a beautiful city 
( ) 2. The automobile industries employ thousands of men. 
3. Detroit is the largest city in Michigan . 
• 4. A great deal of fruit is grown near Detroit. 
23. WHY HAS OKLAHOMA'S POPULATION GREATLY INCREAS-
ED IN THE LAST FIFTEEN YEARS? 
1. Manufacturing is becoming very important. 
( ) 2. Oklahoma became a state in 1907 
3. The oil industry has brought many people to Oklahoma. 
4. Many Indians still live in Oklahoma. 
24. WHY ARE MANY CITIES ON THE WEST COAST IN A POSI-
TION TO MANUFACTURE GOODS CHEAPLY? 
1. Skilled labor may be obtained cheaply 
) 2. They have abundant water power. 
3. Large deposits of coal are easily accessible. 
4. The climate is mild and pleasant. 
25. vVHY DO SO MANY PEOPLE IN EUROPE WISH TO LIVE IN 
THE UNITED STATES? 
1. There are many automobiles in the United States. 
( ) 2. It is often difficult to find work in the United States. 
3. The United States has excellent postal service. 
4. They think the United States is a land of opportunity 
If you have time look back see if questions are correctly answered. 
THE RIDGLEY-RUSSELL-HARR GEOGRj\PHY TESTS 
McKnight & McKnight, Blo~minJort; · Illinoil 
To the pupil :-Read carefully . .. 
Do ~ot turn this sheet over until your teach~r tellfi!. you, to do so. 
· ·Fill -these blank spaces. 
Name ..................................... .-.................................... Age ............ Boy or Girl. .... ~ ........ Date ..................... . 
City .................................................................. School.............................................................. Grade ........... . 
Stop here for further directions from your teacher . . 
SAMPLE TEST 
Part One-Locations 
The following list contains the names of continents and oceans. Pla~~ the figure i in the 
square ·before the name of the ocean east of . North America; the figure 2 before the name of 
the continent which touches the east side of Europe; the figuTe 3 before the. name of the 
ocean east of Asia; and the figure 4 before the name of the ocean north of North America. 
0 Asia 
· D Atlantic Ocean 
Part · Two.....;Cities 
0 Africa 
0 Antarctica 
0 Pacific Ocean 
0 South America 
0 Arctic Ocean 
0 Europe 
At the head of each column is the name of a city 
state in which this city is found. 
Place a cross (x) before the .name of the 
PHitADELPHIA CHICAGO 
0 Ohio 0 Illinois 
0 Pennsylvania 0 Indiana 
Part Thre~lmportant Questions 
SAN FRANCISCO 
0 California 
0 Colorado 
Place ' a cross (x) before the best answer to the question: · 
Why is cotton riot raised in Miimesota? . 
0 1. Minnesota has many swamp.s a~d s~all lak~s. 
0 2. The frostless s'eason of Minnesota is :·short. 
Part Four-Countrie~ :and Water Bodies 
..:"' .1' 
NEW ORLEANS 
0 New Orleans 
0 ,Louisiana 
. After the name of each country, write the · name of the water body .Which is on its border (Use 
only words taken from this list: Gulf of Mexico, Arctic Ocean!Indja1;1 Ocean; Mediterranean Sea.) 
_, 
United States ... .' ............................. _ ........ ; ..........•. Australia ....... ;...... ,_: ... _.,_;· ... : ....... ,. ~:.·········. ····· ···········,; ..... . 
Italy.......................................................... Dominion of Canada .................................... : ........ : ..... .. 
• . • '·. - ~ f" • ' ' - .. • 
Stop here for further directions from your . teacher. 
= .. {' 
For further information regarding these aJ).d other geography tests, addr:ess 
'. 
;,,._ ... McKNIGHT & McKNIGHT, Publishers_, Blo.omington, Ill. 
Boston Univers 
School of Ed4cat.: -'41 ..
· ibrary 
THE RIDGLEY-RUSSELL-BARR GEOGRAPHY TESTS 
Copyright, 1930, by McKnight & McKnight 
THE WORLD NUMBER IV 
POSSESSIONS OF THE COUNTRIES OF CONTINENTAL EUROPE 
Pupil's Name ............................................................ Points possible 20. Total points right ............... . 
Part One-African Colonies 4 points Points right ............... . 
The names of twelve African colonies of European countries are given below. Place the fig-
ure 1 before the name of a Portuguese possession along the east coast of Africa; the number 2 
before the name of a French colony along the northern coast, the number 3 before the name of 
an Italian colony along the northern coast; and the figure 4 before the name of a former Ger-
man colony, now a mandate territory of the Union of South Africa, along the west coast of 
Africa. 
0 Eritrea 0 Cape Verde Islands 0 Madagascar 0 Southwest Africa 
0 Ivory Coast 0 Mozambique 0 Angola 0 Rio de Oro 
0 Senegal 0 Algeria 0 Libya 0 Fernando Po Island 
Part Two-Possessions of European Countries-' points Points right ............... . 
Sixteen possessions of countries of continental Europe are named in the columns given below. 
Place a cross (x) before the name of the place which is a possession of the country named at the 
head of the column. 
FRENCH SPANISH DUTCH PORTUGUESE 
0 Greenland 0 St. Pierre 0 Dahomey 0 Somoliland 
0 Canary Islands 0 Rio de Oro 0 Martinique 0 Guadaloupe 
0 Java 0 Madagascar 0 Riff Coast 0 Angola 
0 Indo-China 0 Curacao 0 Sumatra 0 Borneo 
Part Three-Commercial Products 4 points Points right ............... . 
An important commodity used in European countries is named at the head of each column. 
Place a cross before the colonial possession from which come considerable quantities of the prod-
uct named at the head of the column. 
RUBBER SUGAR COFFEE PALM OIL 
0 Libya D Angola 0 Ivory Coast 0 Belgian Congo 
0 Sumatra 0 Curacao 0 Eritrea 0 Riff Coast 
0 Southwest Africa D Java 0 Java 0 Morocco 
0 Greenland D Morocco 0 Rio de Oro 0 Libya 
Part Four-Colonial Seaports 4 points Points right ............... . 
Sixteen cities located in colonial possessions, or mandated territories, of European countries 
are listed below. Place the figure 1 before the name of the chief port in the Dutch East Indies; 
the figure 2 before the name of the port in an Italian possession which exports dates; the figure 
3 before the name of the chief commercial port of the largest French possession in Asia, and 
the figure 4 before the name of the city in Belgian Congo which is at the head of navigation for 
ocean vessels. 
0 Saigon 0 Fez 0 Tunis 0 Antananarivo 
0 Paramaribo 0 Tripoli 0 Cayenne 0 Beirut 
0 Beira 0 Leopoldville 0 Matadi D Batavia 
0 Stanleyville 0 Loanda 0 Mozambique 0 Damascus 
Part Five-Important Questions 4 points; 2 points for each question. Points right ............... . 
1. Place a cross (x) before the best answer to the question: Of what benefit is French Equa-
torial Africa to France? 
0 1. French Equatorial Africa is large enough to take any excess population of France. 
0 2. France may obtain palm oil, ivory, cacao, and other tropical products from this equa-
torial region. 
0 3. Natives of the African colony may be used in the French army 
"-"" 0 4. French possession prevents other European countries from acquiring the region. 
2. Place a cross before the best answer to the question Of what benefit to the Netherlands 
are the Dutch East Indies? 
0 1. Many Dutchmen are employed in the government of those islands. 
0 2. Those islands afford coaling stations for the Dutch ships. 
0 3. The millions of people on the islands make the total population of the Netherlands and 
its possessions large. 
0 4. The Dutch East Indies furnish raw materials such as rubber, sugar, coffee, and tobacco 
for the Netherlands; and afford a market for manufactured goods. 
THE RIDGLEY-RUSSELL-HARR GEOGRAPHY TESTS 
McKnight lr: McKnight, Bloomington, Dlinois 
To the pupil :-Read carefully. 
Do not turn this sheet over until your teacher tells you to do so. 
Fill these blank spaces. 
N arne.......................................................................... Age ............ Boy or Girl. ............. Date ...................... . 
City .................................................................. School. ............................................................ ~ Grade .......... .. 
Stop here for further directions from your teacher. 
SAMPLE TEST 
Part One-Locations 
The following list contains the names of continents and oceans. Place the figure 1 in the 
square before the name of the ocean east of North America; the figure 2 before the name of 
the continent which touches the east side of Europe; the figure 3 before the name of the 
ocean east of Asia; and the figure 4 before the name of the ocean north of North America. 
D Asia 
D Atlantic Ocean 
Part Two-Cities 
D Africa 
D Antarctica 
D Pacific Ocean 
D South America 
D Arctic Ocean 
D Europe 
At the head of each column is the name of a city 
state in which this city is found. 
Place a cross (x) before the name of the 
PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO 
D Ohio D Illinois 
D Pennsylvania D Indiana 
Part Three-Important Questions 
SAN FRANCISCO 
D California 
D Colorado 
Place a cross (x) before the best answer to the question: 
Why is cotton not raised in Minnesota? 
D 1. Minnesota has many swamps and small lakes. 
D 2. The frostless season of Minnesota is short. 
Part Four-Countries and Water Bodies 
NEW ORLEANS 
D North Dakota 
D Louisiana 
After the name of each country, write the name of the water body which is on its border. (Use 
only words taken from this list: Gulf of Mexico, Arctic Ocean, Indian Ocean, Mediterranean Sea.) 
United States ...................................................... Australia ................................................................... . 
. Italy .......................................................... Dominion of Canada ........................................................... . 
Stop here for further directions from your teacher. 
For further information regarding these and other geography tests, address 
McKNIGHT & McKNIGHT, Publishers, Bloomington, Ill. 
~o s.ton Un i v c, ,, iiy 
School of Ed~ t ion 
Librar 
THE RIDGLEY-RUSSELL-HARR GEOGRAPHY TESTS 
Copyright, 1929, by McKnight & McKnight 
EUROPE NUMBER VI 
NORTHERN EUROPE AND RUSSIA 
Pupil's Name .............................................................. Points possible 20. Total points right ........... . 
Part One-Locations 4 points Points right ............... . 
After the name of each water body, write the name of the Russian seaport which is located 
on this water body Use only the cities named in the list. 
CITIES: 
Archangel 
Moscow 
WATER BODIES: · 
Odessa 
Baku 
Kiev 
Oslo 
Black Sea ................................................................ White Sea 
Leningrad 
Niz}J.i Novgorod 
Gulf of Finland ......... ..... ..... ....... ...... ...... .......... .... Caspian Sea .......................................................... .. 
Part Two--Physical Features 4 points Points right ............... . 
At the head of each column is the name of a country Place a cross (x) before the name 
of the physical feature which is in or along this country. 
NORWAY SWEDEN DENMARK 
0 Fiords 0 Black Sea 0 Arctic Ocean 
0 White Sea 0 Caucasus Mts. 0 North Sea 
0 Baltic Sea 0 Atlantic Ocean 0 Caspian Sea 
0 Ural Mts. 0 Baltic Sea 0 Valdai Hills 
FINLAND 
0 North Cape 
0 Black Sea 
0 Gulf of Bothnia 
0 Sea of Azof 
Part Three-Products 4 points Points right .............. .. 
At the head of each column is the name of product. Place a cross before the name of the 
city or region which is noted for this product. 
PLATINUM OIL 
0 Norway 0 Bergen 
0 Russia 0 Stockholm 
0 Swed~n 0 Baku 
0 Denmark 0 Odessa 
REINDEER 
0 Ukraine · 
0 Lapland 
0 Estonia 
0 Denmark 
Part Four-Important Items 4 points 
Fill the blanks in the sentences from the following list : 
WORDS: 
Baltic Copenhagen Black 
iron ore Finland coal 
SENTENCES: 
1. Ports on the ........................ Sea are frozen during the winter. 
2. Sweden exports much ................................. . 
3. Greenland belongs to ................................... . 
BUTTER 
0 Denmark 
0 Norway 
0 Finland 
0 Lapland 
Points right .............. .. 
Stockholm 
Denmark 
4. All shipping that enters or leaves the Baltic Sea must pass .................................. or go through 
the Kiel Canal. 
Part Five-Industries 4 points Points right .............. .. 
Only one of the two words, printed below the line, will make_ the sent~nce correct. Write 
the correct wor'd on the line. 
1. ...................... is used to furnish most of the power to run the mills in . Norway .and .. Sweden. 
(Coal, Water) 
2. Norway has ........................ good agricultural land. 
(little, much) 
3. ...... ........ ........ .... .... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. ... ....... is the leading occupation of Denmark. 
(Agriculture, Manufacturing) 
4. There is neither coal nor iron in ..................................... . 
(Russia, Denmark) 
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Achievement Teau: 
(b) GEOGRAPHY 
Grades 4 to 8 
FORM 1 
Copyrieht 1928 by Public School Publiehing Co. 
Printed in U. S. A. 
PUBLIC SCHOOL ACHIEVEMENT TESTS 
By JACOB S. ORLEANS 
(h) GEOGRAPHY, FORM 1 
(Gradea 4 to 8) 
Pupil's Score 
Part I ···----
Part II -----
Part m ... ----
Part IV-;;;:-;;;:···;;;:-·;;.:·== 
Total.·-··---· 
Name ... ·-····-····-········--····························--················· Age ... ·-······················-·····-··--
Grade ............................... _______ SchooL ............................... Teacher .................. ·-····-
City .............. -····················--······ State .................................. Date .......................... ·-···-
Part I 
Look at these sentences. 
Shoes are made of. 
Oranges grow on 
Pork comes from 
On the blank line in each sentence you are to write ONE word that will 
make the sentence true. In the first sentence you may writeihe word leather. 
In the second sentence you should write the word trees. In the third sentence 
you should write either the word pigs or the word hogs. 
Do the rest of the sentences on this page in the same way. Write ONE 
word or name on each blank line to make the sentence true. 
1 The animal from which wool is obtained is the. 
2 The shape of the earth is like an orange. 
3 The earth is warmed and lighted by the 
4 Rubber comes from a 
5 Iron ore is taken from a 
6 The earth turning on its axis causes 
7 The ocean west of America is the 
8 Silk comes from the 
and . . ...... ~ 
9 An . is a body of land surrounded by water. 
10 Two states that grow oranges extensively are • and 
) 
11 Temperature is measured by a 
12 The central part of the United States is· drained by the. .River. 
13 The outlet of the Great Lakes is the River. 
14 The Appalachian Mountains are in the .part of North America. 
15 The change of is caused by the revolution of the earth 
around the 
16 is the largest country in South America. 
17 The Indian peninsula is in the part of Asia. 
18 A country in Europe located on a peninsula is 
19 Nitrate U!_ _fQund in large quantitiea in the country of 
1lo.ston Um versi ty ~ 
School of Education 
Library 
20 Florida has a warm climate because of the ; . stream. 
21 The Pyrenees Mountains separate. . .from. 
22 The height of a place above sea level is called its . 
23 Large dry areas in Egypt have been made to produce crops because they 
are by the Nile River. 
24 Philadelphia has its longest day in the month of while 
Buenos Aires has its longest day in the month of 
25 •••••••••••••••••••••. is the second largest seaport of the British Isles. 
Part II I ~~~t Jght _____________ ...____ _ 
Some of the following sentences are true and some are not true. In front 
of each sentence write the letter "T" if it is true or the letter "N" if it is not 
true. 
.1 The location of the cotton region is determined by a warm climate 
and rich soil. 
. 2 France is noted for wine and silk. 
. 3 Minneapolis has grown to be a large flour manufacturing city be-
cause of its nearness to raw material. 
.4 The climate of the Adirondack Mountains is similar to that of Long 
Island. 
.5 Madrid is the capital and largest city in Spain. 
6 Denver grew to be a large city because of its nearness to other large 
cities. 
7 Buffalo is noted for grain elevators and has a good supply of power. 
. 8 Australia leads all other countries on exporting wool. 
. 9 South America developed less rapidly than North America because 
it has no natural resources. 
.10 The people in .Alaska eat a great deal of meat because it helps them 
to keep warm. 
11 Lake Ontario is higher than Lake Erie. 
12 Switzerland carries on almost no trade with the rest of the world 
because it has no seacoast. 
. 13 The destruction of forests is one cause of floods. 
. 14 There is a great desert in Central Australia. 
. 15 Chicago has become famous for meat packing chiefly because it has 
many people. 
16 The time in New York is earlier than the time in London. 
.17 Buffalo is the largest city on the Great Lakes. 
18 Market gardening is an important industry in Long Island because 
the soil is suitable for this. 
19 A city often grows at a point that is a break in transportation. 
•••.• 20 The United States is the largest country in North America. 
Part m I ~~~~t~' .minus wrong ... = ... ___ ........ 
For each of the following questions four answers are given. Pick out the 
ONE that you think is best and write in the parentheses the number that is in 
front of this best answer. For example, in the first exercise the reason why 
cotton is not grown in Nevada is because the cotton plant needs a warm climate. 
This is answer numbered 4, and therefore a 4 has been placed in the parentheses 
in front of the question. 
(4) Why is cotton not grown in Nevada 7 
1 Transportation in Nevada is very poor. 
2 There are very few colored people in Nevada. 
3 Nevada is not a manufacturing state. 
4 The cotton plant needs a warm climate. 
( ) 1 Why is farming difficult in New England! 
1 There are many large cities there. 
2 The population is large. 
3 The soil is thin and stony. 
4 The farms are small. 
) 2 Why do many people who live in the Northern States spend their 
winters in Florida T 
1 There are no amusements in the Northern States in the winter. 
2 The winters are long and cold in the Northern States. 
3 The school systems of the South are better than those of the North. 
4 It is cheaper to live in Florida in winter. 
) 3 Why is wine produced in great quantities in France! 
1 There is no national prohibition law in France. 
2 The climate and soil are well adapted to the growing of grape.. 
3 There are many peasants in France . 
4 France has many seaports. 
) 4 Why is Portuguese the official language of Brazil! 
1 The first white settlers were Portuguese. 
2 Many Portuguese live in the capital 
3 .All the people are Portuguese. 
4 The natives are all Portuguese. 
) 5 Why is it wise to spend money for irrigation in the West! 
1 It increases the food supply of the Nation . 
2 Men are given employment in digging ditches. 
3 A large amount of money is put into circulation. 
4 Mountain streams are diverted from their courses. 
6 Why are the people of the New England States engaged chiefb" In 
manufacturing 7 
1 There are many good harbors . 
2 The land is level and fertile. 
3 There is an abundance of water power . 
4 Yale and Harvard Universities are in this region. 
) 7 Why are the people of the New England States energetic, ph:rsioally 
and mentally Y 
1 The coast is rocky and irregular. 
2 The rivers are short and swift. 
3 They descend from Pilgrims. 
4 The winters are long and cold, and the summers are short. 
) 8 Why has Europe more good harbors than South America f 
1 The people have taken more trouble to build them. 
2 There are no mountains near the coast. 
3 The coast line is much more irregular. 
4 Many great rivers flow out to sea. 
( ) 9 Why has the Northeastern Section of the United States more citie~~ 
than any other area of its size in the United States! 
1 Abundance of raw materials and power for manufacturing are found 
here. 
2 The land is well adapted for agriculture. 
3 The climate is very warm and damp. 
4 There are many heaHh resorts here. 
( ) 
( ) 
10 Why has the United States become one of the great world powers 7 
1 The United States now owns several islands. 
2 Natural resources are very great and the people are progressive. 
3 Our navy has become very large. 
4 The United States raises large quantities of corn. 
11 Why is London one of the largest cities of-the world 7 
1 It is in the northern hemisphere. 
2 It is at the mouth of the Thames River. 
3 It is very old. ( 
4: It is at the cross roads of commerce. 
No. right _________ _ 
Part III, 
Part IV 
0 100 200 300 400 500 
• SCAU~ Of MILtS . 
Answer the following questions which refer to the above map: 
1 What makes .it difficult to travel directly from the Pacific Coast into the 
Valley of the Yukon 7 . , 
2 In what general direction does the Mackenzie River flow? 
3 In what direction is Juneau from Fairbanks 7 
4: In what direction does the straight line boundary between Canada and 
Alaska extend 7 . . . 
5 With your pencil darken the ·largest part of Alaska that has sunlight con-
tinuously for 24 hours any time during the year. 
G How many miles is Juneau from Nomet • 
Part IV, 
No. right ________ _ 
. Pupil's Name. 
Scores to be Fill- Possible C. A. Gregory Co., 345 Calhoun Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Scores ed In by Teacher 
The Gregory-Spencer Geography Tests. Form A 
Part 1 10. 
FOR GRADES 6, 7, AND 8 
Part2. 15. 
Designed by 
Part3. 10. 
DR. C. A. GREGORY, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Part 4. 10. PETER L. SPENCER, Instructor in the University High School, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon . 
Part 5. . 23. 
Part 6. . . . . 23. 
Fill the blanks below and write your name in the upper left-hand corner before you begin the test • 
Part7 10. 1. Pupil's Name. 2. Grade. 
Part 8. 10. 3. City or Postofflce. 4. Name of School. 
Total. 111 5. Name of Teacher Date: Year .Month. 
(Do not look on the Inside of this test until the examiner says to begin. After the examiner and the class have read these direc-
tions aloud, the class should ask questlcms until all parts are clear. The directions are repeated on the Inside before each part of the test.) 
DIRECTIONS FOR DOING THE TEST 
There are eight parts to this test and each part has a set of directions above It teliing you how It Is done. READ THE DIRECTIONS 
CAREFULLY BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO DO ANY PART OF IT AND DO THE PARTS JUST AS THE DIRECTIONS SAY. You 
will have all the time you need to do each part. Every part may be done by writing a number, a word, or making a cross (X) on a 
line provided for that purpose. Be SURE TO DO EACH PART, and If you are not sure just which part to mark, do the best you can. 
This will show you what the test Is like: on pages 2 and 3 of this test there are 25 statements made and each statement has three parts, 
one of which Is correct and the other two are wrong. Put a cross (X) before the part that makes the statement true. Be sure to put 
the cross IN THE SPACE and not through the line. Example: 
· TCohlomUbiia d S } leads the world In the production of petroleum • 
. X e n te tates 
.Russia 
The second part makes the statement true, so put a cross (X) on the dotted line before the words "The United States." 
PARTS 3 AND 4 of t!le test are CAUSAL GEOGRAPHY There are 20 statements made on these two pages and three reasons 
are given why each of the 20 statements Is true. You are to put a cross (X) before the statement you think is most nearly right. 
Example: 
South Central Africa is not well known because: 
. it Is a dry and sandy deserL 
.It Is surrounded by high and Impassable mountains. 
. X . it Is an unhealthful tropical jungle. 
The best answer Is the third so put a cross (X) on the third dotted line. 
PART 5 on page 7 Is PLACE GEOGRAPHY. On page 6, opposite page 7, Is a map of the world on which are located 74 cities. 
Instead of having the names of the cities printed on the map they are represented by numbers ranging from 1 to 74. In part 5, there 
is a column with the names of 24 of these cities. You are to look at the names of the cities In this column and then at the map and 
find the number on the map that represents each city and write the number before the name of the city in the blank space provided for 
that purpose. For example: The name of the first city In the column is San Francisco and its number on the map is 7, so we have 
written 7 in the blank space before the words, San Francisco. (The examiner shauld use the blackboard if necessary to make this part 
r! clear.) You are to write the correct number before each of the other cities. 
PART 7. This part is like Part 5, except that you are to locate countries by the number Instead of cities. 
PART 6 on page 7 is DESCRIPTIVE GEOGRAPHY. In the middle column on that page are 24 descriptive phrases describing 
the 24 cities mentioned above. You are to read the descriptive phrases and write the name of the city that each phrase describes in the 
blank space to the right of the phrase which describes it. Example: The fifth phrase from the bottom reads thus: "Leading American 
center for shipping and manufacturing on the western coast." The phrase describes San Francisco, so we have written the words, San 
Francisco, in the blank space to the right. The other cities are to be written just as we have done for San Francisco. PART 8 on 
page 8 is like this part except the phrases describe countries Instead of cities. • 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Librar 
Copyright 11123 by C. A. Gregory. 
Page 2 PART 1-TRADE ROUTES AND THEIR PRODUCTS 
Below are given several trade routes together with the products which might be carried on them. Put a cross (X) before the principal article 
carried on each of these routes. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
8. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
Tea 
Iron 
Rubber 
Cotton 
Iron ore 
Coal 
Coal 
Cotton 
Sugar 
Hides 
livestock 
Machlnery 
Coffee 
Iron goods 
Silk 
Clothing 
Lumber 
Cotton 
} lo ohlpPod fro~ Dololh to """""'· 
} lo ohlpoed from C.loolla to London. 
} lo ohlpp"' """ Hooololo to s .. F""'""' 
} (Is) shipped from Buenos Aires to Boston. (are) 
} 
(is) shipped from Hong Kong to New York. 
(are) 
} lo •hlppod "'m Gol'"to" to U'""'' 
Textile good_s 
Coal 
} 
(Is) shipped from Liverpool to New York. 
(are) Meat and dairy products 
Cotton 
Lumber 
Toys 
Rice 
Minerals 
Coffee 
Machinery 
Hides 
Rubber 
} 
(is) shipped from Seattle to Yokohama. 
(are) 
} 
(is) shipped from Rio de Janeiro to New York. 
(are) 
} 
(is) shipped from New York to Rio de Janeiro. 
(are) 
4>art 1.-N o. right No. wrong Score number right minus Y2 number wrong 
PART 2-MISCELLANEOUS GEOGRAPHY Page 3 
One of the three parts of each of the statements made below Is correct and the other two are wrong. Put a cross (X) on the dotted line before 
the part of each statement you think Is righL 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
6. 
8. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
The Erie Canal ~ -
The Suez Canal connects Lake Superior with Lake Huron. 
The Soo Canal 
New York ~ 
Detroit produces more automobiles than any other city in the world. 
Chicago 
The earth has day and night because 
It revolves around the sun. 
It rotates about on Its axis. 
the sun rises In the east and sets In the wesL 
Colombia ~ 
Java produces most of the world's supply of coffee. 
Brazil 
Land in the belt of the horse latitude Is usually arid because 
the air descending gets warmer, hence It Is not giving up moisture. 
the winds are blowing from the north towards the warmer regions. 
the deserts of Sahara, Arabia, Atacama and Kalahari are In these latitudes. 
Africa 
Asia 
Australia 
~ Is the home of the yellow race. 
Honolulu ~ 
Batavia 
Yokohama 
Is the capital of Java. 
The Rhine river Is In BraziL 
The Ganges~ 
The Amazon 
There are four seasons of the year because 
the earth revolves around the sun and Its axis Is Inclined 23~ degrees from the vertical. 
the earth rotates about Its axis and different parts are toward the sun at different times. 
the earth is nearer the sun in the summer than in the winter. 
The eastern part of the United States ~ 
The northwestern coast of North America Is famous for salmon fishing. 
The North Sea 
Our coal beds were formed by 
particles of earth with oils from animal matter. 
black soil washed Into low places by rivers. 
vegetable matter decaying under water. 
Lyons Is one of the Important cities of France because 
It has extensive silk manufacturing. 
It Is located In the fruit growing section. 
It Is one of the leading seaports for shipping on the Mediterranean Sea. 
Pampas 
Tundras 
Selvas 
~ Is the name applied to the great grass plains of South America. 
Maple sugar~ 
Beet sugar Is shipped In large quantities from the Hawaiian Islands to the United States. 
Cane sugar 
The Equator ~ 
The Tropic of Capricorn separates the Torrid Zone from the North Temperate Zone. 
The Tropic of Cancer 
Part 2.-N o. right No. wrong Score number right minus Y2 number wrong 
Page 4 PART 3.-CAUSAL GEOGRAPHY (UNITED STATES) 
Three reasons are given for each of the ten statements made below. Put a cross " (X) on the dotted line before the reason you 
think is most nearly right. Read all three reasons before making the cross. Be sure to check one and ONLY ONE reason why each 
of the ten statements Is true before you go to the next page. 
1. The Great Basin of the United States Is thinly settled becauee 
It Is surrounded by mountains. 
It Is so dry and the climate Is so severe. 
the aoll Is not fertile. 
2. There are more good harbors on the eastern coast of the United States than on the western because 
It has more large cities. 
the gulf stream flows along It and keeps It free from Ice. 
the eastern coast Is sinking. 
3. Birmingham Is one of the largest manufacturing cities In the south because 
It Is In the cotton belL 
It Is located near limestone, coal, and Iron beds. 
It has an abundance of water power. 
4. Much of the Iron ore which Is mined near Lake Superior Is shipped to points east for smelting because 
there are no smelters near the Great Lakes. 
of the location of the markets and the coal beds it Is cheaper to ship Iron ore east than to ship coal west for smelting. 
Buffalo, Detroit. Cleveland and other cities use much Iron ore I~ their foundries. 
5. Galveston Is an Important city In foreign commerce because 
It has a better harbor than any other southern city. 
It Is the chief outlet for cotton and other goods produced north and west of lt. 
It has ~ great wall to protect It from the sea. 
6. The plains directly east of the Rocky Mountains are dry because 
few trees grow on them and the water runs off rapidly. 
the winds lose their moisture In crossing the mountains before they get to them. 
they lie In the belt of calms and no rain falls there. 
7. A large number of people in Pennsylvania are engaged In manufacturing Iron and steel products because 
Pennsylvania has many great iron mines. 
they have no lumber with which to build. 
Pennsylvania has much coal with which to smelt the Iron ore. 
8. Many cattle are raised on the Great Western Plains but are fattened and prepared farther east for the market because 
It Is warmer on the prairies and they afford better protection for them. 
the chief markets are in the east and the prairies produce better food for fattening. 
labor Is cheaper in the east, therefore it costs less to prepare them for the market. 
9. Louisiana produces more sugar cane than any other state In the union because 
It requires a warm, dry climate to mature the cane. 
it has an abundance of cheap negro labor. 
It has rich delta lands and a warm, moist climate. 
10. Butte, Montana, Is a great mining city because 
it has rich deposits of copper. 
it Is underlain with coal beds. 
it has ample water power to run machinery. 
Part 3.-N o. right ; No. wrong Score number right minus 72 number wrong 
( 
PART 4.-CAUSAL GEOGRAPHY (WORLD) Page 5 
Three reasons are given for each of the ten statements made below. Put a cross (X) on the dotted line before the reason you 
think is most nearly right. Read all the reasons before making the cross. Be sure to check one and ONLY ONE reason why each of 
the ten statements Is true before yo~ go on to the next page. 
1. Nearly half the people of France are engaged In agriculture because 
It has favorable climate and much level land. 
It has no coal for manufacturing. 
the French are not skilled In manufacturing and must rely on farming for a living. 
2. India, theugh It produces much food, frequently has famines because 
it has such heavy rainfall that the farmers cannot plant their crops. 
the soli Is so poor and the climate so severe that agriculture Is an uncertain business. 
rainfall Is Irregular and drouths often kill the crops. 
3. Africa Is thinly populated because 
It has poor soli and no raw material for manufacturing. 
of Its deserts, poor harbors, climate and unhealthful tropical jungles. 
lt has high and Impassable mountains. 
4. China, although one of the largest and oldest nations In the world, Is very weak because 
It has no minerals with which to manufacture. 
the Chinese have refused to adept modern methods of civilization. 
the land Is so poor that It Is difficult for them to make a living. 
&. England Is a great manufacturing country because 
It has an abundance of coal, Iron, and water power. 
It has a great merchant marine to distribute Its manufactured products. 
It produces large quantities of raw materials. 
8. Iron ore has been found In Canada but little has been smelted there because 
coal Is scarce near the Iron beds and transportation Is expensive. 
there Is little need for Iron goods since the principal Industry Is trapping and fishing. 
the cold climate and the abundance of timber make Iron goods unnecessary. 
7. Much of Brazil has heavy rainfall because 
the westerly winds from over the warm Pacific are chilled when they cross the mountains and lose their moisture. 
the trade winds blow In from the ocean and discharge their moisture when forced to rise over the mountains. 
eo much of the land Is swampy that the air Is always moist. 
8. All8tralla Is an Important British possession because 
It produces much cotton which Is shipped to England for manufacturing. 
It Is covered with forests and grass lands. 
It trades Its wool, meat and other raw materials for England's manufactured goods. 
9. Many tourists annually visit Switzerland because 
It has large cities and rivers. 
It has fine roads and tunnels which pierce the mountains, and make travel easy. 
It has beautiful mountain scenery. 
10. Argentina may be expected to rank among the great producing and exporting nations of the earth because 
It has rich mines and plenty of water power for manufacturing. 
It has rich soil and favorab.le climate for farming, therefore, most of the people are engaaed In agriculture. 
It Is nearer to the great European markets than Is the United States. 
Part 4.-N o. right ; No. wrong ; Score=number right minus 72 number wrong 
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PARTS 5 AND 6-PLACE AND DESCRIPTIVE GEOGRAPHY Page 7 
PART 5. In the left-hand column below is a list of 24 cities. Each of these cities Is represented by a number on the map on the 
opposite page. The city is marked by a little cross (x). Find the number on the map that represents each city In the column below 
and write it in the blank to the left of the city. Example: San Francisco Is the first city in the list below. Looking on the map we see 
that the number 7 represents San· Francisco, so we have written it in the blank space to the left of the words, San Francisco. Put the 
numbers that represent each of tiJe other cities in the blank spaces in the same way. When two cities are written together consider them as 
one. DO THIS PART OF THE TEST BEFORE YOU READ THE DIRECTIONS FOR THE NEXT PART 
PART 6. In the middle of the page below is a list of 24 descriptive phrases. Each of these phrases describes one of the 24 cities 
in the left-hand column below. Read the phrase and write the name of the city that it describes in the blank space to the right In the column 
marked "Cities" Example: The fifth phrase from the bottom reads: "Leading American center for shipping and manufacturing on the 
western coast." This phrase describes San Francisco, so we have written the words, San Francisco, In the blank space to the right of 
the phrase. Read each of the phrases in the order they are given, starting at the top, and write the name of the city which each describes just as we 
have done for the phrase which describes San Francisco. 
No. CITIES DESCRIPTIVE PHRASES CITIES 
7 San Francisco Largest city and capital of Cuba 
Washington Capitol of the British Empire 
world. 
and greatest commercial city In the 
Berlin Capital city of the United States. 
Athens Italian capital city, famous for its art galleries and historic build-
ings. 
Havana Important port and capital of territory of Hawaii. 
-
Rio de Janeiro Germany's capital and largest city. 
and educational center. 
Famo.us railway, manufacturing 
London Capital and leading seaport of Japan. 
Honolulu Lake port in Ohio, noted for trade in grain, lumber and Iron ore. 
Rome Capital of Greece, famous for Its ruins and history. 
Denver Capital and greatest port of Brazil. 
Cleveland Important lumber and grain port on Puget Sound. 
New Orleans Larqest city of Canada. Noted for lumber, commerce and manu-
facturing. 
Tokyo-Yokohama Greatest center for Iron, 
United States. 
steel, and plate glaSI manufacturing in the 
Pekln-Tien Tsln Leading port and capital of the Philippines. 
Seattle-Tacoma Educational center and capital of Scotland. 
Manilla Mining, railway and agricultural center of the Rocky Mountains. 
Montreal Capital of Egypt and noted tourist resort. 
Pittsburgh "The Crescent City", Mississippi River city, noted for cotton trade and 
sugar refineries. 
Edinburg Leading New Ehgland seaport for wool, cotton, fish and leather 
products. 
Boston L -:ading American center for shipping and manufacturing on the San Francisco. 
western coast. 
Venice Capital and important Chinese port. 
Cairo Capital and principal seaport of Victoria. 
Calcutta Commercial city of the Adriatic noted for its art galleries. Built on mo• e 
than 1 00 islands. 
Meobourne Largest city of 
commercial center. 
India located on the Ganges Delta. Important 
Part 5.-Score number right Part 6.-Score number right 
j 
Page 8 PARTS 7 AND 8-POLITICAL AND PLACE GEOGRAPHY 
PART 7. In th'e left-hand column below Is a list of 11 countries. Each of these countries Is represented by a number on the 
map. Find the number on the .map that represents each of the countries and write it below in the blank space to the left of the country. 
Example: Canada is the first country mentioned in the list below. Looking on the map we see that Canada is represented by the num-
ber 27, so we have written the number 27 in the blank space to the left of the word, Canada. Put the numbers that represent each of 
the other countries in the blank spaces in the same way. DO THIS PART OF THE TEST BEFORE YOU HEAD THE DIRECTIONS 
FOR THE NEXT PART 
PART 8. In the middle of the page below i.s a list of 11 descriptive phrases. Each of these phrases describes one of the 11 
countries in the left-hand column below. Read the phrase and write the name of the country that it describes In the blank space to the 
right in the column marked "countries" Example: the sixth phrase from the top reads, "Largest British possession In America." 
This phrase describes Canada, so we have written the word, "Canada'", In the blank space at the right of the phrase. Read each of the 
phrases In the order they are given, starting at the top and write the name of the country which each describes just as we have done 
for the phrase which describes Canada. 
No. Countries DESCRIPTIVE PHRASES Countries 
---
27 Canada Wealthiest nation In the world, second only to England In size of merchant marine. 
---
Egypt Most progressive country in the East; sometimes called the "England of the Orient." 
--- Brazil A fertile agricultural country due to the 'lverflowing of the Nile river, and famous for 
its museums, sphinx and pyramids. 
--- India Largest country In Europe. 
and petroleum. 
Ranks next to the United States In the production of grain 
United States Largest country in South America. Important In the production of rubber and coffee. 
---
Russia Largest British poasession in America. Canada. 
Japan The country which leads the world in the building of ships and the manufacture of fine 
cutlery, woolen and cotton goods. 
British Isles North American country crossed about mid-way by the Tropic of Cancer. The home of 
the once famous Aztec Indians. Now noted for Its minerals and petroleum. 
---
Norway Asiatic country sometimes called "Great Britain's Granary". 
tlon of tea, grain, cotton and other raw materials. 
Important for produc-
--- France Scandinavian country which Is so barren and poorly adapted to agrlcult1•re that the 
people are forced to the sea for most of their food. 
---
Mexico European country largely engaged In agriculture, but because of the artistic tastes of Its people Is also very important In the manufacture of the best grades of 
pottery, textiles, etc. 
Part 7 .-Score number right Part 8.-Score number right 
SEVENTJl 
GRADE 
EIGHTH 
GRADE 
A 
0 
0 
203. If the earth's axis 
were inclined 15 degrees . 
instead of 23~ degrees, 
bow wide would the north 
temperate zone bet 
206. Why does the tem· 
perature often rise when 
snow begins to fall'l 
250. What long moun-
tain range in easterN Aus-
tralia? 
B 
SIXTH GRADE 
1 
1 
c 
FIFTH GRA.D.E 
0 
2 
2 
204. Name three excep· 
tlons to the general rule 
that the farther from the 
equator one goes thfl lower 
the temperature. 
~ ~ .... ... 
~;;.--..=:....----===- -~-~- ~-:::~:;::_ ...... 
SOME USES OJ.<' 'fHE SCALE 
1. To measure a pupil's ability in geography for his promotion or 
classification. Thus if he answers correctly 42 per cent of the exercises 
in step L, he is ready for the· eighth ~rade. If he answers 27 per cent 
correctly, he may be promoted to the seventh grade; 21 per cent, to the 
sixth grad:; 12 per cent, to the fifth grade. More than one test should be 
given. 
2. Pupils should le·arn to use the scale to determine definitely their 
relative standing in the class and to measure themselves by standard 
scores; to measure their progress from U.me to time during the school-year; 
to discov(l)r their stron.~est and their weakest points in geography; and to 
liletermine whether they need S'}leclal instruction. 
3. To measure the ability of a class as a whole for comparison with 
the standard given in the scale. Thus on a test taken from the· list of ex-
ercises in step 0, the average score of a seventh grade, at the close of the 
year, should :.e· 66; that of a sixth grade, 50; that of a fifth grade, 42; and 
that of a fourth grade, 27 This use of the scale gives teachers a definite 
aim in the teaching of geograp·hy. 
4. To measure the progress of pupils from month to month and from 
year to yea:: tor comparison with the normal progress shown by the scale. 
During the year, a fifth-grade class :ohould advance two steps in terms of 
the scale; a sixth-grade class, one step; and a seventh-grade class, two 
steps. The monthly progress may be estimated on the basis of the annual 
progress. If r ·1iform, the former should be one-ninth of the latter. 
5. To measure the merit of difl'erent methods of instruction and of 
school organization. It furajshes a scientific basis for determining the 
value of such work as map drawing, lahoratory exercises, field work, 
problem a£'3ignmeRts, use of stereoscopes, lanterns, etc. Of all the elemen-
tary school subjects, geogra11hy is undoubtedly the best for testing the value 
of departmental instruction and supervi1ed study. It rna¥ also be used to 
study individual differences alll.ong pupils of the same school grade, and 
overlapping of grades. Fer all such experimental work this scale gives 
new and lar;er opportunities. 
6. To discover cause:;; of subaormal geography ability in a grade or 
school. The mastery of geegrap,hy is a complex mental process con-
sisting of a num~ -r e~ more or less distinct elements. Some of these ele-
ments ~re an abun~ance of conerete r;eographical e·xperiences, the ability to 
translata gP.Dgral!lkical sylll.bels into their realities, the mastery of the map 
as a geo -;raphical tool, the mastery of place relations, ana a knowledge of 
geographica! principles_. The exercisei of the scale cover all phases of 
sub~ect matter treated in recent text-booRs on geography. By selecting ex-
erCises. !l<:cordingly a class may be teited on eaeh of the several geographi-
cal abll:t1es listed above, and thus the tescher may discover to what phase 
of the work she shot~!d give more att.mtion. ES'pecially is this true . in the 
ar!'an,gement of the data et the scale for the purpose of testing the balance 
between memory anii thought work. The exercises that provoke thought 
are in heavier type, The teacher should learn to diagnol!e her own work 
and determine tli.e necessary corrective instruction. 
D 
0 
1 
4 
4 
107. Why Is the Tropic 
of Cancer twenty-three 
and one-half degrees north 
or the equator~ 
176. Why does the wind 
In California In suillllJler 
blow f1·om the sea In day-
time aO<l from the land at 
ulghU 
202. Between what two 
dates does the south pole 
get continuous sunshine! 
E 
FOURTH GRADE 
1 
2 
6 
6 
149. Why <loes the soutb-
enst coast of Brazil get a 
comparath·ely heavy rain-
ram 
1. 224. Give two reas<.'ns 
why New Jersey Is a mar-
ket gardening state. 
247 What river of Po-
land fiow15 into the Baltic 
Sea? 
251. Name the large 
island south of Australia? 
255. Name a large river 
in southeastern Australia? 
F 
0 
2 
4 
8 
8 
158. Gi vc the cllfef 
cause of winds. 
201. When does the sun 
shine twent y.three and 
one-half de~·r<>es beyond 
the north IJOie1 
223. How would you ac-
count fo1· the very fertile 
soil in the valley of the 
Ued IUver of the Northt 
175. 'l.'he tollowlug dla· 
~ram retwesents a cyclon• 
lc storm passing eastward 
over the United States: 
Write in each quarter! 
(1) the direction of the' 
wind; (2) the temperature, 
whether warm or cool; 
(3) the condition of the 
sky, whether clouding or 
clearing. 
North 
I 
I 
West--- Low--Easi 
I 
-L .. ,....,.,... ......... -..:::·-
-- .c"'-; 
240. What island near 
the coast of South Ameri-
ca produces much asphalt? 
'l'llE DIAGNOSTIC USE OJ.<' 'fHE SCALE 
fhe important geographical abilities which the scale tests are given 
below. The exercises testing each ability are indicated by number and step, 
and follow the stil.tement of the ability. To find out whether a class is 
below caual to, or above the standard on any one of these abiliti es. giv~ the 
dass 'a test composed of exerciseF from the same step only FinJ the cla~s 
average on this test and compare it with the standard given at the head of 
the step from which the exercises were taken. Su'l>pose a sixth grade teach-
~r wishes to test the ability of her class to think deductively. She may 
select exercises 82, 77, 74, 70, and 67 from step P for a test. She should then-
find the class average on this test and compare it with the sixth grade 
standard, which is 58%. For more accurate testing she should give her class 
tests from several steps. 
1. Memory ability for geographical facts: Ali exercises in light face. 
2. Thinking ability in ~eegraphy: All exe·rcises in black face. 
3. Kn"wledge of home geogrll.phy in terms of geographical language: 
158F (which means exercise 158 in Step F), 123H, 157H, 178J, 120K, 54K, 
108K, 194K, 119L, 184L, 106L, 117M, 16M, 56N, 56!N, 205N, 550, 580, 360, 28P, 
lOP, 60Q, 42Q, 12Q, 9Q, 18Q, 21lR, 41R, 37R, 19R, 23R, 458, 35T, 44T, 47T, 
57T, 38T, 20T, 21T, 27U, 26U, 3~U. 50U, 11V 33V 22V 30V 32W 17W 
4. Knowledge of the meaning of technical terms or symbols: 203A, 
lOYD, 202D, 201F, 175F, 162G, 225G, 216G, llOH, 177H, 200H, 191H, 1151, 
1871, 121J, 178J, 145J, 147J, 120K, 150K, 5~K. 183K, 184L, 168L, 174L, 138M, 
169N, 218N, 550, 1130, 28P, 74P, 77P, 31P 3Q, 7T, 21T, 5U, 59V 64V 22V 
5. Knowledge of the map alii a geographical tool: 150G. 1G2G, 225G, 
216G, 152H, 110H, 144H, 177H, 200H, 1271, 1141, 1321, 1721, 1731, 187!, 137 J, 
145J, 147J, 148J, 197J, 213K, 222K, 131K, 166L, 116L, 125L, 139L, 142L, 168L, 
174L, 130M, 13&M, lO!IM, 165M, 189N, 56N, 91N, lUO, 1510, 1300, SOP, lOOP, 
28P, 70P, 74¥, 77¥, 78P, i'lP, 7-1~. 103Q, 72S, 65V 4V, 2ill, 25GJ; 257J 235L, 
230M. 237M, 254M, 2-621\l. 
6. Ability to locate places in geography: 215G, 221H, 191H, 115!, 192J, 
U9J, HOK. 141K, 153K, 209K, 21LK, 94L, 193L, 220L, 90M, 93M, 111M, 155M, 
159M, 212M, 214iM, 135M, 146M, 6-lN, 75N, 85N, 96N. 112N, 161N, 189N, 218N, 
870 970, 1280, 140, 830, 79P, 88P, 89.P, 86Q, 129Q, 62R, 73R, 52S, 64S, 84S, 
92S, lOlS, 71lS, 63U, 102U, 5U, IHV, 8V, 65V, 4V, 250A, 247E, 251E, 255E, 263G, 
!!64G, 2451, 2601, 242'J, 233K, 2ll6K, 241K, 243K, 244M, 226N, 2580, 2590, 2610, 
265Q. 
7 AbiliW te use constructive imagination to see geographical situations 
~.s they are: 203A, 107D, 202D, 201F, 175F, 150G, 162G, lHH, 1721, 1871, 
148J, 147J, 145J, 137J, 108K, 131K, 106L, 125L, 142L, 164L, 168L, 212M, 199M. 
165M, 188M, 117M, 218'N, 56N, 91N, 580, 31P, 81P, 78P, 77P, 9Q, 103Q, 98R. 
6R. 72S, 4V 
8. Ability to think inductively or derive general principles: 204C, 201F, 
158F, 20TG, 157H, 138M, 550, 105P, 31P, 9Q, 18Q, 23R, 57T, 39T 21 T, 34U, 22V 
9. Ability to thin!{ decluctively or deduce geographical facts frum gen-
eral principlei: 206A, 176D, 149E, 175F, 223F, 225G, 162G, 150G, 177H, 144H, 
110H, 1321, 1731, 1141, 127I, 196J, 137J, 178J, 54K. 139M, 125M, 116M, 76M, 
109M, 205N, 56!N, 1300, 360, 1850, 1510, 1130, 830, 82P, 77P, 74P, 70P, 67P, 
71Q, 19R, 46R, S7R., 68R., 20T, 39T, 38T, 124T. 30V, 40V 65V 
v 
A Scale for Measuring Ability of Children i1 
G 
1 
4 
6 
12 
12 
207 Name three agen-
cie;; or proce~se's at work 
making rocks into soil. 
215. By what states 
would you pass in going 
IJv boat from Cincinnati to 
Memohis? 
150. Why ts most or the 
r·ainfall of Austr·alia lim· 
lted to the eastern aml 
s uuth-eastern coasts1 ' 
16~. JUuch of India re-
ceives from 12 to 161nches 
of rainfall in JuJy and less 
than I inch in January. 
l:xtllnln. 
H 
2 
6 
8 
16 
16 
123. Which way does 
vou1· shadow poillt or ex-
te nd just before sundown 
in mid-summer? In mid-
winter? 
1fi2. How does Russia 
in Europe com!pare in size 
with the Uni~ed States? 
1!)8. Give four markPd 
illustrationR of m an's skill 
in overcoming natural geo-
graphic barrie'rs. 
221. Between what two 
hndi es of land is thP. Ber-
ing Sell? Dover? Rkager 
Rak? Babel Mandeb? 
225. Which ts the great- \.. 110. What is the "Fall 
er distance and wh.v, 30 [Jne", a11t1 whv are a 
degrees west of Washing- nnmlwr of eithis located 
ton OI' 30 degrees south of on iU 
W ashtngtou 1 
216. New Orleans is In 
30 1legrees North Latitude 
mtl St. Louis is in 39 
144. Why fs therl\ a 
lwavy rainfnll in the Am-
azon valley1 
tl{'grees North Latitude. 157. Wlwt is the cause 
They are in the same of raln1 
Longitude. About how far 
apart are they in mlles1 177 The lu•at equator 
I J 
4 6 
8 12 
12 16 
21 27 
21 27 
121. What is a divide? 
A river system? 
115. Name two impor-
tant va lleys of the United 
States near the Pacific 
coast. 170. Name and locate 
four importan t cities of 
127 Why is mining an Asia. 
important business in the 
A'ppalachian region? 
217 Name five natural 
wonders of the U. S. 
IH. Why fs New York 
so important as a dairy-
Ing state~ 
L 132. Why doesn't Uall-
fornfa grow .much cornl 
178. What effe'ct do rs 
warmi:lg air have on ils 
capacity to hold moisturP? 
192. Name a railroad 
connecting the follo wi ng: 
Omaha and Chicago; Oma-
ha and San Franc1sco; 
Chicago and New York 
City. 
219. Name the four 
la rgest islands of the West 
Indies . 
137 Why is Penns.vl· 
vanla so important in iron 
173. Why Is the Nlgl\r manufactu ring~ 
river of 11\ss importanc~ 
than the Nflei 
172. Why Is the Trans-
SibPl'ian raiiroatl ol so 
much importance to Rus-
sfa1 
1R7. ifve onP. rea~on 
14ii. Why is there such 
a variety or climates and 
llroduc-ts In ('ololllibia, Ec-
ua:Ior, and Pel'll1 
47 Glre one reason 
K 
8 
16 
21 
34 
34 
120. What instruments 
are used to find out the 
heat and the weight of 
lhe air? 
140. L0cate St. Louis 
and Cincinnati. 
141. Draw a line show-
ing the direction or the 
principal mountain system 
in each of four continents. 
L 
12 
21 
27 
42 
42 
94. Give the name of 
the greatest mountain 
range of Asia and tell 
where it is located. 
119. Give two proofs 
that the world is round. 
143. Name fiye of the 
more important repuhl ics 
of the world. 
156. Name three chief 
153. Name five impor- exports of A:'.-;ca. 
tant ports on the continent 
of Europe. 
167 Nam e two religions 
of the peo~ple of Asia and 
give one nation belonging 
to each. 
181. Name four indus-
tries based on animal prod-
ucts. 
209. Wh nt and where 
are the' foJlowing: Nova 
S"otia, Calcutta. Good 
H P''. St. Elias, Moscow. 
Bagdad? 
166. Name three of the 
chief products of the fol-
lowing islands: Java, Su-
matra, Philippines and 
Moluccas. 
184. Name two natural 
conditions besides climate 
that are essential to suc-
cessful agriculture. 
19:>. Name the country 
thilt controls each of the 
fol'owing: Iceland, Korea, 
HawJ.ii, ~Iadagascar, New 
Zealand. why Chicn!l'o rather tltnn 
"t- Louis 'has b(lcome the 
railroad center of the 
middle west. · why the highlands of 210. What states would 
M 
16 
27 
34 
50 
50 
90. How could yot 
to Asia if you wishe 
make that trip? 
93. Name two 
rivPrs of Asia. 
111. How can one g 
b1at from the Hu 
River to Lake Erie? 
1 ~ 3. Give two rea 
for the importance of 
Columbia River. 
l:l6. Name two of 
mast important mate 
shipped on the G 
Lakes. 
155. Gi 
Japan nnd 
159. Na 
tant inlan 
rope. 
212. Draw a ma 
your state and locate 
two rivers, the cap 
and the largest city. 
214. Name the stat 
territory in which eac 
the following is loc 
Galveston, washington 
Paul, Sitka, Savan 
Spokane. 
199. What dlsatlvnn 
•lo the people of G 
lhltnin suffer as to 
supplyt 
246. Into w'hat 
locked sea does the 
River flow? 
~Ul s hrou •h :Ve>V ltffl:r-
l andL Jru ~ July a111l thrOU~lt - 22~at raj TTQ-a Q 
trOJiical South America you cross or touch In go-
" c" mO'I'u den5ety llO!ltrlat•l--il'l.g H-om PhUade~hla to 
ed than the lowlands. Denver? 
103. Locale the follow-
ing: Darda~;:.,lles, Panama 
Ca n nl, ~ Vt'ra Cruz, 
Singapore. 
109. Wbyd~. 
of New England fur 
w:rt"r power for man Volga A rgelttfna fn January. Give crosses northern Asia from 
263. Name the large 
city on the Nile delta. 
264. What large 
of Africa crosses 
equator twice? 
river 
the 
the chief reason why. Europe to the Pacific 
Ocean? 
200. Gfve tire principal 
rP.ason why the coastal 
cities of the U. S. have a 
m.or~ t emperate climate 
than citfes of the same 
latfturlf\ in the Great Cen· 
tral Plains. 
. 1!11. It is noon at Oma· 
ha. State tl1e tt.me a~ the 
f"llowin!l' places: Baltl-
1110rl', Dl'nver, New Or· 
ll'ans, 8an Francisco. 
232. Wh at is the chief 
work animal or Indo-
China? 
228. What is the name 
of the great plateau north 
of India? 
245. What large river 
h as built a rich delta in 
the Netherlands? 
249. Name a strait be-
tween the Black and Med-
iterranean seas. 
253. What winds bring 
much rain to eastern Aus-
tralia? 
260. Narme the large 
island southeast of Africa. 
ItS. Why is the A.mn· 
zon of less commercial 
Importance than the St. 
Lawrcnce1 
160. In what sense Is 
Gt·~at BI·Jtain the motller 
country of the United 
States1 
1 ~ 196. Whnt is the chief 
rea~on for the extensive 
rleve.lopment of sheep-rais-
Ing in A ustralla ~ GI·ape-
raislng in Franee1 
197. Give the chief r ea-
son for extensive dairying 
In Holland; hog-growing 
in cPntral U. S. 
242. Name the large, 
rich valley of northern 
Itlay. 
213. Which is larger, 
Maine or your own state, 
and about how much larg-
er? 
222. Name !'our bodies 
<lf water you would sail 
through in going from 
Liverpool to Hong Kong 
by way of Suez Canal. 
54. Why is the son in 
the valley better than the 
soil ou the h111sidel 
108. Why is your sharl· 
o''• at noon, longer to 
winter than in summert 
131. From what botUes 
of water do the central 
states get most of their 
ralnfaiU 
220. Name five of the 
largest peninsulas of the 
world. 
106. Why does the sun 
seem to rise In the ense 
and set In the west l 
116. Give two reasons 
why North Dakota is not 
us good a plnce to grow 
corn as Iowa. 
turlng1 
135. WI 
Grnnde an 
ort 
138. fH\"e two re 
why cltli'S usually 
up at falls In rivers. 
I 4H. Give two re 
why Argentina ex 
wheat to Brazil ra 
than to the United St 
165. What part of 
Is similar to Canada 
why southern California ~8. Slnee the 1 
12.). Ghe two rt·a~ons ~in. w,hillt way Is It slm 
is warmer in winter than t of our Iron or 
Nebraska. mined in llllnnesota, 
139. Explain why wheat 
is the prlncfpnl crop In 
south-western C an ad a 
while corn is the most 
im]IOrtant In Nebraska. 
is little iron and 
manufartured tberet 
11 7. Why does the e 
not look round to WI! 
76. Why are so 
hogs raised In the U 
StatP.st 
183. Name four natural H2. Give the Jlrinelpal 
256. In what direction eomlitfons favorable to the I'eason why Argentina fs a 
is New zealand from Aus- location of citll's. pr·ogTessl\"e nation. 
230. Name a countr 
Asia that has a elL 
like t'hat of Canada. 
237 What is the c 
wheat producing cou 
of South America? 
tralia? 
257 What continent li es 
directly east of Australia? 
1!14. Name two crops 
whose areas of production 
nrc narrowly limited by 
r.Umate. Name two that 
are not. 
233. What great moun-
tain system in western 
South America? 
236. What group of is-
lands pa.rtly bridge the 
way from Florida to South 
A,merica? 
241. W h at mountains 
between SPain and France? 
243. What large river 
flows through Austria, 
Hungary and Rumania? 
161. Give one reason 
why Ja11an is so anxious 
to secure for her people 
oollmited right to eml· 
grate to other lands. 
168. Explain why the 
rlvas or A.frlca have not 
been .more useful in the 
exploration and develop· 
ment ot the continent. 
174. How could you 
prove by referring to a 
map which Is farther 
north, San Francisco or 
Salt Lake Cltyf Farther 
wesU 
168. Why should Russia 
wlsb to gain control or 
Constantinople! L 
234. In what country 
are the pampas? 
23fi. What winds bring 
much rain to southern 
Chile? 
239. What important 
fertilizer is secured from 
a desert in Chlle? 
238. Name the im 
tant strait at the sout 
extremity of South A 
ica? 
244. Name the sea 
tween the British I 
and Norway which 1 
great fishing area. 
252. To what cou 
does Australia belong~? 
254. At what seaso 
the year does Chrism 
come in Australia? 
1 Geography in Grades 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8-Revise~ 
N 
21 
34 
42 
58 
58 
go 61. What and where is 
to the world's longest river 
system? 
.rge 
0 
27 
42 
50 
66 
66 
55. How are 
made? 
p 
3 4 
5 0 
5 8 
7 3 
7 3 
valleys 79. Name t wo large riv-
ers in South America. 
Q R s T 
42 50 58 66 
58 66 73 79 
66 73 79 84 
79 84 88 92 
79 84 88 92 
-
60. Name rour fur-bear- 62. Name the five great 52. What is the largest 35. Name two ing animals. Lakes of North America. city of your state? work that men d' 
us warm. 
58. Where clor~s 
75. Name and locate two moon get its light? 
• by large cities in South A-
son merica. 
the 80. What two important 86. Name four large 73. What are the two 64! Where is Alaska 
products are brought to us rivers of Europe. largest cities of the Unit- and to whom does it be- 44. Name fou 
rrom Brazil? ed States? long? out of which cl< 
ons 85. What and where are 
the the most important moun-
tains of Europe? 
the 
tals 96. What grou'J) of is-
·eat lands and what ocean are 
of 
IOr-
llJ.U· 
of 
east of Asia? 
112. Name two large 
tributaries or branches of 
the Mississippi River and 
give the source of each. 
1 it 161. Where is the Strait 
tal, of Gibralter and to whom 
does it belong? 
or 
of 
ed: 
St. 
ah, 
163. What is the chief 
occupation in which the 
Chinese people are engag-
ed? 
llge 169. Name four coun-
eat tries of Europe holding 
ood important colonial posses· 
sions in Africa. 
e:g '--= 
Ish 189. What would you 
ac· call the one chief mineral 
product of South Africa? 
Rio Of Pennsylvania? Alaska? 
iv· Montana? Colorado? 
DDS 
~ow 
DDS 
•rts 
her 
tes. 
.sla 
md 
ar~ 
ger 
Is 
vhy 
;eel 
195. Name two leading 
cotton growing r egions of 
the world. Name two for 
wheat. 
208. Name four outside 
possessions of the United 
States. 
218. What mountain 
ranges formed a barrier to 
the first settlers of the 
United States? 
56. How . can you tell 
which way the land or a 
field slopest 
56! Why doesn't the 
ocean fill up and overflow~ 
of 
ate 91. Give the principal 
reason why Siberia Is so 
ief thinly settled. 
try 
or-
irn 
er-
126. Give two valuable 
uses of large lakes. 
179. Why Is the North 
Atlantic coast of the Unit· 
ed States Irregular, fur· >e-
tes nlshfng several f!IOOd har· 
a · borst 
:ry 205. Why Is ft eold~>r on 
a mountain than In a 
of nearby valley! 
.as 226. What large coun-
try occupies all of north-
i:irn Asia? 
262. In what heat belt 
is most of Africa? 
66. Name two important 
crops raised in southern 
Unite·d States and tell why 
they are grown there. 
87 Name a mountain 
nmge and a river between 
Europe and Asia. 
9 7. What direction is 
Austra'ia from Asia and 
to whom does it belong? 
128. Name two states 
wholly or partly in the 
Lake Plains of the United 
States. 
14. Name· a large lake 
entirely in the United 
States. 
Fa. Why would you not 
expect Russia to have as 
many sailors as Englan~f 
113. Whv are the Great 
Plai:· ' Just east of tbe 
no<'! '!Ionntalns not good 
for 'e:irmlng~ 
151. Tn whnt part of 
Australia are most of the 
people found! 
11'5. A (]Octor advises a 
pntfent to go to a rrgfnn 
of light afr a.nd warm ell· 
mntr. Where would he 
go~ 
31l. Whnt good may 
l11nves do after they fall 
from the trees In autumn~ 
130. Gfvll two reasons 
why crntrnl United States 
Is well suited for farmf~. 
231. What group of 
islands southeast of Asia 
bPlOng tO the Ullited 
States? 
99. What two countries made. 
88 . How can you get 
from New York City to 
LondJn, and in what di-
rection would you go? 
of Asia are noted for tea? 29. Name two ways in 84. Name four large 
which the farmer helps to cities of Europe. 47 Give two 
129. Give the capitals get food for us. 
of Colorado and Massachu-
setts. 
92. Give the capitals of 
41. Give two ways in France and Germany. 
which water gets away 
when it rains. 
which food, clothi 
ber, and coal are 
to us. 
89. How can steamboats 
c:o from New York City to 
S.m Francisco by the 
shortest route? 
42. Name two kinds of 
food that we get from ani-
mals. 
100. Name the chief oc- 1. From what country 
cupation of the people of do we get much of our 
Australia. coffee? 
105. Give two reasons 
why mountainous regions 
are not good for fa rming 
12. Which is the larg-
est and which is the small-
est, the' moon, the sun, or 
the earth? 
3. What is the name of 
the circle extending a-
round the earth midway 
between the J;:oles? 
98. Ghe one reason why 
the JleOJJle In the far north 
use reindeer and dogs ln-
stend of horses. 
28. How can we tell 
how big a country is bY 
studying a map? 
3i. Why does not the 
71. What country of water flow out of swampy 
South Amrrfca bas a ell· places! 
mute stmflar to ourst 
10 . How long does It 
take the earth to go lOll. Why is It warmer 
around the sun? In New Orleans than In 
46. Wh.v do not the Es-
kimos bufhl houses like 
ours! 
101. Name two large 48. Give two 
bodies of water that bor· which goods may 
der on Florida. ell across a river. 
7 Name four co 45. Name tour things 
you use for food that do 
not grow where you live. 13. Name two n 
things that we ! 
the sun. 68. Gh'e one reason why 
so many of the great cities 
of the United States are 
ncar the sea coast. 
16. Name four 
men 
72. Which Is the cold· 124. Give one 
est and which the warm- which farming 
est part of South America! done In dry count 
248. What country is 57. Give two 
the native home of the which rh ers are 
Chicago! 
6i. Give the ]Jrlncipal 104• Wh.r 81•0 camels 
Dutch? 6. What fs under the 38. Why should 
streets be 'hlghe; 
mld4le than on tl 
ocenn'l 
reason why such dense SU('h useful animals for 
forests grow along the trnvellng In desert places! 19. Where does the wa· 
Amazon River. ter In a well come fromt 
7{). Which part of the 
United States Is most lm· 
portnnt for manufacturing 
and which for agrfcul· 
tu1·et 
74. Where may snow be 
found in the hot belt near 
tbe equator! 
77. Why ill there so 1ft. 
tie rainfall In the Great 
Bnsfn of the United 
States1 
78. Name one way In 
which the Panama Canal 
will be an advantage to 
the U. S. In ft.s trade with 
South America. 
9. w ·hat is the cause of 
day and night! 
18. What do the rivers 
do with the soli that they 
carryt 
265. Through what very 
old country does the Nile 
River flow? 
23. Name two ways In 
which winds are useful. 
229. What grain 
thrives best in the 
wet lands of India 
China? 
crop 
low, 
and 
89. How does t 
help to fornlsh r 
20. Where do 11 
watert 
21. What mak1 
move! 
81. During what months 
258. What great desert does Argentina have wfn· 
in northern Africa? ter'l 
259. What large river 
of Africa flows into the 
Mediterranean Sea? 
261. What large boify of 
water separates Africa 
from Europe? 
82. In what Industry or 
kind of work are most of 
the people of England em· 
ployedt 
21. Why do so fe;w peo· 
pie live In lle~rts~ 
i 
J 
' 
kinds of 
to keeP 
r things 
~thing is 
ways in 
tfig, !urn-
brought 
ways in 
be tak-
p.tinents. 
tecessary 
:et from 
races of 
way In 
~ay be 
les. 
ways In 
sefnl. 
ro&as or 
. In tiD! 
e sides! 
be ocean 
ainl 
ants get 
s clouds 
u 
73 
84 
88 
94 
94 
63. What country is 
north of the United States 
an d to whom does it be-
long? 
v 
79 
88 
92 
96 
96 
59. What direction do 
you live from the equator? 
64. Name two important 
mountain ranges of the 
102. Name two other United States. 
count1 ies in North Amer-
ica besides the United 
States. 
24. Name five wild ani-
mals. 
11. Name the four sea-
sons. 
33. What is the direc-
tion half way between 
• south and west? 
5. What two oceans bor-
der on the United States? 8. In what direction 
would you go to go to 
43. Name a P•lant used Canada? 
for making cloth. 
15. What is the capital 
49. Write your whole of the United States? 
address. 
25. Name an animal 
useful to man in desert 
countrie's. 
27. Name two kinds or 
work that men do in get-
ting materials for build· 
ing •houses. 65. W'hy is there not 
mneh farming done In 
26. Name two kinds or Alaska~ 
work that men do In get· 
tlng food for us. 
34. How can you tell 
from what direction the 
Wlll(Lls hl.Ql'fini1=..;_~ 
' 50. To whom do M 
streets or roads belong! 
22. How do we know 
that th.ere Is air~ 
4. Why is the .Arctic 
Ocean not 118ed mach b7 
sauors'{ 
46. How does the ocean 
help to furnish us food I 
30. Why are there more 
birds here In summer 
than In winter! 
w 
84 
92 
94 
98 
98 
32. In what direction 
a re you facing when your 
back is towartl the north? 
51. What is the capital 
of your state'! 
l'i. Nome two things 
plants must have to llve. 
DIRECTIONS FOU GIVING TES'l'S 
1. Do not impose a time limit. 
2. Select from four to ten exercises from tha list given in any one 
column. Write your selection of exercises for the test on the blackboard 
and P•roceci as in an ordinary school examination. 
. 3. G:ive the follo'!ing instructions to the pupils taking the· test: .. You 
w1ll be given enough hme to answer as many of these exercises as you can. 
Kindly read each exercise carefully to get its exact meaning, then write the 
best answel' you can in the fewest words. Complete aentences are not neces-
sary, words or phrases will do. You are not e.xpect.ed to be able to answer 
all the \l'xercises. Some ot them were made difficult on purpose; but if you 
can answer the difficult ones, the credit due you will be that much greater. 
At any rate, please try hard to answer every exercise. Ask no question 
about any of the exercises In the test. If your teacli.ers slloYld permit you 
to ask questions and then answer them for you, it woRld defeat the purpose 
of the test and your ar.sw11rs could not be used.'' 
DIRECTIONS FOit SCORING ANSWERS: 
1. To find a pupil's score divide the number of correct answers by 
the number of exercise in the test. The quotient expressea in per cent 
is his score. 
2. To find the class average in per cent divide the total number of 
correst answers written by the class by the number of exercises in U1e test 
multiplied by the number of pupils in the class. This method Is the one 
commonly used in ordinary school examinations. 
3. In scoring answers to exercises consisting of two or more ];)arts give 
credit for each part a~1swered correctly. In geReral, giTe credit f~r an 
aaswer that clearly indicates a knowledge of the idea involved irr the exer-
cise. Copies of direct'ons indicating specifically what to accept and what to 
reject In scoring answers may be obtained frem the auth(jlf5 for Six cents 
apiece. 
4. The standardi given are correct for 19SO. 
Printed Ia U • .S. A. 
I 
X 
88 
94 
96 
99 
---
99 
2. Name two animals 
used by the Eskimos. 
y 
92 FOURTH GBA.DB 
96 FIFTH GRADE 
98 SIXTH GRADE 
100 SEVENTH GRADE 
100 EIGHTH GRADE 
Hahn-Lackey Geography Scale 
This scale, com;tructeJ by H. H. Hahn, Head af Department of Educa-
tion, and E. E. Lackey, Head of Department of Geography, Wayne State 
Normal, Wayne, Nebraska, is based upon 2-88,100 answers by 1,69.6 JIUpils in 
12 schools. Since the first publication of the scale various parts of it have 
been tested in all sections of th11 United States. The authors themselves 
have tried out several steps in 37 different schools. The results of all this 
testing indicate that the scale is remarkably accurate in its standards for 
the various gralillls. The· data of the scale are so arranged that :from 15 to 
lW tez\s can bo given each grade witll.out the r epetition of a single exercise. 
The exercis11s in each step are approximately equal in degree of difficulty. 
To be exact, in no case does the absolute value of an exercise deviate from 
the approximate value by more than four-tenths o'f a step, and this only in 8 
very few cases. Expressed in per cent, this means that of the given values, 
:;;ay ia step M, 50 represents values from 46.8 to 52.2; 34 relpre~nts values 
from 31.2 to 37.2; 27 represents values; from 24.6 to 29.8; and 16 represents 
values from 14.4 to 1!! .0. The differences betwee·n consecutive steps are also 
approximately equal. 
Copies of thls scale may be obtained for Eleven Cents apiece wit·hout 
d:rections for scoring; with directions, Sixteen Cents. Atl.dlress the authors, 
Wayne State Normal, Wayne. Nebraska. 
INI'ERPU-EII'ING ~CHl1i:l'MfEN'll l.N 'UJUIS OF lti'ENTAL ABILITY 
There are twe ways o: tle\erminiJt~ whether a pupil Is aclt)eving In pro-
portioR to Ids ment~ capacity. (1) Divide his score by h1s lntell!glmce 
quotiemt. If t:he result i:;; equal to or ~reater than the standard for his 
~rude, lae is meeting a:ll rea~onnhl<" ext , c:cta tion>~: but if the result is less, he 
ls not doing as w~~cl'l as he sheuld; Or, 
(2) J).ivide his achievement age by his mental age. If the result Is 
one. hiR work is satisfac•.ory; but if leRs t,han one, his work is unsatisfacton. 
The achievement age for the 4tk grade standard is 9; for the 5th grade, 10; 
for the 6th grad~. 11; for the 7th ~rade, 12; and for the 8th grade, 13. 
Any inteiligence test may be used to find the mental age or J.ntelligence 
quotient. 
Blev'enth Print 
THE RIDGLEY-RUSSELL-HARR GEOGRAPHY TESTS 
McKnight &- McKnight, Bloomington, Dlinoia 
To the pupil :-Read carefully. 
Do not turn this sheet over until your teacher tells you to do so. 
Fill these blank spaces. 
Name.......................................................................... Age ............ Boy or Girl. ............. · Date .................. ;: .. 
City .................................................................. School. ......................................................... : ... Grade ........... . 
Stop here for further directions from your teacher. 
SAMPLE TEST 
Part One-Locations 
The following list contains the names of continents and oceans. Place the figure 1 in the 
square before the name of the ocean east of North America; the figure 2 before the name of 
the continent which touches the east side of Europe; the figure 3 before the name of the 
ocean east of Asia; and the figure 4 before the name of the ocean north of North America. 
0 Asia 
D Atlantic Ocean 
Part Two-Cities 
0 Africa 
0 Antarctica 
0 Pacific Ocean 
0 South America 
0 Arctic Ocean 
0 Europe 
At the head of each column is the name of a city 
state in which this city is found. 
Place a cross (x) before the name of the 
PHIL'ADELPHIA CHICAGO 
0 Ohio 0 Illinois 
0 Pennsylvania 0 Indiana 
Part Three-Important Questions -
SAN FRANCISCO 
0 California 
0 Colorado 
Place a cross (x) before the best answer to the question: 
Why is cotton not raised in Minnesota? 
0 1. Minnesota has many swamps and small lakes. 
0 2. The frostless season of Minnesota is short. 
Part Four-Countries and Water Bodies 
NEW ORLEANS 
0 North Dakota 
0 Louisiana 
After the name of each country, write the name of the water body which is on its border. (Use 
only words taken from this list: Gulf of Mexico, Arctic Ocean, Indian Ocean, Mediterranean Sea.) 
United States ...................................................... Australia .................................................................. .. 
Italy .......................................................... Dominion of Canada ........................ ; ......................... _ ......... . 
Stop here for further directions from your teacher. 
For further information regarding these and other geography-tests, address 
McKNIGHT & McKNIGHT, Publishers, Bloomington, Ill. 
Bo ,,_;n Univer s ity 
School of Education 
Library 
) 
THE RIDGLEY-RUSSELL-BARR GEOGRAPHY TESTS 
McKnight & McKnight, Bloomington, nlinoia 
To the pupil :-Read carefully. 
Do not turn this sheet over until your teacher tells you to do so. 
Fill these blank spaces. 
Name .......................................................................... Age ............ Boy or Girl. ............. · Date .................... .. 
City ... ~ .............................................................. S_chool. ........................................... , .............. : .. Grade .......... .. 
' 
Stop here for further. directions from your teacher. 
SAMPLE TEST 
Part One-Locations 
The following list contains the names of continents and oceans. Place the figure 1 in the 
square before the name of the ocean east of North America; the figure 2 before the name of 
the continent which touches the east side of Europe; the figure 3 before the name of the 
ocean east of Asia; and the figure 4 before the name of the ocean north of North America. 
0 Asia 
0 Atlantic Ocean 
Part '.['wo-Cities 
0 Africa 
0 Antarctica 
0 Pacific Ocean 
0 South America 
0 Arctic Ocean 
0 Europe 
At the head of each column is the name of a city 
state in which this city is found. 
Place a cross (x) before the name of the 
PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO 
0 Ohio 0 Illinois 
0 Pennsylvania 0 Indiana 
Part Three-Important Questions 
SAN FRANCISCO 
0 California 
0 Colorado 
Place a cross (x) before the best answer to the question: 
Why is cotton not raised in Minnesota? 
0 1. Minnesota has many swamps and small lakes. 
0 2. The frostless season of Minnesota is short. 
Part Four-Countries and Water Bodies 
NEW ORLEANS 
0 North Dakota 
0 Louisiana 
After the name of each country, write the name of the water body which is on its border. (Use 
only words taken from this list: Gulf of Mexico, Arctic Ocean, Indian Ocean, Mediterranean Sea.) 
United States ...................................................... Austr'alia .................................................................. .. 
Italy .......................................................... Dominion of Canada .· ....................... ; ........... .- ........ .-............ .. 
Stop here for further directions from your teacher. 
For further information regarding these and other geography tests, address 
McKNIGHT & McKNIGHT, Publishers, Bloomington,. Ill. 
Eo ~-n Univers ity 
School of Education 
Library 
j 
Posey-Van Wagenen Geography Scales 
Thought S, Division I 
Grades 5 and 6 
Copyright, 1922, by M. J. VanWagenen 
POSEY-VANWAGENEN GEOGRAPHY SCALES 
THOUGHT S, DIVISION I 
Devised by C. J. POSEY of the 
Department of Geography, University of Kansas 
and 
M. J. VAN WAGENEN of the 
Department of Educational Psychology, University of Minnesota 
KEYA 
(F?r use in obtaining the Uncorrected Score) 
~h~~o~~ ~~~ ~~~orsl ! \1 \H \ 2 I 2! 1313! 1414! 1515llalejl717jlslsll 9 19jl1o 
~~~;~·~s Uncorrected 1104,99195! 192! 190! ls9lsnls6184jls3ls2ls1lsoh9hsl7717ejh5ll74tl74 
KEY B 
(For use in obtaining the Final Score) 
;:h~~o~~ml 0i;. errors\! 11 I H l2l21l 3 13! I 4 14! I 5 15j I 6 16! I 7 17! I 8 Is; I 9 19! 
~·::r~c~:~msc~~~st / Q I o j, /1 l1 / H I 2 12! I 3 13! I 4 I 5 / 6 I 7 Is; \10 112!115,20 
TO BE FILLED OUT BY THE TEACHER 
(For directions for computing the pupil's score, see pages 1 and 4 of the class record sheet.) 
No. of 
Errors 
Group III. =Uncorrected Score (Key A) 
Group 11 
... t Group I 
Name. 
First Name 
School. 
Subtract Total Errors, Groups I and II 
First Corrected Score. 
Subtract Estimated Errors (Group 1-Key B) 
Final Score 
TO BE FILLED OUT BY THE PUPIL 
Sex ... 
Last Name 
Date. 
DIRECTIONS 
Grade. 
Age. 
(Years, Months) 
In each of the problems on the following pages you will find one or more 
short paragraphs giving you certain facts. Below the paragraphs are questions 
or statements telling you to do something. 
This is not a test to see if you remember something which you have learned. 
Read the paragraphs carefully and from the facts given in them think out the 
answers to the problems for yourself. Begin with problem 1 and do as many 
as you can. Do them in order. If you cannot do all the parta of any problem 
do as many of the parts as you can. Start. 
Bost.::Jn Uni'Jersity 6t-4p 
School of Education 
Library 
GROUP I (Average value 59.5) 
1.{55) 
When it is winter here in the northern 
hemisphere it is summer in the southern hemi-
sphere. 
When it is winter here what season is it 
in the southern part of South America f 
2.(56) 
Kansas is one of the leading corn producing 
states of the United States. Which of these 
animals would you expect to be raised in 
large numbers: sheep, hogs or goatsf 
3.(57) 
The farther poleward we go from any place 
the colder it is likely to be. Petrograd is 
farther north than Moscow, and Moscow is 
farther north than Athens. 
(a) Will a traveler be likely to find it cold-
est in winter in Moscow, Petrograd, or 
Athensf 
(b) Will he be likely to find it warmest in 
winter in Petrograd, Athens, or Moscowf 
4.(58) 
In South Carolina and Georgia only the 
coarser kinds of cotton cloth are manufactured 
in large quantities, while in Massachusetts the 
finer goods are manufactured. 
In which state would you expect the factory 
hands to be paid the highest wagesf 
5.(59) 
Why does not the palm tree grow in 
Canadaf 
6.(60) 
It costs very much less for the 8llme weight 
of any material to be carried by boat than by 
train. At the same time the train takes less 
time to go between the same two places. 
(a) If you had plenty of time and very 
little money,_ and had to go from New York 
to New Orleans, how would you got 
(b) If you wanted to send 500 bushels of 
seed wheat from Duluth to New York state 
so that it would get there in the shortest pos-
sible time for planting, whatever the cost 
might be, how would you send itt 
7.(61) 
Much of the northern and western portions 
of the Chinese Empire is high and also dry. 
The eastern plains near the coast are fertile 
and have abundant rainfall. 
(a) In which section would you expect to 
find more people living: in the northern, east-
ern or western f 
(b) In which section would you expect to 
find the more large cities: in the northern, 
eastern' or western f 
8. (62) 
Minnesota has immense fertile fields and 
vast iron resources, but no coal mines. The 
coal, which is necessary for the smelting of 
iron, can be more cheaply obtained in the 
East than elsewhere. It costs more, however, 
to transport the coal from the East than to 
transport the iron ore to an eastern city. 
Of these four occupations--farming, coal 
mining, iron mining, and the smelting of iron 
ore--which two would you expect to be the 
leading ones in Minnesota f 
9.(63) 
In which of these regions would you expect 
to find the largest number of people living: 
a fertile plain, a mountainous territory, an 
indented coast line open to the interior, a 
desert, an iron mining region f 
10.(64) 
It is much easier and cheaper to restore fer· 
tility to the soil by letting the land lie fallow 
or unused for a few years than to buy fer-
tilizer or manure to put on it. 
Is the land in sparsely settled regions more 
likely to be fertilized or allowed to lie unused f 
11.(65) 
GROUP II (Average value 69.5 
16.(70) 
When it is winter here in tke northern 
hemisphere it is summer in the southern hemi-
sphere. 
(a) When it is summer here what season is 
it in the southern part of Africa f 
(b) When it is fall here what season is it 
in the southern part of Africa f 
12.(66) 
On the frontiers only such products can be 
raised for barter as can be easily transported. 
Which of these products would you expect 
to find raised extensively in a frontier region: 
wheat, cattle, vegetables, fruit f 
13.(67) 
Wheat is one of the principal crops in the 
smooth and fertile plains of Hungary, yet the 
people live largely on rye. 
What becomes of the wheat f 
14.(68) 
The land thr~ugh which the upper Missis· 
sippi flows is well adapted for raising wheat. 
In the river there are waterfalls from which 
large quantities of water power may be ob-
tained. 
What industry would you expect to develop 
at the various falls f 
15.(69) 
In South America the great mountains are 
very near the western coast. In Eastern 
Europe and Asia the great mountains are near 
the central part. 
(a) Will the rivers of Europe tend to flow 
in different directions or in the same general 
direction f 
(b) Will the rivers of South America tend 
to :flow in the same general direction or in 
different directions f 
(c) Will the rivers of Asia tend to :flow in 
the same general direction or in different 
directions f 
It costa very much less for the same weight 
of any material to be carried by boat than by 
train. At the same time the train takes less 
time to go between the same two places. 
How would you expect the iron ore mined 
in Minnesota to be sent to Buffalof 
17.(71) 
In southern France and Italy mulberry 
trees and grape vines are grown in great 
numbers. 
What two other industries wonld you ex-
pect to find in these eountriesf 
18.(72) 
Flax is raised either for its seed or for its 
fiber, but seldom for both, as seeds of high 
quality and stems containing a good fiber are 
not harvested from the same crop. A great 
deal of hand labor is necessary to get good 
fiber. 
(a) In which country, the United States or 
Russia, would you expect :flax raised mainly 
for its seed f 
(b) In which country, the United States 
or Russia, would you expect :flax· raised mainly 
for its fiber f 
19.(73) 
The principal manufactures of St. Louis are 
tobacco, :flour, and ljleat products. By what 
sort of an industrial region is it evidently sur· 
roundedf 
20.(74) 
For the raising of the best quality of cot-
ton fiber, six to seven months of plenty of 
bright sunshine is needed. Also, the rainfall 
must be plentiful during the growing season, 
with dry weather during the ripening season. 
Give three conditions under which a poor 
crop--either poor in quality or small in quan-
tit:y-may be expected f 
GROUP m (Average value 79.5) 
21.(75) 
On account of the lack of rainfall no other 
vegetation than grass is produced in abund-
ll.nce in the steppes of Central Asia and in 
Arabia. As a consequence the people do not 
1i ve a settled life as we do but roam around 
from one place to another. 
On what two kinds of food-fruits, meat, 
cereals, dairy products or vegetable&--would 
you expect them to livef 
22.(76) 
When the sun shines water is evaporated 
from the leaves of plants. This water must 
be replaced by water drawn from the soil 
through the roots. When the soil is very dry 
ll.Dd the sun shines hot and bright plants wilt. 
How can you ae.count for the wilting t 
23.(77) 
Milk is bulky and must be marketed soon 
after it is produced, but brings greater profits 
to the dairyman than when made into butter 
or cheese. 
(a) In what form or forms-butter, milk, 
or cheese-would you expect dairymen living 
near a large city to sell their productt 
(b) In what form or forms would you ex-
pect dairymen living in more remote regions 
to sell their productf 
24.(78) 
Sand contains but little nitrogen. Nitrogen 
and water, however, are both necessary for 
plants to grow. Dry fertilizer mixed with the 
saud makes the plants grow vigorously if they 
are kept watered. 
Why does the fertilizer make the plants 
grow more vigorouslyt 
25.(79) 
In the Northwestern Highland of Europe 
the summers are nearly as cold as the winters. 
The land is rough and rugged. Traveling in-
land from the coast one must oegin to climb 
almost at once. Where the slopes are not 
covered with dense forests they are covered 
by a thick grass. Along the coast line are 
mll.ny indentations and islRnds. In the north-
ern · aeaa there are few species of fish but 
these are found in enormous numbers. 
What inference can you draw from the facts 
given above regarding the density of popula-
tion in this reriont 
26.(80) 
In the Argentine Republic between the 21st 
of JUJle and the Blst of December the sun 
lteepe rising farther and farther toward the 
eontn, just as it doee here. 
What change is taking place in the length 
of their days t 
27. ( 81) 
Other conditions being equal water is lost 
through the leaves of plants and trees more 
rapidly during warm than during cold 
weather, more rapidly during windy than dur-
ing calm weather, more rapidly from large 
leaf surface than from small leaf surface and 
more rapidly from trees that reach up into 
the drier layers of air than from low ones. 
Southern Europe is much warmer and has less 
rainfall than central Europe. 
(a) In which section would you expect to 
find the heaviest forestst 
(b) Would you expect the olive trees of 
southern Europe to be low or tall t 
(c) Would you expect them to have small 
leaves or large onest 
28.(82) 
Winds gradually acquire the temperature of 
the surface over which they blow. The pre-
vailing westerlies occur in latitudes where 
the land is warmer than the sea in summer 
and cooler than the sea in winter. The United 
States and Chili lie in such latitudes. 
What effect do the westerly winds have 
upon 
(a) The summer climate of San Franciscot 
(b) The winter climate of San Franciscot 
29.(83) 
All water contains some salt. Some lakes, 
like the Great Lakes, contain very little; 
others, like many of those in Turkestan, contain 
a great deal. When water evaporates from 
the surface of a lake the salt is left behind. 
(a) Why do the Great Lakes contain so 
very much less salt than many of those of 
Turkestant 
30.(84) 
As the population in any region increases 
in density more food is needed. This must be 
raised nearby or else imported. 
(a) In densely populated regions would you 
expect the land to be cultivated extensively, 
intensively or earelesslyt 
(b) Is the fertile land in densely settled 
regions likely to be more valuable or less valu· 
able than in sparsely settled regions t 
Posey-Van Wa&enen Geography Scales 
INFORMATION K, DIVISION II. 
South America, Asia, and Africa 
Gradea 7 and 8. 
Copyright 1922 by M. J. Van Waa:enen 
Prln~d in U. S. A. 
POSEY-VANWAGENEN GEOGRAPHY SCALES 
INFORMATION K, DIVISION II, South America, Asia, and Africa 
Devised by C. J. POSEY of the 
Department of Geography, University of Kansas 
and 
M. J. VANWAGENEN of the 
Department of Educational Psychology, University of Minnesota 
When sum of errors 
in Group III is . 
Pupil's Uncorrected 
Score is 
When sum of errors 
in Group I is 
Take from First 
Corrected Score . 
KEY A 
(For use in obtaining the Unco.rrected Score) 
KEYB 
(For use in obtaining the Final Score) 
To be filled out by the Teacher 
(For directions for computing the pupil's score, see pages 1 and 4 of the class record sheet.) 
No. of 
Group III 
Group II 
Group I 
Name .. 
Errors 
• 
- Uncorrected Score (Key A). 
} 
Subtract Total Errors, Groups I and II. 
First Corrected Score 
Subtract Estimated Errors (Group 1-Key B) 
Final Score . 
To be filled out by the Pupil 
Sex 
First Name Last Name 
........ 
Grade. 
School Date. Age. 
(Years, 'M:~;.ihs} 
DmECTIONS 
Begin with question 1 and answer as many of them as you can. 
them in order. If you cannot answer all the parts of any question, 
many of the parts as you can. Start. o"'ton Uni vere' ty 
School of Education 
Library 
Answer 
answer as 
/ 
2. 
1.(64) 
GROUP I (Average value 68.5) 
6. (69) 
To what race do the natives of each of the 
following belongf 
(a) Africa 
(b) China 
2.(65) 
Name one of each of the following things 
found in South America. 
(a) A river ........................................................... . 
(b) A mountain range ............................... ........ . 
(c) A country ..................................... ................ . . 
3.(66) 
After each of the following articles write 
the name of the South American country that 
leads in its production. 
(a) Coffee 
(b) Rubber 
4.(67) 
What name do we give to the people of each 
of the following countries! 
(a) China ............................................................... . 
(b) Korea 
(e) Turkey 
(d) Japan 
5.(68) 
Name four countries of Asia. 
1. ···············-······-······················-······························· 
2. ···················· ···-······················································· 
3. ····················-·················-······································-
4. ·······-··············-······················-·············-············· ··· 
Of the countries-China, Siberia, Brazil, 
Egypt-which one leads in the production of 
each of these things. 
(a) Cotton ..................................................... ...... . 
(b) Raw silk ............................................... ........ . 
(c) Raw rubber ............................. ...................... . 
7.(70) 
After each of these deserts write the name 
of the continent in which it is found. 
(a) Arabia 
(b) Sahara 
8.(71) 
In what part of South America is each of 
these countries: in the northern, eastern, 
southern or western f 
(a) Brazil ............................................................... . 
(b) Peru ............................................................... . 
(c) Venezuela ..... .................................................. . 
9.(72) 
In which part of Africa is each of these 
countries: in the northern, southern, or 
westernf 
(a) Cape Colony 
(b) Egypt ........................................................... . 
10.(73) 
Which of these cities are seaports! Draw a 
line under them. 
Manila 
Bombay 
Cape Town 
Johannesburg 
Valparaiso 
\ 
l 
11.(74) 
GROUP U (Average value 78.5) 
16.(79) 
Of the following mountain ranges, draw a 
line under those that extend in a north-south 
direction. 
Caucasus 
Himalaya 
Andes 
12. (75) 
After each of the following countries write 
the name of a large city of the country. 
(a) India ............................................................. .. . 
(b) Japan 
13.(76) 
Name an important article of production in 
Ceylon. 
14.(77) 
(a) Which is the largest city of South 
Americaf 
(b) Which is the second largest city of 
South America f 
15. (78) 
After each of the following cities write the 
name of the country in which it is located. 
(a) Bombay ........................................................... . 
(b) Canton ................................. .......................... . 
After each of these rivers write the name of 
the country in which it is mainly found. 
(a) Ganges ··--···-······-······-·············---·-·············· 
(b) Yangtse 
(c) Amazon ........................................................... . 
(d) Nile ............................................................... . 
17.(80) 
A ship going from the Suez canal to Ron;: 
Kong would probably call at which of these 
citiesf Draw a line under them. 
Delhi 
Singapore 
Port Arthur 
Yunnan-fu 
18.(81) 
How would you describe the surface of each 
of these countries: as mainly mountainous, a 
plain, or a plateau f 
(a) Argentina ....................................................... . 
(b) Tibet ............................................................... . 
(c) Siberia .............................. ......................... . 
19. (82) 
Name the country in which each of the fol· 
lowing cities of South America is located. 
(a) Lima ............................................................... . 
(b) Bahia ·······················-··············-······-·-·········· 
20.(83) 
What countries of South America have no 
seaports! 
21.(84) 
GROUP m (Average value 88.5) 
26.(89) 
Name one eountry outside of North America 
in whieh the elephant is used as a beast of 
burden. 
22.(85) 
Name two large cities of Africa. 
1. ···············································-··············-······-······· 
2. ·······················-······················-······-······-······-······ 
23.(86) 
What are the three largest rivers of Africa f 
1. ···········-··············-··············-······-··························· 
2. -·····-··············-······················································· 
3. ····-·································-······-······-······-······-······· 
24.(87) 
What South Am~rican port ranks first in the 
exporting of each of these products f 
(a) Wheat 
(b) Meats 
25.(88) 
Name the country in which each of the fol-
lowing cities is found. 
Melbourne ·······················-······································· 
Sidney --····-······················-··············-··················· 
Rio de Janeiro ···············-······-······-······················· 
Calcutta ·······················-······-······-··············-··········· 
Name the continent in which eaeh of the 
following mountain peaks is found. 
(a) Kilimanjaro ·-····················-···········-···········--· 
(b) Aconcagua ·······················-······-······-···-······ 
27.(90) 
What kind of farming-intensive or exten· 
sive-is mainly carried on in each of these 
countriesf 
(a) China ·······-······-······························-··············· 
(b) Argentina 
(c) Australia ···············-······································· 
(d) South Africa ·······-··············-······-···--········· 
(e) Japan 
28.(91) 
On a boat trip down the west coast of South 
America at whieh of these cities could . the boat 
call f Draw a line under them. 
Bahia 
Guayaquil 
Callao 
29.(92) 
Para 
Valparaiso 
Santos 
Name the country in which each of the fol· 
lowing cities of South America is located. 
(a) Rosario ·······-······-··············-······-·············-····· 
(b) Caracas ··-····················-·············--·····-······-··· 
(c) Quito -····-······-··············-······························· 
30.(93) 
In what part of Africa-north, east, south, 
west, or central-is each of these producta 
mainly produced f 
(a) Ostrich feathers ·······-······················-······-··· 
(b) Diamonds ·······························-······-······-······· 
(c) Ivory ···············································-······-······· 
(d) Rubber -·····-······-·············---·-·······--·-··········· 
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1. (55) 
GROUP I (Average value 59.5) 
6. (60) 
Which is further t&wa.rd the south: 
(a.) Spa.in or Sweden'----····································· 
(b) Holland or Ita.lyL ...... ............................. .. . 
(c) France or Norwayf.. ................................... . 
2. (56) 
(a) On what ocean would you travel in 
going from New York to London f 
(b) In what direction would you sailf 
3. (57) 
Name one of each of the following thinr;s 
found in the United States: 
A river ..................................................................... . 
A mountain range ................................................ . 
4. (58) 
(a) What country is north of the United 
Statesf 
(b) What county is south of the United 
Statesf 
5. (5i) 
When it ia nooa. here is it noon, supper time, 
midniKht, or breakfast time in China f 
In what part of the United States ia its 
capital; in the northern, eastern, southern, or 
western part f 
7. (61) 
Name the two largest cities of Europe. 
1. ················································································ 
2. ························ ···························-··········· ··· ····· ·· ······ 
8. (62) 
What are the two principal means by which 
food products and manufactured articles are 
carried long distances f 
9. (63) 
(a.) Whieh takes the longest time by train: 
To go from Philadelphia to Denver, from 
Philadelphia to Seattle, or from Philadelphia 
to St. Louis f 
(b) Which journey would ta.ke the shorteat 
timet 
10. (64) 
What ia the !arrest eity of the United 
Statea on the Gulf of Yuieot I 
GROUP II (Average value 69.5) 
11. (65) 
On what do each of these things grow: a 
vine, a bush, a plant, or a treef 
• 1. Olives ................................................................... . 
2. Dates ............. .................. ...................... ............... . 
3. Figs ....................................................................... . 
4. Rice ....................................................................... . 
12. (66) 
Name five states bordering on the Atlantic 
Ocean. 
1 ................................................................................ . 
2. ····· ···································································· ······· 
3. ···-··-······································································· 
4 ................................................................................ . 
5. ·· ·-···············-··· ············· ··· ······································· 
13. (67) 
What name do we give to the people of each 
of the following countriesf 
1. China ........... _ ...................... ................................. . 
2. Korea ............................................................... .... . 
16. (70) 
(a) Is winter wheat sown in the spring, 
summer, fall or winterf 
(b) Is it harvested in the spring, summer, 
fall, or winter f 
17 (71) 
Of the five races of men which two are 
found in the largest numbers in North 
Americaf 
1 ........... ................................. ................ _ ................. .. 
2 .................................................... _ ......................... .. 
18. (72) 
After each of the following cities write the 
name of the country of which it is the capital. 
1. Brussels ........................... _ ...... - ...................... - ... 
2. Madrid .............. ............................................... .... . 
3. Rome ...................... ............................................. .. 
3. Japan............................................................ .. ...... 19. (73) 
4. Turkey ................................................................. . 
14. (68) 
Which two of these cities are the more im· 
portant ones aa manufacturinK centersf Draw 
a line under them. 
1. Seattle 
2. Detroit 
3. Pittaburgh 
4. New Orleana 
15. (69) 
Of the eountriea---China, Siberia, Brazil, 
Egypt-which one leads in the production of 
each of these thin(a? 
1. ·Cotton ........... --------------................................. .. .. . 
2. Raw aillt ............................................................. . 
3. Raw rubber ......................................... .............. .\ 
(a) Of the three continents in the southern 
hemisphere Africa, Australia, and South 
America- whieh one is the largest f 
(b) Which one comes nearest to the south 
polef 
(c) Which one extends furthest toward the 
north f 
20. (74) 
Name three island possessions of the United 
States f 
1. ............................ ......................................... ......... .. 
2 . ......... ... .......................................... ......... ___________ ___ _ 
3 ............................................................................... .. 
GROUP III (Average value 79.5) 
21.(75) 
Of these countries-Great Britain, Italy, 
Holland France, Norway-which two rank 
highest in the amount of coal mined annuallyf 
22. ( 76) 
After each of the rivers given below write 
which one of these bodies of water it flows 
into: Gulf of Mexico, Chesapeake Bay, New 
York Bay, Pacific Ocean, or Gulf of California. 
1. Susquehanna ................................................... . 
2. Columbia 
3. Colorado 
23.(77) 
(a) Which one of these countries has the 
densest population or the most people per 
square milef 
France 
Belgium 
Russia 
Italy 
(b) Which one of the four is least densely 
populated f 
·····················-···-·········y··-·············--·-·-························· 
24.(78) 
On a boat trip down the west coast of 
South America at which of these cities could 
the boat call f Draw a line under them. 
1. Bahia 
2. Para 
3. Valparaiso 
4. Santos 
25.(79) 
Of the following mountain ranges, draw a 
line under those that extend in a north-south 
direction. 
1. Pyrenees 
2. Caucasus 
3. Himalaya 
4. Aadee 
ti. Appalachians 
6. Sierra N en.da 
'· Alpl 
26.(80) 
Arrange these states in the order of their 
coldness in winter by putting a 1 in front of 
the coldest state, a 2 in front of the next 
coldest state, and so on until you have put a 
5 in front of the warmest one . 
................ Massachusetts 
' ................ North Carolina 
................ Montana 
. ............... Alabama 
. ............... Oregon 
27.(81) 
How would you describe the surface of each 
of these countries: as mainly mountainous, a 
plain, or a plateau f 
1. Argentina 
··-·············-····-·······-------,- ------·······-··· 
2. Tibet ................................................................... . 
3. Siberia 
28.(82) 
What countries border on Switzerland f 
29.(83) 
After the names of each of these animals 
write the name of the continent in which it is 
found. 
1. Giraffe 
2. Kangaroo 
3. Llama 
4. Zebra 
30.(84) 
(a) What day of the year has the longest 
possible sunshine f 
(b) What day of the year has the shortest 
possible sunshine f 
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hool of Education 
Library 
1.(54) 
GROUP I (Average value 58.5) 
6. (59) 
What is the largest city in your statef 
2.(55) 
Which state has the more factories in it: 
(a) New York or Georgia7 
Name one of each of the following things 
found in the United States: 
(a) A river ........... ... ......... ............... ................... . 
(b) A mountain range ....................................... . 
(c) A large lake ......... ....................................... . . 
7.(60) 
(b) Oklahoma or Illinois f In what part of the United States is its 
capital: in the northern, eastern, southern, or 
.............................. .............................. .... ................ western part 7 
(c) Pennsylvania or Kentuckyf 
3.(56) 
(a) What kind of food do we get from 
ponds, lakes, and rivers f 
(b) From trees f 
4. (57) 
(a) Which takes the longest time by train: 
To go from New York to Chicago, from 
New York to San Francisco, or from New 
Yo1·k to Kansas Cityf 
(b) Which journey would take the shortest 
timeT 
5. (58) 
(a) What country is north of the United 
Statesf 
(b) What country is south of the United 
Statesf 
8. (61) 
After each of these cities write tbe name of 
the state in which it is located. 
(a) Chicago ............ ......................................... .. . 
(b) Philadelphia .............................................. . 
(c) Boston ... .... ....... ... . 
(d) San Fmncisco ........ . 
9.(62) 
·what are the two principal means by which 
food products and manufactured articles are 
carried long distances' 
10.(63) 
(a) Does the cloth out of which most of 
our summer clothing is made come from trees, 
plants, mines, or animals1 
(b) From which of them does the cloth out 
of which most of our winter clothing is made, 
comet 
GROUP n (Average value 68.5) 
11.(64) 16.(69) 
What is the largest city of the United States Name five states bordering on Canada. 
on the Gulf of Mexico 1 
12. (65) 
What is the leading agricultural crop of 
Canada' 
13.(66) 
Arrange these states in the order of their 
size by putting a 1 in front of the largest one, 
a 2 in front of the next largest one, and so on 
until you have put a 5 in f1·ont of the smallest 
one . 
........ ...... .. Massachusetts 
....... ......... Washington 
................ Delaware 
................ Texas 
. ............... California 
14. (67) 
(a) Which city is the farther south: Minne· 
a polis or St. Louis 7 
(b) Seattle or San Francisco f 
(c) Boston or Washington f 
15. (68) 
Arrange these states in the order in which 
one would travel through them in going from 
St. Paul to Seattle. Put a 1 in front of the 
state one would travel through first, a 2 in 
front of the state next to be traveled through, 
and so on until a 5 is put in front of the last 
state traversed. 
................ Montana 
................ North Dakota 
................ Washington 
................ Miimesota 
... , ... ,..., .... Idaho 
1. ·········································· ·································· 
2. ············································································ 
3. ············································································ 
4. ················ ···· ··········· ············································· 
5. ············································································ 
17.(70) 
(a) Is winter wheat sown in the spring, 
summer, fall, or winter! 
(b) Is it harvested in the spring, summer, 
fall, or winter f 
18.(71) 
Of the five races of men, which two are 
found in the largest numbers in North 
Americaf 
19.(72) 
What is the capital of Mexico f 
20.(73) 
(a) Name a city in the United States lead· 
ing in the manufacture of automobilesf 
(b) In the manufacture of steel products f 
21.(74) 
GROUP III (Average value 78.5) 
26.(79) 
Is the hottest part of the day at sunrise, at 
noon, between 2 and 3 o'clock in the afternoon, 
or at night7 
22.(75) 
From this list of states-Delaware, Rhode 
Isla.nd, Minnesota, Oklahoma, Vermont, New 
Mexico, South Carolina, Maine, Colorado, West 
Virginia-name the one leading in the produc-
tion of each of the following articles. 
(a) Iron ore ....................................................... . 
(b) Petroleum .................................................. .. 
23.(76) 
How would you describe the surface of each 
of these states: as mainly mountainous, a 
plain, or a plateau 7 
(a) Kansas ........................................................ .. 
(b) Tilinois ........................................................ .. 
(c) West Virginia ............................................ .. 
(d) California .................................................. .. 
24. (77) 
Which of these cities are important as sea-
ports7 Draw a line under those that are. 
Seattle 
Montreal 
St. Paul 
25. (78) 
Boston 
Winnipeg 
Cleveland 
On what body of water is each of these' 
cities located 7 
(a) Buffalo ........................................................ .. 
(b) St. Louis .................................................... .. 
(e) Chicago ...................................................... .. 
(d) Galveston .................................................... .. 
What are the two largest cities on the St. 
Lawrence river7 
1 ............................................................................ . 
2 ........................................................................... .. 
27. (80) 
In the sentence below, write the two of these 
words which make it true: hot, cool, windy, 
still, cloudy, clear. 
Dew is formed on ................................................ , 
.. .................................. nights. 
28.(81) 
Arrange these states in the order of their 
density of population by putting a 1 in front 
of the most densely populated state, a 2 in 
front of the next most densely populated state, 
and so on until you have put a 5 in front of 
the least densely populated state. 
................ Indiana 
.. .............. Nevada 
.. .............. Maine 
.. .............. Massachusetts 
................ Oregon 
29.(82) 
After each of the states below, write which 
two of these occupations are the main ones: 
manufacturing, mining, agriculture, cattle-
raising. 
(a) New York .................................................. .. 
(b) Montana 
30.(83) 
From this list of states-Texas, Vermont, 
Louisiana, Iowa, Idaho, Kansas, Kentucky, 
California, Nevada-write after each of the 
things named below the one that leads in its 
production. 
(a) Cotton 
(b) Corn .................. , ......................................... .. 
(c) Wheat .......................................................... .. 
(d) Cane sugar ................................................. . 
THE RIDGLEY-RUSSELL-HARR GEOGRAPHY TESTS 
McKnight & McKnight, Bloomin~n, Dlinoi1 
To the pupil :-Read carefully. 
Do not turn this sheet over until your teacher tells you to do so. 
Fill these blank spaces. 
N arne.......................................................................... Age ............ Boy or Girl .............. Date .................... .. 
City ............ ...................................................... School. ............................................................. ·Grade .......... .. 
Stop here for further directions from your teacher. 
SAMPLE TEST 
Part One-Locations 
The following list contains the names of continents and oceans. Place the figure 1 in the 
square before the name of the ocean east of North America; the figure 2 before the name of 
the continent which touches the east side of Europe; the figure 3 before the name of the 
ocean east of Asia, and the figure 4 before the name of the ocean north of North America. 
0 Asia 
0 Atlantic Ocean 
Part Two-Cities 
0 Africa 
0 Antarctica 
0 Pacific Ocean 
0 South America 
0 Arctic Ocean 
0 Europe 
At the head of each column is the name of a city 
state in which this city is found. 
Place a cross (x) before the name of the 
PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO 
0 Ohio 0 Illinois 
0 Pennsylvania 0 Indiana 
Part Three-Important Questions 
SAN FRANCISCO 
0 California 
0 Colorado 
Place a cross (x) before the best answer to the question: 
Why is cotton not raised in Minnesota? 
0 1. Minnesota has many swamps and small lakes. 
0 2. The frostless season of Minnesota is short. 
Part Four-Countries and Water Bodies 
NEW ORLEANS 
0 New Orleans 
0 Louisiana 
After the name of each country, write the name of the water body which is on its border. (Use. 
only words taken from this list: Gulf of Mexico, Arctic Ocean, Indian Ocean, Mediterranean Sea.) 
United States ...................................................... Australia .................................................................. .. 
Italy.......................................................... Dominion of Canada .................................................. .. 
Stop here for further directions from your teacher. 
For further information regarding these and other geography tests, address 
McKNIGHT & McKNIGHT, Publishers, Bloomington, Ill. 
~~0u-n Universit~ 
School of Educati ~ 
Library 
THE RIDGLEY-RUSSELL-HARR GEOGRAPHY TESTS 
Copyright, 1926, by McKnight & McKnight 
NORTH AMERICA NUMBER II 
Pupil's Name ............................................................ Points possible 20. Total points right ............... . 
Part One-Physical Features 4 points Points right ............... . 
The following is a list of some of the physical features of North America. Place the figure 1 
before the name of the region just east of the Blue Ridge Mountains, the figure 2 before the name of 
the largest highland area, the figure 3 before the name of the highest mountain peak in North 
America; and the figure 4 before the name of the mountains in New York State. 
0 Cordilleran Highlands 0 Great Valley of 0 Cascade Mountains 0 Atlantic Coastal 
0 Adirondack Mountains California D Appalachian Highlands Plain 
0 Gulf Coastal Plain 0 The Piedmont 0 Mt. McKinley D Yosemite Valley 
0 Blue Ridge Mountains 0 Mt. Orizaba D St. Lawrence Valley D Plateau of Mexico 
0 Mississippi Valley D Columbia Plateau 
Part Two-Rivers and Lakes 4 points Points right ............... . 
Place a cross (x) before the name of the river or lake which answers the question at the head 
of the column. 
Which lake does not 
touch Canada? 
0 Superior 
0 Huron 
0 Michigan 
D Erie 
Which river is most noted 
for its canyon? 
0 Mississippi 
0 Colorado 
D Platte 
D Sacramento 
Which lake is in 
Utah? 
D Crater Lake 
0 Lake Tahoe 
D Great Salt Lake 
D Klamath Lake 
Which river forms the 
boundary of the largest 
number of states? 
0 Columbia 
0 Colorado 
0 Mississippi 
0 Missouri 
Part Three-States and Provinces 4 points • Points right .............. .. 
The following is a list of some of the states and provinces in the different countries of North 
America. Place the figure 1 before the name of the Mexican state nearest Cuba, the figure 2 
before the name of the Canadian province which borders Maine, the figure 3 before the name of 
the state of the United States having much desertland and few people; and the figure 4 before the 
name of the state of the United States which extends farthest north. 
0 Alberta 0 Missouri 0 Prince Edward Island D New Brunswick 
D Maine 0 Illinois D Nevada 0 Minnesota 
D Chihuahua D Saskatchewan D Rhode Island D Yucatan 
D Ontario D Texas D Lower California D Durango 
Part Four-Livestock 4 points Points right ............... . 
Place a cross (x) before the name of the state which has the largest number of animals named 
at the head of the column. 
HORSES CATTLE SHEEP SWINE 
D Minnesota D California D Utah D Iowa 
D Illinois D Texas D Louisiana D Kansas 
D Colorado 0 Ohio D Montana D Alabama 
0 New York 0 Pennsylvania 0 Wisconsin 0 Michigan 
Part Five-Important Questions 4 points; 2 points for each question. Points right ............... . 
1. Place a cross (x) before the best answer to the qestion Why do the seaports on the eastern 
coast of North America carry on more foreign commerce than the seaports of the western coast? 
D 1. The eastern coast of North America has more good harbors with more productive regions 
near them than the western coast. 
0 2. The eastern coast of North America is along the Atlantic Ocean and the western coast is 
D 3. 
0 4. 
along the Pacific Ocean. 
The seaports of the western coast are well located to carry on foreign commerce across 
the largest ocean. 
There are important coaling stations in the Pacific Ocean for the steamships sailing from 
the seaports of the west coast. 
2. Place a cross (x) before the best answer to the question Why is agriculture developed in 
the United States and southern Canada better than in northern Canada? 
0 1. There are many cities in the United States and southern Canada which need the agricul-
tural products of these regions. 
D 2. The people of northern Canada make their living by hunting and trapping and not by 
tilling the soil. 
D 3. The tundra and the forests of northern Canada have not been changed by man, while much 
forest land in the United States and southern Canada has been cleared. 
0 4. The climate of the United States and southern Canada is suitable for agriculture, while 
the climate of northern Canada is too cold for crops. 
THE RIDGLEY-RUSSELL-HARR GEOGRAPHY TESTS 
McKnight & McKnight, Bloomington, Illinoi1 
To the pupil :-Read carefully. 
Do not turn this sheet over until your teacher tells you to do so. 
Fill these blank spaces. 
Name .......................................................................... Age ............ Boy or Girl. ............. Date ..................... . 
City .................................................................. School .............................................................. Grade .......... .. 
Stop here for further directions from your teacher. 
SAMPLE TEST 
Part One-Locations 
The following list contains the names of continents and oceans. Place the figure 1 in the 
square before the name of the ocean east of North America, the figure 2 before the name of 
the continent which touches the east side of Europe; the figure 3 before the name of the 
ocean east of Asia; and the figure 4 before the name of the ocean north of North America. 
0 Asia 
0 Atlantic Ocean 
Part Two-Cities 
0 Africa 
0 Antarctica 
0 Pacific Ocean 
0 South America 
0 Arctic Ocean 
0 Europe 
At the head of each column is the name of a city 
state in which this city is found. 
Place a cross (x) before the name of the 
PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO 
0 Ohio 0 Illinois 
0 Pennsylvania 0 Indiana 
Part Three-Important Questions 
SAN FRANCISCO 
0 California 
0 Colorado 
Place a cross (x) before the best answer to the question: 
Why is cotton not raised in Minnesota? 
0 1. Minnesota has many swamps and small lakes. 
0 2. The frostless season of Minnesota is short. 
Part Four-Countries and Water Bodies 
NEW ORLEANS 
0 New Orleans 
0 Louisiana 
After the name of each country, write the name of the water body which is on its border (Use 
only words taken from this list: Gulf of Mexico, Arctic Ocean, Indian Ocean, Mediterranean Sea.) 
United States ...................................................... Australia .................................................................. .. 
Italy.......................................................... Dominion of Canada ................................................... . 
Stop here for further directions from your teacher. 
For further information regarding these and other geography tests, address 
McKNIGHT & McKNIGHT, Publishers, Bloomington, Ill. 
Boston University 
School of Educati on 
Library 
THE RIDGLEY-RUSSELL-HARR GEOGRAPHY TESTS 
Copyright, 1928, by McKnight & McKnight 
NEW ENGLAND NUMBER I 
Pupil's Name ............................................................ Points poss'ible 20. Total points right ...........• 
Part One-The States of New England 4 points Points right ...............• 
The following is a list of New England states. Place the figure 1 before the name of the small-
est state; the figure 2 before the name of the largest state; the figure 3 before the name of the 
state on the shore of Lake Champlain, and the f igure 4 before the name of the state nearest 
New York City 
D Maine D Vermont D Rhode Island 
D New Hampshire D Massachusetts D Connecticut 
Part Two-Capitals of New England States 4 points Points right ..............•• 
Place a cross (x) before the name of the capital of the state named at the head of the column. 
MASSACHUSETTS NEW HAMPSHIRE CONNECTICUT MAINE 
D Springfield D Manchester D New Haven D Augusta 
D New Bedford D Concord D Waterbury D Portland 
D Boston D Nashua D Bridgeport D Lewiston 
D Cambridge D Portsmouth D Hartford D Biddeford 
Part Three-Important Products of New England -! points Points right ......••...•.. _ 
In each of the following lists there is the name of one city noted for the product given at the 
head of the column. Place a cross (x) before the name of the city noted for the product. 
PAPER COTTON GOODS BOOTS AND SHOES MARBLE 
D Portland D Danbury D Brockton D Rutland 
D Ansonia D Waterbury 0 Springfield D Lynn 
D Holyoke D Haverhill D Willimantic D Woonsocket 
D Burlington D New Bedford D Worcester D Rumford Falls 
Part Four-Physical Features 4 points Points right ...............• 
At the .head of each column is the name of a mountain or a bay Place a cross (x) before 
the name of the state in which or along which the geographical feature is found. 
GREEN MOUNTAINS BERKSHIRE HILLS MOUNT WASHINGTON CAPE COD BAY 
D Massachusetts D Massachusetts D Connecticut D Rhode Island 
0 Connecticut D New Hampshire D New Hampshire D Connecticut 
D Vermont D Vermont D Maine D New Hampshire 
D Maine D Maine D Rhode Island D Massachusetts 
Part Five-Important Questions " points; 2 points for each question Points right ...............• 
1. Place a cross (x) before the best answer to the question: Why do many people visit Maine 
during the summer? 
D 1. Maine is the largest state in New England. 
D 2. Maine has built many miles of hard road. 
D 3. The sweet corn produced in Maine is excellent. 
D 4. The sea coast, lake shores, and woods are cool in summer. 
2. Place a cross (x) before the best answer to the question: Why is Massachusetts a densely 
populated state? 
D 1. Massachusetts is one of the smallest states. 
D 2. There are many factories in Massachusetts. 
D 3. Massachusetts was one of the early states to be settled. 
D 4. People enjoy living where there are streams, hills, and woods: 
THE RIDGLEY-RUSSELL-HARR GEOGRAPHY TESTS 
McKnight & McKnight, Bloomington, Tilinoia 
To the pupil :-Read carefully 
Do not turn this sheet over until your teacher tells you to do so. 
Fill these blank spaces. 
Name .......................................................................... Age ............ Boy or Girl. ............. Date .................... .. 
City .................................................................. School .............................................................. Grade .......... .. 
Stop here for further directions from your teacher. 
SAMPLE TEST 
Part One-Locations 
The following list contains the names of continents and oceans. Place the figure 1 in the 
squan before the name of the ocean east of North America, the figure 2 before the name of 
the continent which touches the east side of Europe; the figure 3 before the name of the 
ocean east of Asia; and the figure 4 before the name of the ocean north of North America. 
0 Asia 
0 Atlantic Ocean 
Part Two-Cities 
0 Africa 
0 Antarctica 
0 Pacific Ocean 
0 South America 
0 Arctic Ocean 
0 Europe 
At the head of each column is the name of a city 
state in w~ich this city is found. 
Place a cross (x) before the name of the 
PHILADELPHIA CHICAGO 
0 Ohio 0 Illinois 
0 Pennsylvania 0 Indiana 
Part Three-Important Questions 
SAN FRANCISCO 
0 California 
0 Colorado 
Place a cross (x) before the best answer to the question: 
Why is cotton not raised in Minnesota? 
0 1. Minnesota has many swamps and small lakes. 
0 2. The frostless season of Minnesota is short. 
Part Four-Countries and Water Bodies 
NEW ORLEANS 
0 New Orleans 
0 Louisiana 
After the name of each country, write the name of the water body which is on its border (Use 
only words taken from this list: Gulf of Mexico, Arctic Ocean, Indian Ocean, Mediterranean Sea.) 
United States .............. .. ... ... ................................ Australia .................................................................. .. 
Italy..................... .......... ........................... Dominion of Canada .................................................. .. 
Stop here for further directions from your teacher. 
For further information regarding these and other geography tests, address 
McKNIGHT & McKNIGHT, Publishers, Bloomington, Ill. 
Boftnn Univers ity 
S;;;i,c.,ol of Education 
Library 
THE RIDGLEY-RUSSELL-HARR GEOGRAPHY TESTS 
Copyright, 1929, by McKnight & McKnight 
UNITED STATES NUMBER I 
Pupil's Name .............................................................. Points possible 20. Total points right ........... . 
... Part One-States 4 points. Points right .............. .. 
The following is a list of some of the states of the United States. Place the figure 1 before 
4be name of the state which borders Lake Superior, the figure 2 before the name of the state 
in which Great Salt Lake is found; the figure 3 before the name of the state which is a penin· 
sula, and the figure 4 before the name of the state bordering the Pacific Ocean. 
0 New York 0 Kentucky 0 North Dakota 0 Utah 
0 Maine 0 Louisiana 0 Idaho 
0 Florida 0 Michigan 0 Oregon 
Part Two-Capitals 4 points. Points right .............. .. 
Plaoe a cross (x) before the name of the state whose capital is named at the head of the 
column. 
MADISON JACKSON OLYMPIA 
0 Michigan 0 Maine 0 Missouri 
0 Wisconsin 0 Alabama 0 Kansas 
0 Iowa 0 Georgia 0 Washington 
0 Kentucky 0 Mississippi 0 Wyoming 
DOVER 
0 Idaho 
0 Connecticut 
0 Delaware 
0 North Carolina 
Part Three-Physical Features 4 points. Points right ............... . 
Place a cross (x) before the name of the physical feature found in the state named at the 
head of the column. 
OREGON MINNESOTA MASSACHUSETTS PENNSYLVANIA 
0 Mount Hood 0 Crater Lake 0 Cape Cod 0 Minnesota River 
0 Pikes Peak 0 Great Salt Lake 0 Sandy Hook 0 Willamette River 
0 Mount Washington 0 Lake Champlain 0 Key West 0 Hudson River 
0 Mount Mitchell 0 Lake Itasca D Cape Flattery 0 Allegheny River 
Part Four-Important Products 4 points. Points right ............... . 
Place•a cross (x) before the name of the region or state which leads in the product named 
at the head of the column. 
COTTON DAIRY PRODUCTS COAL LUMBER 
0 Central States 0 Ohio 0 Alabama 0 North Dakota 
0 Western States D Massachusetts 0 West Virginia 0 Washington 
D New England D Illinois 0 Pennsylvania 0 Kansas 
D Southern States 0 Wisconsin 0 Indiana 0 Florida 
Part Five-Important Questions 4 points; 2 points for each question. Points right ............... . 
1. Place a cross (x) before the best answer to the question: Why does the eastern half of the 
United States produce more agricultural products than the western half? 
0 1. Excellent crops are raised on the irrigated lands found in the western half of the United 
States. 
0 2. The agricultural products of eastern United States can be exported to European countries 
at less expense than the agricultural products of western United States. 
D 3. The eastern half of the United States has more favorable climate, soil, and surface for agri-
culture than the western half. 
I 0 4. There are more large cities in the eastern half of the United States than in the western 
half and they require much food. 
2. Place a cross (x) before the best answer to the question: Why is the Cotton Belt of the 
United States farther south than the Wheat Region? 
0 1. The chief markets for wheat are in the northern part of the United States, and the wheat 
can be easily shipped to market. 
D 2. The great cotton shipping ports of the world are located on the Gulf coast and Atlantic 
coast of the Southern States. 
0 3. Wheat is one of the world's most important food products and cotton is one of the most 
important clothing products. 
D 4. Cotton requires a long, warm summer of seven months without frost, while wheat thrive~ 
in regions where the season without frost may be only four months. 
(Are you sure that your pupils know the essentials of geography?) 
WITHAM'S STANDARD GEOGRAPHY TESTS 
Test No. 2. The United States 
Points 
Attempts 
Rights 
1 2 3 
N arne..... .. ............. ................... .............. ...... ... School. .... .. ..... ... ..... .. ...... ................ .. ........... . 
Grade .............. .. .. .. ............ .... .. .... .... Room ... .. .... .. .. ........ .... .... ... ........ Date ... ... ................. .. . 
I. Draw, on the space below, an outline of the United States. 
n. On the map just drawn, write the names o£ what bounds the United States 
on all sides. 
Ill. Draw an outline, on the above map, of the State in which you live. Locate 
the capital of your State by means of a small circle. Write its name~ 
Copyrighted 1918, by Ernest C. Witham, Wilmington, Del. 
Published by ]. L. Hammett Company, Carribridge, Mass. 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
WITHAM'S STANDARD GEOGRAPHY TESTS 
Points 
Attempts 
Rights 
4 5 6 7 8 
····· ······ · ······· ····· I 
... ... ...... .. ....... .......... ...... 
On the printed outline map on the opposite page, neatly letter the names of 
the following features. You may use abbreviations. 
IV. Rivers. VII. Cities 
1. Mississippi. 1. Chicago. 
2. Ohio 2. New York. 
3. Columbia. 3. San Francisco. 
4. Colorado. 4. St. Louis. 
5. Missouri. 5. Boston. 
6. Hudson. 6. Philadelphia. 
7. Connecticut. 7 Baltimore. 
8. Rio Grande. 8. Cleveland. 
9. Arkansas. 9. Pittsburgh. 
10. Susquehanna. 10. Washington, D. C. 
11. Detroit. 
v. Mountains 12. Milwaukee. 
1. Appalachian. 13. Minneapolis. 
2. Coast Range. 14. Seattle. 
3. Cascade and Sierra Nevada. 15. New Orleans. 
4. Rocky. 
5. White. 
VI. Lakes, Bays and Gulfs VIII. States 
1. Great Lakes (name all five) . 1. Texas. 
2. Great Salt Lake. 2. Maine. 
3. Lake Champlain. 3. Florida. 
4. Gulf of Mexico. 4. Colorado. 
5. Massachusetts Bay. 5. Indiana. 
·• 
.. .. 
. . 
.. 
IX. 
Industrial 
Regions 
The following 
industrial regions 
are shown on the 
ten maps at the 
left. Each map 
shows one of the 
i n d u s t r i a I re-
gions. They are 
not given in or-
der. Write the 
name of each in-
dustry across the 
map which shows 
its location. 
Cotton . 
Com. 
Gold and silver. 
Coal and iron . 
Wheat. 
Sheep. 
1 Cattle. 
Forests. 
Manufactures. 
Fisheries. 
Points I 9 
Attempts 
Rights 
Total Score 
!Attempts 
Rights 
.... 
~ 
~ 
. Pupil's Name • 
• 
Sores to be Fill- Possible 
C. A. Gregory Co., 345 Calhoun Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
ed in by Teacher Scores 
The Gregory-Spencer Geography Tests. Form B 
Part 1 10. 
'FOR GRADES 6, 7, AND 8 
Part2. 15. 
Designed by 
Part 3. 10. DR. C. A. GREGORY, University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
Part 4 . 10. PETER L. SPENCER, Instructor In the University High School, University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon. 
Part 5. .23. 
Fill the blanks below and write your name in the upper left-hand corner before you begin the tesL 
Part 6. .. 23. 
Part7 . . 10. 1. Pupil's Name. 2. Grade . 
Part 8. 10. 3. City or Postofflce . 4. Name of School. 
Total . . 111 5. Name of Teacher Date: Year .Month. 
(Do not look on the inside of this test until the examiner says to begin. After the examiner and the class have read these direc-
tions aloud, the class should ask questions until all parts are clear. The directions are repeated on the inside before each part of the tesL) 
DIRECTIONS FOR DOING THE TEST 
There are eight parts to this test and each part has a set of directions above it telling you how it is done. READ THE DIRECTIONS 
CAREFULLY BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO DO ANY PART OF IT AND DO THE PARTS JUST AS THE DIRECTIONS SAY. You 
will have ail the time you need to do each part. Every part may be done by writing a number, a word, or mak_ing a cross (XJ on a 
line provided for that purpose. Be SURE TO DO EACH PART, and if you are not sure just which part to mark, do the best you can. 
This will show you what the test is like: . on pages 2 and 3 of this test there are 25 statements made and each statement has three parts, 
one of which is correct and the other two are wrong. Put a cross (X) before the part that makes the statement true. Be sure to put 
the cross IN THE SPACE and not through the line. Example: 
. X · ~~~~:::ed_ States } leads the world In the production of petroleum • 
. Russia 
The second part makes the statement true, so put a cross (X) on the dotted line before the words "The United States." 
PARTS 3_ AND 4 of the test are CAUSAL GEOGRAPHY. There are 20 statements made on these two pages and three reasons 
are given why each of the 20 statements Is true. You are to put a cross (X) before the statement you think is most nearly right. 
Example: 
South Central Africa is not well known because: 
.It Is a dry and sandy deserL 
. it Is surrounded by high and Impassable mountains. 
.. X .It Is an unhealthful tropical jungle. 
The best answer is the third so put a cross (X) on the third dotted line. 
PART 5 on pa~ 71s PLACE GEOGRAPHY. On page 6, opposite page 7, Is a map of the world on which are located 74 cities. Instead of having 
the names of the cities printed on the map they are represented by numbers ranging from 1 to 74. In part 5, there is a column with the names of 24 of 
these cities. You are to look at the names of these cities In the column and then at the map and find the number on the map that represents each city 
and write the number before the name of the city In the blank space provided for that purpose. Example: The name of the first city in the column 
is New Orleans and its number on the map Is 8, so we have written 8 in the blank space before the words, New Orleans. (The examiner should use 
the blackboard If necessary to make this part clear.) You are to write the correct number before each of the other cities. 
PART 7. This part is like PART 5, except that you are to locate countries by the number instead of cities. 
PART 6 on page 7 is DESCRIPTIVE GEOGRAPHY. In the middle column on that page are 24 descriptive phrases describing the 24 cities men-
tioned above. You are to read the descriptive phrases and write the name of the city that each phrase describes in the blank space to the right of the 
phrase which describes it. Example: The sixth phrase from the top reads thus: "The Crescent City. Mississippi River port noted for cotton trade 
and sugar refineries." The phrase describes New Orleans, so we have written the words, New Orleans, in the blank space to the right. The other 
cities are to be written in just as we ha'@ done for New Orleans. 
J..:.,""' .- ·'·r· .. 
cities. c:: t "' n Uni vers J 
..,c.; •Ool of Ed ucat · 
Library 
Part 8 on page 8 is like this part except the phrases describe countries instead of 
Copyright 192:! by C. A. Grc11;ory . 
Page 2 PART 1-TRADE ROUTES AND THEIR PRODUCTS 
. Below are given several trade routes, together with the products which might be carried on them. Put a cross (X) before the principal article 
earned on each of these routes. 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
.Rice 
. Silk 
.Cotton 
... Clothing 
. Fruit 
Petroleum 
.Coal 
Textiles 
.Beef 
.Lumber 
Nitrate 
... Grain 
Textiles 
Wool 
.Fruit 
.Coal 
. Cotton 
Pork 
Tea 
.Iron 
Wool 
.Lumber 
} io ohippod from Son F,.,.;,.. to Kob~ J-. 
} to ohlppod from Now Y"k to Son ,,........_ 
} (to) shipped from Montevideo, Uruguay, to Bremen, Germany. 
(are) 
} to "'lppod from tqo~"~ Chilo. to tho Unltod Stat ... 
} (io) oh~pedlmm London to Copo Town. 
(are) 
} to ohippod from BomOOy to u,.,, .. t. 
} Ia "'~"' from Shonghoi to LondoL 
. Farm Machinery 
Wool 
} io ohippod from Motboomo to """"· 
.Silk 
.Copper 
.Meat 
Beef 
. Coffee 
. Grain 
} io oh~ped lrom Mo,.oill" to Phllodo~hia. 
} io ohlppod lrom Sontoo. ""''~ to Now Y"k. 
Part 1.-No. right. No. wrong Score=11umber right minus Y2 number wrong 
( 
lf 
I 
-'1, 
' 
PART 2-MISCELLANEOUS GEOGRAPHY Page 3 
One of the three parts of each of the statements made below Is correct and the other two are wrong. Put a cross (X} on tlie dotted line before 
the part of each of the statements you think is right. 
1 
2 
. Summer Monsoons 
Westerly Winds 
. Chinook Winds 
. Pittsburgh, Pa. 
. San Francisco, Calif. 
• Paterson, New Jersey 
} Wjng moot ollho "in to oo.U. .... om .. iL 
} ioado in tho """-"" olollk in tho U.s • 
3 Ocean currents are caused chiefly by 
4 
. the annual revolution of the earth around the sun. 
. the prevailing winds which blow over the ocean • 
. the warm water at the equator being replaced by the col~er water from the polar regions. 
T~e Ural Mountains 
The Andes Mountains 
The Himalaya Mountains 
} '" In Sooth Am"'"" 
5 Much of the transportation in the interior of China is carried on by means of 
6. 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
.railroads. 
. freight wagons • 
. wheelbarrows and pack animals. 
The Prime Meridian 
The Equator 
The Tropic of Cancer 
} io tho llnolmm whi<h lonoil•do io moaou,.d. 
The United States 
.England 
.Germany 
} mon""""''" """ '"""'' goodo thon ony oth• "'"""'· 
.. Selvas } 
. Steppes are marshy plains in the northern regions. 
Tundras 
The length of day as compared with night changes throughout the year because 
the sun rises earlier in summer than in winter • 
. of the revolution of the earth around the sun, together with the inclination of its axis • 
. the earth is closer to the sun in summer than in winter. 
India near the delta of the Ganges 
Northern Chile 
. Africa along the Kongo 
} hu U.. g""o" •ain"ll olony plo<o in tho""""· 
Petroleum and natural gases were formed by 
. decomposition of minerals under the earth's surface • 
. the decaying of plant and animal bodies buried under lake and ocean sedimenL 
. burning of vegetable maHer under great pressure. 
The Erie Canal } 
The Suez Canal is in China. 
The Grand Canal 
North America } 
. Africa is the home of the black race. 
Europe 
The Rhine River 
The Rhone River 
The Indus River 
t is in France. 
J 
The chief industries of the British Isles are 
... manufacturing and commerce • 
. agriculture and mining • 
. fishing and lumbering. 
Part 2.-N o. right. . ; No. wrong. Score number right minus 72 number wrong ..••..•. 
Page 4 PART 3-CAUSAL GEOGRAPHY (UNITED STATES) 
Three reasons are given for each of the ten statements made below. Put a cross (X) on the dotted line before the reason you think is 
most nearly right. Read all three reasons before making the cross. Be sure to check one and ONLY ONE reason why each of the ten statements 
is true before you go to the next page 
1. The Southern States produce more cotton than any other region in the world because 
. of their climate, the character of their soil, cheap labor and easy transportation. 
. . the South needs much cotton for manufacturing cotton cloth. 
. cotton cloth is cooler and better adapted for the South. 
2. Pittsburgh laads in the manufacture of Iron and steel products because 
the Allegheny and Monongahela Rivers furnish cheap water power. 
. it is near the great Pennsylvania iron mines. 
. of its nearness to coal fields and facilities for transportation. 
3. The chief industry of the New England States is manufacturing because 
. of their location, climate, transportation facilities, and water power. 
they produce great quantities of raw material for manufacturing. 
the many large cities furnish abundant labor. 
4. Fruit can be raised abundantly in the region about the Great Lakes but cannot be grown in the same latitude further west because 
the soil around the Great Lakes is peculiarly adapted to fruit raising. 
the Great Lakes moderate the climate about them. 
fruit destroying insects do not thrive in this region. 
5. The surface of the great prairie lands of the United States is gently rolling because 
. of volcanic action. 
. of the wrinkling of the earth's surface. 
• . . of erosion and the moraines deposited by the ice sheet. 
8. The water In Great Salt Lake is very salty because 
. the lake was once a part of the ocean. 
it has no outlet and evaporation leaves the salt behind. 
. there are immense beds of salt along its shores. 
7. The southeastern section of Alaska Is the most highly developed because 
. the Alaskan Railroad leading to the coal fields passes through this section. 
. of its coal mines and meat production • 
. of Its mild climate, fisheries, and gold mines. 
8. The Hawaiian Islands are valuable to the United States chiefly because 
. they furnish a naval base and coaling and repair station for ships. 
. they have rich mineral deposits • 
. they serve as a winter resort for tourists. 
9. The season of winter rains in southern California is caused by 
the chilling of the trade winds blowing over this area. 
the shift of the wind belts with the change of seasons. 
the shifting of the belt of calms to this area. 
10. Chicago has become the greatest railroad center in the world because 
. it Is located near the center of the most productive farming region in the world. 
. it has immense wealth with which to build railroads. 
.It Is located at the natural meeting point of trade routes connecting the East and the West. 
Part 3.-N o. right . ; No. wrong . ; Score number right minus ~ number wrong ..... 
( 
{ 
I } 
~' 
PART 4-CAUSAL GEOGRAPHY (WORLD) Page 5 
Three reasons are given for each of the ten statements made below. Put a cross (X) on the dotted line before the reason you think is 
most nearly right. Read all the reasons before making the cross. Be sure to check one and ONLY ONE reason why eachofthetenstatements 
is true before you go on to the next page. 
1. South America has not developed so rapidly as North America because 
. it produces no iron or other raw-material for manufacturing. 
. of the disadvantages of its location, climatic conditions, transportation difficulties and the ignorance of its people. 
. the direction of the prevailing winds prevents sufficient rainfall for successful farming. 
2. The climate of Europe north of the fiftieth parallel of latitude is much milder than that of the same latitude in North America because 
. the prevailing winds and lowlands of this section permit the influence ot the ocean to be felt far inland. 
. in America the winds blow over a cold current which prevents the climate from being mild • 
the great quantity of moisture in the air keeps the surface warm. 
3. Africa is becoming of more interest to Europeans because 
. of the rapid development of manufacturing there in competition with that of European countries. 
. of its production of raw materials, possible markets for manufactured goods, and possibilities for colonization. 
. of the possibility of obtaining cheap labor there for the rebuilding of the parts of Europe destroyed by war. 
4. The principal industry of Ireland is agriculture because 
. it has an abundance of tillable lands and lacks coal and minerals for manufacturing. 
the lack of adequate transportation facilities prevents manufacturing. 
. British control has not been favorable to manufacturing or mining. 
5. Llamas and burros are important animals in the Northern Andean countries because 
.grass is so scarce in these countries that only these animals can live there • 
. the climate Is so severe that only well protected animals can survive • 
. of the lack of rail and wagon roads these animals are used extensively as pack animals • 
8. Germany's pos;tion is superior to that of England for European trade because 
. it is bordered and connected with many countries by means of navigable rivers, canals and railroads • 
. it Is nearer the United States than is England, thus gaining an important hold on our commerce. 
. the harbors of the British Isles are on the western coast facing away from Europe • 
7. South Africa is Important chiefly because 
. it has large coal and oil fields • 
. it is in the path of the only trade route between Europe and Asia • 
it has rich deposits of gold and diamonds. 
8. The chief reason why Australia has not progressed more rapidly is 
. it has no agricultural or mineral resources to attract settlers. 
the lack of rainfall over a large part of the country, which makes agriculture difficult • 
. it has such a cold climate that few people can live there. 
9. Southeastern Asia and the East Indies Islands produce most of the world's supply of rubber because 
. the natives of this section are the only people who know how to extract the rubber from the rubber tree. 
the suitable soil and climate, together with cheap labor, make the production of rubber cheap and easy. 
. they are nearer the world's market than is Brazil. 
10. Siberia, though rich in natural resources, has not progressed because 
the climate is too severe for white people to live there • 
. the people are Mohammedan nomads and roam about the country with their flocks • 
. . it lacks natural transportation facilities, a ready market and an educated people to develop it. 
Part 4.-N o. right. . . ; No. wrong ; Score number right minus ~ number wrong . • • • . . 
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PARTS 5 AND 6-PLACE AND DESCRIPTIVE GEOGRAPHY Page 7 
PART 5. In the left hand column below is a. list of 24 cities. Each of these cities is represented by a number on the map on the opposite 
page. The city is marked by a little cross (X). Find the number on the map that represents each city in the column below and write it in the 
blank to the left of the city. Example: New Orleans is the first city in the list below. Looking on the map we see that the number 8 represents 
New Orleans so we have written it in tlie blank space to the left of the words, New Orleans. Put the numbers that represent each of the other cities 
in the blank spaces in the same way. When two cities are written together consider them as one. DO THIS PART OF THE TEST BEFORE YOU 
READ THE DIRECTIONS FOR THE NEXT PART. 
PART 6. In the middle of the page below is a list of 24 descriptive phrases. Each of these phrases describes one of the 24 cities in the 
left hand column below. Read each phrase and write the name of the city that it describes in the blank space to the right In the column marked 
"Cities." Example: The sixth phrase from the top reads: "The Crescent City. Mississippi River port noted for cotton trade and sugar re-
fineries." The phrase describes New Orleans, so we have written the words, New Orleans, in the blank space to the right of the phrase. Read 
each of the phrases in the order they are given, starting at the top, and write the name of the city which each describes just as we have done 
for the phrase which describes New Orleans. 
No. CITIES DESCRIPTIVE PHRASES CITIES 
8 New Orleans Capital of Chile. 
Madrid Important manufacturing center and chief seaport of South China. 
New York "Twin Cities" of Minnesota, leading the world In manufacture of flour. lm-
portant trade and packing centers. 
Santiago Capital of Spain and famous for art galleries. 
St. Louis Largest city on Chesapeake Bay. Noted for manufacture of Iron and steel, 
oil refineries, oyster fishing and canned goods. 
Canton "The Crescent City." Mississippi River port, noted for cotton trade and 
sugar refineries. New Orleans. 
Minneapolis-St. Paul Center of the textile industry of Japan. 
Sidney World's largest city, greatest financial center and greatest ocean port. 
Milwaukee German city ranking first among ocean ports on the continent of Europe. 
Cape Town Largest inland city of China, located at head of navigation for ocean vessels 
on Yangtse River. 
Baltimore Largest city on Mississippi River; center for tobacco, wool, meat packing and 
fur trade; horse and mule market. 
Buenos Aires Largest city and chief seaport of Russia. Located on the Baltic Sea. 
Salt Lake City Principal seaport of Australia. 
Osaka Greatest shipping port and leading cotton manufacturing center of the British 
Isles. 
Indianapolis Fourth largest city In the United States, producing more automobiles-than 
any other city In the world. -
-
Hamburg Important seaport on the Cape of Good Hope In South Africa. 
Toronto Largest city in South America. Important center for trade In grain and meat. 
. 
Hank ow Capital of Poland and Important manufacturing center. 
Detroit Chief Turkish city, located on trade route between the Black and Mediter-
ranean Seas and overland route between Europe and Asia. 
Warsaw Largest commercial and manufacturing center in Wisconsin, located on Lake 
Michigan. 
Los Angeles Largest city and center of mining and agricultural industries in the Great 
Basin of the United States. 
Liverpool-Manchester Second largest Canadian city. Important manufacturing and railroad center. 
Constantinople Capital of Indiana. Distributing center for rich farming region. 
manufacturing center. 
Important 
Petrograd Largest city in the western states; tourist resort; center of productive fruit 
region; leads in production of motion pictures. 
Part 5.-Score number right Part 6.-Score number right 
____) 
Page 8 PARTS 7 AND 8-POLITICAL AND PLACE GEOGRAPHY 
PART 7. In the left hand column below Is a list of 11 countries. Each of these countries Is represented by a number on the map. Find the 
number on the map that represents each of the countries and write it below in the blank space to the left of the country. Example: Canada Is the 
first country mentioned In the list below. ·Looking on the map we see that Canada Is represented by the number 27, so we have written 27 In the 
blank space to the left of the word, Canada. Put the numbers that represent each of the other countries In the blank spaces In the same way. DO 
THIS PART OF THE TEST BEFORE YOU READ THE DIRECTIONS FOR THE NEXT PART. 
PART 8.-ln the middle of the page below Is a list of 11 descriptive phrases. Each of these phrases describes one of the 11 countries in the left· 
hand column below. Read the phrase and write the name of the country that it describes In the blank apace to the right In the column marked "coun-
tries." Example: The third phrase from the top reads, "Largest British possession In America." This phrase describes Canada, so we have written 
the word "Canada," In the blank space to the right of the phrase. Read each of the phrases, in the order they are given, starting at the top, and write 
the name of the country which each describes, just as we have done for the phrase which describes Canada. · 
No. Countries DESCRIPTIVE PHRASES Countries 
27 Canada Largest of West Indies Islands; independent republic, exporting much sugar, tobacco 
and Iron ore. 
Poland Second largest country in South America; exporting much grain and meat. 
Cuba Largest British possession In America. Canada. 
Argentina Small republic sometimes called "The Playground of Europe," noted for Its manu-
facturlng and mountain scenery. 
Peru Asiatic republic; noted for Its production of silk, tea and rice. 
Germany British dominion In the south Pacific, consisting principally of two Islands and resem-
bling Australia In Its products. 
China European republic lying between Germany and Russia; Important for agriculture, 
mining and manufacturing. 
New Zealand European republic largely semi-arid; producing minerals, tropical fruits and cork. 
Cut off from the rest of Europe by mountains. 
Switzerland Andean republic; very rich In minerals. 
Lima Is the capital. 
One of the world's sources for quinine. 
Jugoslavia European republic, leading In the production of potatoes and sugar beets; centrally 
located and commercially important. Has excellent harbors. 
Spain Large state In the Balkan peninsula; Important because the chief overland trade 
routes between Europe and Asia pass through its borders. 
. Part 7.-Score=llumber nght . Part 8.-Score==11umber nght 
-
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SCORE 
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Part II 
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UNITED STATES- INFORMATION- PROBLEMS 
B:r B. R. BUCKINGHAM 1U1c1 P. R. STEVENSON 
Bureau of Educational Reaearc:h, Ohio State UniYeralt:r 
City .................................... County ········-·-······· State ................ Date ······-······ 
Name ······------·-······················----···················---······-·Age today-····-·········-·--·--··-
Y ear&.-Montha 
Race .................................. Sex --····-·················· School ·-·-··-······················--·--
Grade ····························-·············· Teacher ............ _ ............................................. . 
DIRECTIONS 
Look at Question A below. Four answers are given to the question, 
"What causes the earth's he.at and light?" Only one of these answers is 
correct. Find the correct answer. If more than one answer seems correct, 
select the best one. The correct answer is Number 1, "The sun." Write 
"1" in the parentheses to the left of the question. 
Now read Question B and its four answers. Which is the correct 
answer? Write the number "3" just to the left of Question B. Read Ques-
tion C. Find the beat answer and write its number just to the left of the 
question. Do the aame for Question D. 
TRIAL TEST 
( ) A. WHAT CAUSES THE EARTH'S HEAT AND LIGHT? 
1. The IUD. 
2. The winds. 
3. The stars. 
4. The rivers. 
( ) B. WHICH CITY IS FARTHEST NORTH? 
1 2 3 4 
Atlanta, New Orl,eana, Chicago, St. Louis. 
( ) C. WHY ARE ORANGES NOT GROWN IN CANADA? 
1. There is not enough rainfalL 
2. The climate is too cold. ~os.ton University 
3. Canada is not densely settled. School of Edu ca tion 
4. Many fine oranges are grown in Florida. Li brary 
( ) D. WHICH STATE RAISES THE MOST COTTON? 
1 2 3 4 
Michigan, Wyoming, Iowa, Alabama. 
On the following pages there are a number of exercises similar to these. 
REMEMBER: 
(1) Find the correct or best answer to each question. 
(2) Write ita number in the parentheses to the left of the question. 
(3) Note that the questions in all cases refer only to places named 
and printed in black type. 
(4) Work as rapidly as you can but be sure to get the answer right. 
When you have finished the page, go on to the next page without stop-
ping unless you see the word "Stop." If you do not know the answer to a 
question go on to the next. Tum to the next page and begin. 146-Bp 
Score for this page ....................... . 
PART I. Information Test. 
Write the number of the correct or best answer to each question in the 
parentheses before the queatioD. 
( ) 1. Which city is neare~at to Denver? 
1 2 3 4 
Loa Ancelea. Seattle, St. Louis, Salt Lake City. 
( ) 2. Which state raiaea the moat rice? 
1 2 3 4 
Vermont, Louisiana, Oklahoma, Iowa. 
( ) 3. Which state has the moat railroad mileace? 
1 2 3 4 
Vermont, Arizona, Texas, Iowa. 
( ) 4. Which city has the coldest climate? 
1 2 3 4 
Milwaukee, Seattle, Cincinnati, Birmingham. 
( ) 5. Which state raises the most sugar beets? 
1 2 3 4 
California, Conn.ecticut, Wisconsin, Missouri. 
( ) 6. Which state has the most rainfall? 
1 2 3 4 
Idaho, Nevada, Alabama, New Mexico. 
( ) 7. From which country does the United States import the most wool? 
1 2 3 4 
Japan, Australia, Sweden, Egypt. 
( ) 8. Which state has the largest percent of colored population? 
1 2 3 4 
Mlalowi, New Jersey, Utah, Louisiana. 
( ) 9. Which state quarries the most marble? 
1 2 3 4 
Colorado, Massachusetts, Wisconsin, Vermont. 
( ) 10. Which state is the most densely populated? 
1 2 3 4 
Tennessee, New Jersey, Kansas, Idaho. 
( ) 11. Which city is nearest to Mexico? 
1 2 3 4 
San Francisco, New Orleans, Galveston, Tampa. 
( ) 12. Which is the greatest manufacturing state? 
1 2 3 4 
New York, Mississippi, Iowa, Nevada. 
( ) 13. Whicll state is highest above sea level? 
1 2 3 4 
Vermont, Illinois, South Carolina, Indiana. 
Whea you have anawered these questions do the ones on the next pap. 
Score for this pace-··-·---·--·------·--. 
( ) 14. Which state is the Iarca~t? 
1 2 3 4 
Arkansas, Louisiana, Arizona, South Carolina. 
( ) 15. Which state hu the most wealth? 
1 2 3 4 
Virginia, New York, Idaho, Colorado. 
( ) 16. Which state has the moat valuable forest&? 
1 2 3 4 
Nebraska, Iowa, New Mexico, Alabama. 
( ) 17. Which state mines the moat gold? 
1 2 3 4 
Oklahoma, Michigan, Kansas, California. 
( ) 18. Which state raises the most cotton? 
1 2 3 4 
West Vir&inia, Georgia, Indiana, Minnesota. 
( ) 19. To which country does the United States export the moat 
petroleum? 
1 2 3 4 
Roumania, Mexico, Holland, Russia. 
( ) 20. Which state has the moat beautiful mountain scenery? 
1 2 3 4 
Colorado, North Dakota, Wisconsin, Alabama. 
( ) 21. Which city is the greatest cotton port? 
1 2 3 4 
New Orleans, Boston, Chicago, Seattle. 
( ) 22. Which time does Seattle have? 
1 2 3 4 
Eastern, Mountain, Pacific, Central. 
( ) 23. In which general direction is Seattle from St. Paul? 
1 2 3 4 
North, West, South, East. 
( ) 24. Which state raises the most wheat? 
1 2 3 4 
Wyoming, Nevada, Ohio, Minnesota. 
( ) 25. Which city is the greatest fishing port? 
1 2. 3 4 
San Francisco, Galveston, Boston, Gloucester. 
( ) 26. Which state hu the largest part of its land under cultivation? 
1 2 3 4 
Idaho, Illinois, Vermont, Texas. 
( ) 27. In which state is irrigation moat necessary? 
1 2 3 4 
Michican, Alabama, Colorado, Arbnau. 
Whea you have answered these questions, do the ones on the aat pap 
Score for this pare_······-·········-··· 
( ) 21. Whkh atate hu the moat deaert land? 
1 2 3 4 
eallfornia. Louiaiana, Wiaconsin, Ohio. 
( ) 29. Which state hu the largest percent of foreip born inhabitants? 
1 2 3 4 
New jeney, Tezas, Georgia, Indiana. 
( ) 30. Which state mines the moat aoft coal? 
1 2 3 4 
Wisconsin, Illinois, Vermont, Utah. 
( ) 31. Which state mines the moat iron ore? 
1 2 3 4 
Utah, .Colorado, OhiQ, Wisconsin. 
( ) 32. Which city is the capital of our country? 
1 2 3 4 
New York, Washington, Chicago, Boston. 
( ) 33. In which state is cattle raising the chief occupation? 
1 2 3 4 
Oregon, Maine, Montana, Kansas. 
( ) 34. Which state raises the most hogs? 
1 2 3 4 
Colorado, Nebraska, Vermont, Florida. 
( ) 35. Which city obtains a large amount of electricity from water power? 
1 2 3 4 
Topeka, Dallas, Omaha, St. Louis. 
( ) 36. Which city is south of St. Louis? 
1 2 3 4 
Chicago, New Odeana, Denver, Cleveland. 
( ) 37 Which city has the warmest climate? 
1 2 3 4 
Pittsburgh, Toledo, Tampa, Portland. 
( ) 38. Which city is most noted for its historic interests? 
1 2 3 4 
New York, Denver, Dallas, Seattle. 
( ) 39. Which city manufactures the most automobiles? 
1 2 3 4 
Detroit, Memphis, Austin, Tacoma. 
( ) 40. Which city is the greatest railroad center? 
1 2 3 4 
Milwaukee, Topeka, Kansas City, Atlanta. 
When you have anawered these questions, do the ones on the nat pare. 
l 
Score for this pare···-·······-·········· 
( ) 41. Which state hu the moat swamp land? 
1 2 3 4 
Utah, Louiaiana, Kansu, Ohio. 
( ) 42. Which city has the greatest packing industry? 
1 2 3 4 
St. Loui., Denver, Omaha, Chicaro. 
( ) 43. Which city hu the greatest foreirn trade? 
1 2 3 4 
Buffalo, New Orleans, Aupsta, Washinrton. 
( ) 44. Which state hu the moat noted winter resort&? 
1 2 3 4 
Maine, New York, Florida, Te:us. 
( ) 45. Which city hu the most river traflic? 
1 2 3 4 
Cincinnati, Pittsburrh, Cl,eveland, Nashville. 
( ) 46. Which state has the la~eat national park? 
1 2 3 4 
Vermont, Alabama, Oregon, California. 
( ) 47 On which lake is Chicago? 
1 2 3 4 
Superior, Ontario, Brie, lllchipa. 
( ) 48. Which seaport is nearest to ] a pan? 
1 2 3 4 
Seattle, New Orleans, Galveston, Baltimore. 
( ) 49. Which is a possession of the United States? 
1 2 3 4 
Brasil, Iceland, Hawaii, India. 
( ) SO. Which seaport is nearest to New Orleans? 
1 2 ' 4 Valparaiso, Buenos Aires, Havana, Rio de Janeiro. 
STOP 
If you finiah before time is called, look back to see if you have an-
swered each question correctly. Do not turn this page until you are told 
to do 10. 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
Score for this paJe----------------··-··· 
PART II. Problem Test. 
Write in the parentheses the number of the correct or beat answer. 
) 1. Why ia New England a great manufacturing district in spite of ita 
lack of coal? 
1. There ia a lar'e supply of cheap labor in these states. 
2. Water power 11 abundant and railroads make the transportation 
of coal easy. 
3. Moat of the manufacturing can be done by hand. 
4. Boston ia an excellent market for manufactured goods. 
) 2. Why do many people live in the North Atlantic States? 
1. The position and natural resources of these states are favorable 
to commerce and industry. 
2. People prefer to live near the ocean. 
3. These states have been settled for many yean. 
4. Agriculture is very profitable in these states. 
) 3. Why is New York State opposing construction of the propos,ed St. 
Lawrence waterway? 
1. The St. Lawrence waterway would be very expensive. 
2. The proposed waterway could not be used in winter. 
3. New York would lose some of its foreign commerce. 
4. New York harbors would have to handle too much freight. 
) 4. Why is money spent for irrigation in the West a wise policy? 
1. It increases the food supply of the nation. 
2. Men are given employment in digging ditches. 
3. A large amount of money is put into circulation. 
4. Mountain streams are diverted from their courses. 
) 5. Why does New Orleans now handle more foreign trade than any 
American city except New York? 
1. New Orleans is one of the oldest settlements in the South. 
2. New Orleans is a large railroad eenter. 
3. A large amount of tropical fruit is shipped to New Orleans. 
4. The use of the Panama Canal greatly increases its trade. 
) 6. Why may a great variety of fruit be raised in California? 
1. People of many nations live in California. 
2. California has a variety of climate and soil. 
3. California receives much fruit from islands in the Pacific. 
4. Water and railroad transportation are excellent in California. 
) 7. Why is Colorado spoken of as the playground of the nation? 
1. Many tourists spend their vacations there. 
2. Many tubercular patients go to Colorado. 
3. A great deal of gold is mined in Colorado. 
4. The winters in Colorado are sometimes very col4. 
WIMD you bave anawend tlaeae qu•tioaa, de the oaea en tile ~ pace. 
Score for this pale-·····----------·-·-· 
( ) 1. Why are 10 many of the black race of Africa found In the United 
State.? 
1. The people of the black race love to travel 
2. Moat of them are not very industrious. 
3. Their ancestors were brought here as slaves. 
4. They are needed in the cotton fields. 
( ) t. Why baa the United States become one of the creat world powers? 
1. The United States now owns several islands. 
2. Natural resources are very great and the people progressive. 
3. Our navy has become very large. 
4. The United States raises large quantities of com. 
( ) 10. Why should foresta in the Unit;ed States be conserved? 
1. They increase the supply of oxygen. 
2. They make excellent places for hunting game. 
3. They supply building materials and decrease floods. 
4. They enrich the soil and shade the ground. 
( ) 11. Why is Chicago the greatest railroad center? 
1. Natural routes connecting the East and the West meet there. 
2. It ia located in Illinois on the Chicago river. 
3. There are many rich people in Chicago. 
4. Large meat packing plants are located in Chicago. 
( ) 12. Why have the Great Lakes been an important factor in the develop· 
ment of D~it? 
1. A great many automobiles are manufactured in Detroit. 
2. Large bodies of water modify the climate. 
3. The Great Lakes were formed by glaciers. 
4. They furnish an inexpensive means of transportation. 
( ) 13. Why is Birmingham becoming a rival of Pittsburgh in the produc-
tion of steel? 
1. Negro labor in the South is inexpensive. 
2. Birmingham is situated in a region rich in coal and iron. 
3. There is a great demand for steel in Alabama. 
4. Manufacturing is becoming extensive in the South. 
( ) 14. Why may mountainous regions be valuable to mankind? 
1. Many mountains are covered with snow. 
2. Mountain climate is very pleasant in summer. 
3. Mountains often cut off winds. 
4. They furnish lumber, water power, and valuable minerals. 
( ) 15. Why hu the boll weml cost the south many millions of dollars l 
1. It destroys the cotton crop. 
2. Rotation of crops may destroy the boll weevil. 
3. Keeping farms clean reduces the danger of boll weevil. 
4. Mills in New England depend on Southern cotton. 
( ) 11. Why is great care being taken in the construction of buildings in 
San Francisco 'I 
1. Sky scrapers save space in the business district. 
2. The people are very proud of their buildings. 
3. Beautiful buildings attract tourists. 
4. There is dang.er of earthquakes. 
Wlaea yeu haTe &D8Wered these questions, do the ones en the nest pap. 
Score for this pare-·-···-·····-··-··· 
( ) 17. Why Ia N" York City the createat tradlnr city in the United 
Stated 
1. Many immigrant. come to New York. 
2. New York: at one time belonged to the Dutch. 
3. Products may easily be shipped by land and by aea. 
4. Many people live in New York. 
( ) 18. Why have iron and steel industriea become important in Penn-
sylvania? 
1. Coal is abundant and iron ore may be shipped cheaply. 
2. Pittsburgh manufactures large quantities of iron goods. 
3. Pennsylvania has many good railroads. 
4. Many iron and steel workers live in Pennsylvania. 
( ) 19. Why ia cotton not grown in Nevada? 
1. Tranaportation in Nevada is very poor. 
2. There are very few colored people in Nevada. 
3. Nevada is not a manufacturing state. 
4. The cotton plant needs a warm, moist climate. 
( ) 20. Why are the large fertile plain• of the Missiuippi of creat value to 
mankind? 
1. They furnish a large amount of food. 
2. There is a great deal of rainfall in the Mississippi Valley. 
3. The Mississippi River is excellent for transportation. 
4. There are many beautiful cities in the Mississippi Valley. 
) 21. Why ar~ many cattle and hoga raised in Nebraska and Iowa? 
1. Large tracts of land are used for grazing. 
2. Many people live in these states. 
3. There is a big demand for dairy products. 
4. Com can be raised in large quantities. 
( ) 22. Why Ia Orand Rapids largely engaged in the manufacturing of 
furniture? 
1. Many expert carpenters live there. 
2. It is near large hard wood forests. 
3. The local demand for furniture is great. 
4. 'It is a large railroad center. 
( ) 23. Why is the winter on the Pacific coast warm? 
1. Oranges require a mild climate. 
2. The mountains shut off the north winds. 
3. Winds from the Pacific Ocean warm the air. 
4. Many people spend their winters on the coast. 
( ) 24. Why ia New York the greatest gateway through which foreigners 
pass into Ammca? 
1. The immigrant office is on Ellis Island. 
2. The greatest number of steamer routes lead to New York. 
3. The foreigners like the climate of New York. 
4. Many languages are spoken in New York. 
( ) 25. Why has Nevada a light rainfall? 
1. The climate of Nevada is too warm. 
2. There are many deserts in Nevada. 
3. The crops may be cared for by irrigation. 
4. The moisture is lost before the winds cross the mountains. 
If you have finished before time is called, look back to see if you have 
answered each queatiOD correctly. 
BRANOM TESTS IN GEOGRAPHY 
Standardized Diagnostic Tests Covering Places, 
Facts, Problems 
By M. E. Branom, Harris Teachers' College 
Copyrighted 1926 by McKnight & McKnight, Normal, Illinois 
FACTUAL TESTS B ASIA 
~arne -----------------------------------------Birthday ---------------- J\ge ------ Grade _____ _ 
School ~uarter __________ 1reacher -------------------------------
DIREC1riO~S 
TO THE TEACHER: Pupils should be asked to remove things from their desks. Each pupil should 
have a sharpened pencil, or pen and ink. The test sheets with the "Directions" up, should be distributed 
on the desks of the pupils. Ask the pupils not to turn the sheets over until you tell them to do so. Since 
pupils can easily copy, ask them to keep their attention on their own papers. 1rhe time limit is 10 minutes. 
TO THE PUPIL: 
1. Write your name, age, etc., in the spaces provided above. 
2. Each right answer will count one point. 
3. When you have finished, raise your hand and the teacher will collect your paper 10 minutes will be 
allowed for the tests. 
4. The teacher will read each of the following questions, with choice of answers, aloud. Follow her 
silently and try to decide which answer is correct. When the teacher has given you the right answer, 
mark this answer according to instructions. 
5. SAMPLE QUESTIONS: 
1. Underline the capi'tal of Persia. 
(1) Damascus. (2) Smyrna. (3) Bagdad. 4) Kabul. (5) 1reheran. 
Z. Underline the largest city of India. 
(1) Bombay. (2) Madras. (3) Karachi. (4) Calcutta. (5) Benares. 
3. Underline the product for which Damascus is best known. 
( 1) Wheat. ( 2) Dates. ( 3) Rice. ( 4) Sugar ( 5) Rubber. 
... Underline the country that leads in the production of graphite. 
( 1) Ceylon. ( 2) India. ( 3) Java. ( 4) Siam. ( 5) China. 
S. One of the following statements is 'true and one is not true. Place a cross before the statement that is true. 
D 1. Rice is an important product of Southeast Asia. 
D 2. India is under the control of France. 
6. When the teacher states "Turn the sheets over," follow her request and begin to work. 
The Branom tests include, ( 1) place tests, (2) factual tests, and (3) problem tests. 1rhe 63 sheets 
in the series include duplicate tests for each of the continents, the world, and the United States. Oass rec-
ord sheets and score sheets, have been published. 1rhe tests have been standardized through compilation of 
numerous cases from all parts of the United States. An accompanying booklet contains answers, median 
scores, and median deviations. 
For information concerning these tests, address 
McKNIGHT & McKNIGHT, Publishers 
NORMAL, ILLINOIS 
BRANOM TESTS IN GEOGRAPHY 
FACTUAL TESTS B 
ASIA-(Controlled Answers) 
TEST ONE-THE CAPITALS OF COUNTRIES. 
(3 POINTS POSSIBLE). POINTS MADE---
1. Underline the capital of French Indo-China. 
( 1) Bangkok. ( 2) Rangoon. ( 3) Hanoi. ( 4) Saigon. ( 5) Batavia. 
2. Underline the capital of the Philippine Islands. 
(1) Singapore. (2) Madras. (3) Manila. (4) Canton. (5) Colombo. 
3. Underline the capital of Java. 
( 1) Bangkok. ( 2) Rangoon. ( 3) Batavia. ( 4) Singapore. ( 5) Hanoi. 
TEST TWO-THE LARGEST CITIES OF COUNTRIES. 
(3 POINTS POSSIBLE). 
1. Underline the largest city of Mesopotamia. 
(1) Bagdad. (2) Damascus. (3) Jerusalem. (4) Smyrna. (5) Mekka. 
2. Underline the largest city of China. 
<!) Peking. (2) Nanking. (3) Canton. (4) Hankow. (5) Tientsin. 
3. Underline the largest city of the Straits Settlements. 
(1) Colombo. (2) Singapore. (3) Aden. (4) Maskat. (5) Batavia. 
TEST THREE-THE LEADERSHIP OF CITIES. 
POINTS MADE---
(5 POINTS POSSIBLE). POINTS MADE,__--, 
1. Underline the product for which Singapore is best known. 
( 1) Tin. (2) Coffee. ( 3) Tea. ( 4) Silk. ( 5) Dates and Figs. 
2. Underline the product for which Batum is best known. 
( 1) Petroleum. ( 2) Copper. ( 3) Wheat. ( 4) Rice. 5) Tea. 
3. Underline the product for which Hankow is best known. 
( 1) Tea. ( 2) Cotton. ( 3) Wheat. ( 4) Beans. ( 5) Coal. 
4. Underline the product for which Smyrna is best known. 
( 1) Petroleum. ( 2) Tin. ( 3) Dates and Figs. ( 4) Pearls. ( 5) Rubber. 
S. Underline the product for which Bombay is best known. 
( 1) Rubber ( 2) Silk. ( 3) Wheat. ( 4) Graphite. ( 5) Tin. 
TEST FOUR-THE LEADERSHIP OF CoUNTRIES. 
' (5 POINTS POSSIBLE). POINTS MADE.__--, 
1. Underline the country that leads in the production of burlap (jute). 
(1) China. (2) Japan. (3) Siam. (4) India. (5) Siberia. 
2. Underline the country that leads in tea exports. 
(1) Persia. (2) Java. (3) India. (4) China. (5) Japan. 
3. Underline the country that leads in the production of copper. 
(1) Siberia. (2) China. (3) Japan. (4) India. (5) Java. 
4. Underline the country that leads in cotton exports. 
( 1 ) Siberia. ( 2) China. ( 3) Japan. ( 4) Siam. ( 5) India. 
5. Underline the country that leads in the export of tin. 
( 1) Japan. ( 2) China. ( 3) Straits Settlements. ( 4) Siam. ( 5) Java. 
TEST FIVE-STATEMENTS ABOUT ASIA. 
(5 POINTS POSSIBLE). POINTS MADE---, 
Five of the following statements are true and five are not true. Place a cross before each of the five true statements. 
B 1. The heaviest rainfall in the world occurs in the Himalayas near the delta of the Ganges River. 2. Wheat is the principal food crop of Japan. 
B 3. The yak is the most important animal of Northern Siberia. 4. The pearl fisheries of the Persian Gulf are very important. D 5. Teak is a hard and durable wood found in Northern Asia. 
D 6. China is the leading industrial nation of Asia. 
D 7 Manila hemp is the most important export of the Philippines. 
D 3. India is under the control of Great Britain. 
D 9. The Hwang is the main commercial river of China. 
Q 10. The majority of the people of Asia belong to the Yellow Race. 
NAME ............................................. - ..... : ....................... {POSSIBLE POINTS-21). TOTAL POINTS MADE;---. 
Eoston Universi-ty 
School of Educati on 
Library 
BRANOM TESTS IN GEOGRAPHY 
Standardized Diagnostic Tests Covering Places, 
Facts, Problems 
By M. E. Branom, Harris Teachers' College 
Copyrighted 1926 by McKnight & McKnight, Normal, Illinois 
FACTUAL TESTS B EUROPE 
~axoe -----------------------------------------Birthday ---------------- 1\ge ------ (}r.ade------
School ~---------- Teacher -------------------------------
DIRECTIO~S 
TO THE TEACHER: Pupils should be asked to remove things from their desks. Each pupil should 
have a sharpened pencil, or pen and ink. The test sheets with the "Directions" up, should be distributed 
on the desks of the pupils. Ask the pupils not to turn the sheets over until you tell them to do so. Since 
pupils can easily copy, ask them to keep their attention on their own papers. The time limit is 10 minutes. 
TO THE PUPIL: 
1. Write your name, age, etc., in the spaces provided above. 
2. Each right answer will count one point. 
3. When you have finished, raise your hand and the teacher will collect your paper. 10 minutes will be 
allowed for the testa. 
-4. The teacher will read each of the following questions, with choice of answers, aloud. Follow her 
silently and try to decide which answer is correct. When the teacher has given you the right answer, 
mark this answer according to instructions. 
5. SAMPLE QUESTIONS: 
1. Underline the capital of Hungary. 
{1) Bucharest. (2) Sofia. (3) Budapest. (4) Vienna. (5) Warsaw. 
2. Underline 'the largest city of the Netherlands (Holland). 
(1) Rotterdam. (2) Amsterdam. (3) The Hague. (4) Brussels. (5) Liege. 
3. Underline the product for which Oporto is best known. 
(1) Iron and Steel. (2) Cotton. (3) Wine. (4) Salt. (5) Wheat. 
4. Underline the country that has the most iron ore. 
1) Germany. (2) France. (3) Spain. (4) Austria. (5) Poland. 
5. One of the following statement is true and one is not true. Place a cross before the sta'l:ement that is true. 
D 1. Most of the rainfall of Southern Italy comes during the winter ,season. 
0 2. Great Britain produces large quantities of wine. 
6. When the teacher states "Turn the sheets over," follow her request and begin to work. 
The Branom tests include, (1) place tests, (2) factual tests, and (3) problem tests. The 63 sheet! 
in the series include duplicate tests for each of the continents, the world, and the United States. Class rec· 
ord sheets and score sheets, have been published. The tests have been standardized through compilation of 
numerous cases from all parts of the United States. An accompanying booklet contains answers, median 
scores. and median deviations. 
For information coocerning these tests, address 
McKNIGHT & McKNIGHT, Publishers 
NORMAL, ILLINOIS 
BRANOM TESTS IN GEOGRAPHY 
FACTUAL TESTS B 
EUROPE-(Controlled Answers) 
TEST ONE-CAPITALS. 
1. Underline the capital of Spain. (3 POINTS POSSIBLE). POINTS MADE,__ __ 
( 1) Barcelona. ( 2) Cadiz. ( 3) Madrid. ( 4) Oporto. ( 5) Cartagena. 
Z. Underline the capital of Roumania. 
( 1) Sofia. (2) Bucharest. ( 3) Salonica. ( 4) Odessa. ( 5) Budapest. 
3. Under!ine the capital of Czechoslovakia. 
(1) Prague. (2) Vienna. (3) Budapest. (4) Warsaw. (5) Belgrade. 
TEST TWO-LARGEST CITIES. 
1. Underline the largest city of France. (3 POINTS POSSIBLE). POINTS MADE---
(1) Havre. (2) Marseilles. (3) Paris. (4) Bordeaux. (5) Lyons. 
Z. Underline the largest city of Germany. 
(1) Hamburg. (2) Berlin. (3) Cologne. (4) Bremen. (5) Dresden. 
3. Underline the largest city of Turkey. 
(1) Constantinople. (2) Adrianople. (3) Sofia. (4) Belgrade. (5) Smyrna. 
TEST THREE-THE LEADERSHIP OF CITIES. (5 POINTS POSSIBLE). POINTS MADE.----. 
1. Underline the product for which Budapest is best known. 
( 1) Flour (2) Meat. ( 3) Wine. ( 4) Iron and Steel. ( 5) Salt. 
Z. Underline the product for which Manchester is best known. 
(1) Cotton Cloth. (2) Iron and Steel. (3) Sugar (4) Fish. (5) Shoes. 
3. Underline the product for which Aberdeen is best known. 
(1) Woolen Cloth. (2) Fish. (3) Iron and Steel 4) Watches. (5) Cotton Cloth. 
4. Underline the product for which Essen is best known. 
(1) Flour (2) Iron and Steel. (3) Wine. (4) Sugar (5) Clothing. 
5. Underline the product for which Newcastle is best known. 
( 1) Iron and Steel. ( 2) Coal. ( 3) Cotton Cloth. ( 4) Shoes. ( 5) Tin. 
TEST FOUR-THE LEADERSHIP OF COUNTRlES. 
• (5 POINTS POSSIBLE). POINTS MADE---. 
1. Underline the country that leads in the production of com. 
(1) Portugal. (2) Spain. (3) Italy. (4) France. (5) Hungary. 
Z. Underline the country that leads in the production cf platinum. 
(I) France. (2) Germany. ( 3) Poland. ( 4) Russia. ( 5) Austria. 
3. Underline the country which leads in the catching of fish. 
(I) Great Britain. (2) F rance. (3) Italy. (4) Holland. (5) Norway. 
4. Underline the country which leads in the production of sulphur. 
(1) Great Britain. (2) France. (3) Spain. (4) Greece. (5) Italy. 
5. Underline the country that leads in the production of olive oil. 
(1) Greece. (2) Turkey. (3) Italy. 4) Portugal. (5) France. 
TEST FIVE-STATEMENTS ABOUT EUROPE. (5 POINTS POSSIBLE). POINTS MADEr----. 
Five of the following statements are true and five are not true. Place a cross before each of the five true statements. 0 1. Northwest Europe secur6s much moisture from the westerly winds. 
D 2. Wheat does better than corn in the moist, cool climate of England. 
D 3. Dairying is more important in eastern Europe than in western Europe. 
D 4. The most valuable fishing grounds of Europe are in the neighborhood of the British Isles. 
D 5. Tree crops for food are more important in northern Europe than in southern Europe. 
O 6. Europe is the leading continent in the production of petroleum. 
D 7 Navigation of the rivers of western Europe is not important because of the competition of the 
railroads. 
D 8. Belgium is a more important manufacturing country than Holland. 
D 9. Europe imports more food than any other continent. 
O 10. Most of the people of Hungary belon~ to the white race. 
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BRANOM TESTS IN GEOGRAPHY 
Standardized Diagnostic Tests Covering Places, 
Facts, Problems 
By M. E. Branom, Harris Teachers' College 
Copyrighted W26 by McKnight & McKnight, Normal, Illinois 
Name .......................................................................... Birthday .......................... Age ............ Grade ........... . 
School. ....................................................... Quarter ................ Teacher ......................................................... . 
DIRECTIONS 
TO THE TEACHER: Pupils should be asked to remove things from their desks. Each pupil should have a sharp-
ened pencil, or pen and ink. The test sheets with the "Directions" up, should be distributed on the desks of the 
pupils. Ask the pupils not to tum the sheets over until you tell them to do so. Since pupils can easily copy, 
Mk them to keep their attention on their own papers. The time limit is 10 minutes. 
TO THE PUPIL: 
1. Write your name, age, etc., in the spaces provided above. 
2. Each right answer will count one point. 
3. When you have finished, rai:;e your hand and the teacher will collect your paper. 10 minutes will be al-
lowed for the tests. 
4. The teacher will read each of the following questions, with choice of answers, aloud. Follow her silently and 
try to decide which answer is correct. When the teacher has given you the right answer, mark this an-
swer according to instructions. 
PLACE TEST 
5. SAMPLE QUESTIONS: 
1. Underline the state that is at the mouth of the Mississippi River. 
(1) Texas. (2) Alabama. (3) Mississippi. (4) Louisiana. (5) Arkansas. 
2. Underline the location of Mt. Shasta. 
(1) Washington. (2) Oregon. (3) California. (4) Utah. (5) Colorado. 
3. Underline the location of Chicago. 
(1) Ohio. (2) Illinois. (3) Indiana. (4) Wisconsin. (5) Michigan. 
4. Underline the location of St. Louis. 
(1) Missouri River (2) Lake Michigan. (3) Ohio River (4) Arkansas River 
(5) Mississippi River 
6. When the teacher states "Turn the sheets over," follow her request and begin to work. 
The Branom tests include, ( 1) place tests, ( 2) factual tests, and ( 3) problem tests. The 
63 sheets in the series include duplicate tests for each of the continents, the world, and the United 
States. Class record sheets and score sheets have been published. The tests have been stan-
dardized through compilation of numerous cases from all parts of the United States. An accom- -1 
panying booklet contains answers, median scores, and median oeviations. 
For information concerning these test.<;, address 
McKNIGHT & McKNIGHT, Publishers, Bloomington, Ill. 
BRANOM TESTS IN GEOGRAPHY 
PLACE TESTS A 
UNITED STATES-(Controlled Answers) 
TEST ONE--THE LOCATION OF STATES. (3 POINTS POSSIBLE). POINTS MADE .............. .. 
1. Underline the state that extends from Lake Ontario to the Atlantic Ocean. 
(1) Connecticut. (2) New Jersey (3) New York. (4) Virginia. (5) Maryland. 
2. Underline the state that extends from the Ohio River to the Delaware River. 
(1) New York. (2) Pennsylvania. (3) New Jersey (4) Maryland. (5) Virginia. 
3. Underline the state that extends from Lake Michigan to the mouth of the Ohio River. 
( 1) Iowa. ( 2) Missouri. ( 3) Illinois. ( 4) Indiana. ( 5) 0 hio. 
TEST TWO-THE LOCATION OF PHYSICAL FEATURES BY STATES. 
(5 POINTS POSSIBLE). POINTS MADE ............... . 
1. Underline the location of Mount Whitney. 
( 1) Washington. ( 2) Oregon. ( 3) California. ( 4) Colorado. ( 5) Montana. 
2. Underline the location of the mouth of the Mississippi River. 
(1) Mississippi. (2) Louisiana. (3) Texas. (4) Alabama. (5) Arkansas. 
3. Underline the location of the head of Lake Superior. 
(1) Michigan. (2) Wisconsin. (3) Minnesota. (4) North Dakota. (5) Iowa. 
4. Underline the location of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado River. 
(1) Arizona. (2) New Mexico. (3) Colorado. (4) Wyoming. (5) California. 
5. Underline the location of Cape Hatteras. 
(1) Massachusetts. (2) Florida. (3) California. ( 4) North Carolina. 5) Oregon. 
TEST THREE--THE LOCATION OF CITIES BY STATES. (5 POINTS POSSIBLE). POINTS MADE .............. .. 
1. Underline the location of Newark. 
(1) Massachusetts. (2) New Jersey (3) Illinois. (4) Kentucky (5) Arkansas. 
2. Underline the location of Nashville. 
( 1) Connecticut. ( 2) Missouri. ( 3) Tennessee. ( 4) Kentucky ( 5) Washington. 
3. Underline._ the location of Atlanta. 
(1) Flonda. (2) Georgia. (3) South Carolina. (4) Alabama. (5) Tennessee. 
4. Underline the location of Salt Lake City. 
(1) Nevada. (2) Colorado. (3) Utah. (4) Arizona. (5) New Mexico. 
5. Underline the location of Camden. 
(1) Maine. (2) New Jersey (3) New York. (4) Pennsylvania. (5) Delaware. 
TEST FOUR-THE LOCATION OF CITIES BY PHYSICAL FEATURES. 
(5 POINTS POSSIBLE). POINTS MADE .............. .. 
1. Underline the location of New York City. 
(1) Delaware River. (2) Merrimack River. (3) Mohawk River (4) Hudson River. 
(5) Susquehanna River. 
2. Underline the location of Pittsburgh. 
(1) Ohio River. (2) Susquehanna River. (3) Delaware River. (4) Maumee River. 
(5) Lake Erie. 
3. Underline the location of Buffalo. 
(1) Lake Ontario. (2) Lake Erie. (3) Lake Michigan. (4) Genesee River. (5) Mohawk River 
4. Underline the location of San Francisco. 
(1) Puget Sound. (2) Columbia River. (3) Golden Gate. (4) Colorado River 
5. Underline the location of Washington. 
(1) James River. (2) Delaware River. (3) Susquehanna River. (4) Potomac River. 
(5) Hudson River 
NAME ................................................................... ........... (POSSIBLE POINTS-18). TOTAL POINTS MADE ............... . 
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BRANOM TESTS IN GEOGRAPHY 
Standardized Diagnostic Tests Covering Places, 
Facts, Problems 
By M. E. Branom, Harris Teachers' College 
Copyrighted 1926 by McKnight & McKnight, Normal, Illinois 
PROBLEM TESTS B SOUTH AMERICA 
)(axne -----------------------------------------Birthday ---------------- ~ge ------ Grade _____ _ 
School Quarter __________ Teacher -------------------------------
DIRECTIONS 
TO THE TEA.CHER: Pupils should be asked to remove things from their desks. Each pupil should 
have a sharpened pencil, or pen and ink. The test sheets with the "Directions" up, should be distributed 
on the desks of the pupils. Ask the pupils not to turn the sheets over until you tell them to do so. Since 
pupils can easily copy, ask them to keep their attention on their own papers. The time limit is 10 minutea. 
TO THE PUPIL: 
1. Write your name, age, etc., in the spaces provided above. 
2. Each right answer will count one point. 
3. When you have finished, raise your hand and the teacher will collect your paper. 10 minutes will be 
allowed for the tests. 
4. The teacher will read each of the following questions, with choice of answers, aloud. Follow her 
silently and try to decide which answer is correct. When the teacher has given you the right anawer, 
mark this answer according to instructions. 
5. SAMPJ,.E QUESTIONS: 
1. Place a cross before the one best answer to the following question: "Why is the raising of sheep the leading 
industry of Southern Argentina?" 
0 1. The region has light rainfall. 
0 2. There are not enough people to engage in farming. 
2. Place a cross before the reason that helps to explain "Why Santos is a more important coffee port than Rio de 
Janeiro." 
0 1. Santos is farther south than Rio de Janeiro. 
O 2. Santos is nearer the coffee fields than Rio de Janeiro. 
3. Place a cross before the true reason that helps to explain !'Why the Voyage through the Strait of Magellan ia 
dangerous." • 
0 1. The weather is frequently very stormy. 
0 2. The Strait has many falls and rapids. 
4. Place a cross before each of the two true reasons that help to explain, "Why Buenos Aires is a large city." 
0 1. This city is a seaport for the pampa region. 
0 2. Much rubber is exported from Buenos ~ires. 
0 3. Buenos ~ires is at the mouth of the ~mazon River. 
O 4. Many railroad lines have been built to Buenos ~ires. 
6. When the teacher states "Turn the sheets <'ver" follow her request and ~n to work. 
The Branom tests include, (1) place tests, (2) factual tests, and (3) problem tests. The 63 sheeb 
in the series include duplicate tests for each of the continents, the world, and the United States. Class rec-
ord sheets and score sheets, have been published. The tests have been standardized through compilation of 
numerous cases from all parts of the United States. ~n accompanying booklet contains answers, median 
scores, and median deviations. 
For information concerning these tests, address 
McKNIGHT & McKNIGHT, Publishers 
NORMAL, ILLINOIS 
BRANOM TESTS IN GEOGRAPHY 
PROBLEM TESTS B 
SOUTH AMERICA-(Controlled Answers) 
TEST ONE-BEST ANSWERS. 
(2 POINTS POSSIBLE). POINTS MADE;---. 
Place a cross in front of the one best a1.swer to each of the following queEtions: 
l. Why is Ecuador a backward country? D 1. There are many cacao plantations on the coa~tal lowlands. 
O 2. There are valuable nitrate deposits on the coastal plain. 
B 3. l\lost of Ecuador is a desert. 4. l\1ost of the people are Indians who are not very ambitious. 
2. What factors have helped Bolivia to make progress? D 1. l\lost of the people are highly educated. 
D 2. Bolivia has no railroads. 
8 3. Bolivia had her seacoast taken away by Chile. 4. Modern methods of mining have been introduced. 
TEST TWO-TRUE REASONS AND FACTS. (3 POINTS POSSIBLE). POINTS MADE---
Place a cross in front of each of the three reasons that help to explain "Why the Caribbean seaports of Colombia 
are more important than the Pacific seaports." § 1. The Magdalena River drains northward into the Caribbean Sea. 2. A railroad has been built from the Pacific Coast to the Magdalena River Basin. 3. The distributaries of the Magdalena River are very shallow. 4. The Plateau of Bogota can be most easily reached from the seacoast by way of the Magdalena 
River. 
D 5. Railroads have been built from the navigable part of the Magdalena River to seaports on the Carib-
bean Sea. 
D 6. The best coffee of Colombia is grown in the uplands. 
TEST THREE--TRUE AND FALSE REASONS. (3 POINTS POSSIBLE). POINTS MADE---
Place a cross in front of each of the three true reasons that help to explain "Why Paraguay has not made much pro-
gress." 
1. There are no navigable rivers. 
2. Most of Paraguay is a desert. 
3. There are large areas of very dense forests. 
4. The government has not been very good. 
5. Much of Western Paraguay is very swampy. 
6. Cattle do not thrive so near the equator. 
TEST FOUR-TRUE REASONS, FALSE REASONS, AND FACTS. 
(4 POINTS POSSIBLE). POINTS MADE;---, 
Place a cross in front of each of the four true reasons that help to explain "Why many more people live in the Cen-
tral Valley of Chile than in northern or southern Chile." 
0 I. Northern Chile is a desert. 
D 2. l\Iost of the people of the Central Valley are of Spanish descent. 
0 3. Nitrates are mined in northern Chile. 
D 4. 
D s. 
D 6. 
R ~-
B 9. lO. 
Lumber is an important product of southern Chile. 
Southern Chile has a cool, damp climate and is hc;n·ily forested. 
The Central VaJicy has many cofTee and rubber plantations. 
There are few good harbors along the coast of Chile. 
The heayy snows of the mountains proYide water for irrij:!";~tion in the Central Valley. 
The Central Valley lies between the Andes l\lountains and the Coast Range. 
The cool, rainy winters and the warm, dry summers of the Central Valley are favorable for wheat 
NAME ............................................................................ (POSSIBLE POINTS-12). TOTAL POINTS MADE---
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BRANOM TESTS IN GEOGRAPHY 
Standardized Diagnostic Tests Covering Places, 
Facts, Problems 
By M. E. Branom, Harris Teachers' College 
Copyrighted 1926 by McKnight & McKnight, Normal, Illinois 
Name .. ..... .............................. .. ................................... Birthday .......................... Age ............ Grade .......... .. 
School. ........ ...................... ; ........................ Quarter ................ Teacher; ........................................................ . 
DIRECTIONS 
TO THE TEACHER: Pupils should be asked to remove things from their desks. Each pupil should have a sharp-
ened pencil, or pen and ink. The test sheets with the "Directions" up, should be distributed on the desks of the 
pupils. Ask the pupils not to turn the sheets over until you tell them to do so. Since pupils can easily copy, 
ask them to keep their attention on their own papers. The time limit is 10 minutes. 
TO THE PUPIL: 
1. Write your name, age, etc., in the spaces provided above. 
2. Each right answer will count one point. 
3. When you have finished, raise your hand and the teacher will collect your paper. 10 minutes will be al-
lowed for the tests. 
4. The teacher will read each of the following questions, with choice of answers, aloud. Follow her silently and 
try to decide which answer is correct. When the teacher has given you the right answer, mark this an-
swer according to instrucetions. 
PROBLEM TEST 
5. SAMPLE QUESTIONS: 
1. Place a cross before the one best answer to the following question: "Why is the raising of sheep the leading 
industry of Southern Argentina?" 
0 1. 
0 2. 
The region has light rainfall. 
There are not enough people to engage in farming. 
2. Place a cross before the reason that helps to explain "Why Santos is a more important cofee port than Rio de 
Janeiro." 
0 1. Santos is farther south than Rio de Janeiro. 
D 2. Santos is nearer the coffee fields than Rio de Janeiro. 
3. Place a cross before the true reason that helps to explain "Why the Voyage through the Strait of Magellan 
is dangerous." 
0 1. The weather is frequently very stormy 
0 2. The Strait has many falls and rapids. 
4. Place a cross before each of the two true reasons that help to explain, "Why Buenos Aires is a large city." 
0 1. This city is a seaport for the pampa region. 
0 2. Much rubber is exported from Buenos Aires. 
0 3. Buenos Aires is at the mouth of the Amazon River. 
0 4. Many railroad lines have been built to Buenos Aires. 
6. When the teacher states "Turn the sheets over," follow her request and begin to work. 
The Branom tests include, (1) place tests, (2) factual tests, and (3) problem tests. The 63 
sheets in the series include duplicate tests for each of the continents, the world, and the United 
States. Class record sheets and score sheets, have been published. The tests have been stan-
dardized through compilation of numerous cases from all parts of the United States. An accom-
panying booklet contains answers, median scores, and median deviations. 
For information concerning these tests, address 
McKNIGHT & McKNIGHT, Publishers, Normal, Illinois 
BRANOM TESTS IN GEOGRAPHY 
PROBLEM TESTS A 
AFRICA-(Controlled Answers) 
TEST ONE-BEST ANSWERS. (2 POINTS POSSIBLE.) POINTS MADE .. ..... ........ . 
Place a cross in front of the one best answer to each of the following questions: 
1. Why does Great Britain insist on controlling the Strait of Gibraltar? 
D 1. The shortest water route to New Zealand is by way of this strait. 
D 2. The Strait of Gibraltar is only about nine miles wide. 
D 3. The shortest water route to India is by way of this strait. 
D 4. Most of the people about the Strait belong to the Black Race. 
2. Why is Cairo the largest city of Egypt? 
D 1. Most of the people of Cairo are Christians. 
D 2. The pyramids are along the Nile Valley some distance above Cairo. 
D 3. Cairo is at a great waterpower site on the Nile River. 
D 4. Cairo is on the navigable Nile River at the head of the delta. 
TEST TWO-TRUE REASONS AND FACTS. (3 POINTS POSSIBLE.) POINTS 1\'IADE ............... . 
Place a cross in front of each of the three reasons that help to explain "Why many people are able to live along 
the coast of the Gulf of Guinea." 
D 1. Much food can be grown because of the hot, rainy climate. 
0 2. Many of the negroes do not care to work. 
0 3. Tropical diseases undermine the health of the people. 
0 4. Tropical products are grown and exchanged for European products. 
0 5. The navigable rivers assist in the exchange of products. 
0 6. Food spoils easily in this hot, moist region. 
TEST THREE-TRUE AND FALSE REASONS. (3 POINTS POSSIBLE.) POINTS 1\'IADE ............... . 
Place a cross in front of each of the three true reasons that help to explain "Why the people of South Africa 
have made much progress." 
0 1. There is no desert in South Africa. 
0 2. Rich fields of gold have been discovered. 
0 3. South Africa is adapted to sheep and cattle raising. 
0 4. The climate is healthful and stimulating to the white man. 
D 5. Most of the tin of the world comes from South Africa. 
0 6. Wood pulp and lumber are important exports. 
TEST FOUR--TRUE REASONS, FALSE REASONS, AND FACTS. 
(4 POINTS POSSIBLE). POINTS MADE ............... . 
Place a cross in front of each of the four true reasons that help to explain "Why European countries are deeply 
interested in Africa." 
0 1. Africa is a market for manufactured goods. 
D 2. Diamonds and gold are valuable products of Africa. 
D 3. Most of the people of Africa are negroes. 
0 4. The Mediterranean Sea lies between Europe and Africa. 
0 5. Most people in Africa are Christians. 
0 6. The tropical lowlands are healthful to the white man. 
D. 7 Europe needs the tropical products of Africa. 
0 8. Africa has few good harbors. 
0 9. Parts of Africa are favorable for settlement by Europeans. 
0 10. Much of North Africa is a desert and cannot be cultivated.· 
NAME ... ............... ............................ ...... ........... .... ........... (,POSSIBLE POINTS-12.) TOTAL POINTS JHADE .. ...... ....... . 
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BRANOM TESTS .. IN GEOGRAPHY 
Standard Diagnostic Tests Covering Places, 
Fact~, Problems 
By M. E. Bran<im, Harris_ ~eachers' College 
Copyrighted 1926 by .McKnight & lrlcKnight, Bloomington,- Illinois 
Name ....................................... : .. .: ...................... ; ......... Birthday .......................... Age ............ Grade ........... . 
School Quarter ...... Teacher ....... : .............................................................. .. 
DIRECTIONS 
TO THE TEACHER: Pupils should be asked to remove things froni their desks. -- Each pupil should have a sharp-
ened pencil, or _.pen ·an<i. inK. The 'tesf sheets with the "Directions" up, should be distributed ori the desks -of the 
pupils. Ask the pupils not to t~un t}_1e sheets over until you tell them to do~ so. · Since pupils can easiiy _ copy, 
ask them to keep their attention on their own papers. The time limit is 10 minutes. 
TO THE PUPIL: 
1. Write your name, age, 'efc., in the spaces provided above. 
2. Each right answer will count one point. 
3. When you have finished, raise your hand and the teacher will collect your paper. 10 minutes will be allowed 
for the tests. 
4. The- teai:iher-will read each o.f the following questions, with choice o:l' ·answers, aloud. Follow her silently and 
try to decide which answer is correct. When the teac;her has given. you the right answer, mark this answer 
according to instru<;tions. .. 
>, 
PLACE TESrr 
• 5. SAMPLE QUESTIONS: 
.. 
' ..... -- . . ..... ~ .. 
1. Underline the state that is at the mouth of the Mississippi River. 
(1) Texas. (2) · Alabama. (3) Mississippi. (4) Louisiana. (5) Arkansas. 
2. Underline the location of Mt. Shasta.. 
(1) Washi!!gton . .. _(2) Oregon. (3) California. (4) Utah. (5) Colorado. 
3. Underline the location of Chicago. 
(1) Ohio. (2) Illinois. (3) Indiana. 4) Wisconstn. (5) Michigan. 
4. Underline the location of St. Louis. 
(1) Missouri River. .(2) Lake Michigan. (3) Ohio River. (4) Arkansas River 
(5) Mississippi River. 
6. When the teacher states "Turn the sheets over," follow her request and begin to work. 
The Branom tests include, (1)_ place _tE)sts, (2) ..factual tests, and (3) problem tests. The 63 
sheets in the series include duplicate tests for each of the continents, th,e world, and the United 
States. Class record sheets and score sheets, have been published. The tests have been stan-
dardized · through compilation of ·:numerous ~·ase~·- from ali ·J>~rts of the United States. An accom-
p.anying · "Qooklet contains an~wers, median scores, and median deviations. 
For 1:nformation; concerning these tests, address 
.. ... . /'""" McKNIGHT -&· McKNIGHT, Publishers, Bloomington, Ill • 
BRANOM TESTS IN GEOGRAPHY 
PLACE TESTS B 
THE WORLD-(Controlled Anawen) 
TEST ONE--THE LOCATION OF COUNTRIES AND WATERBODIES. 
1. Underline the country that borders the Arabian Sea. (5 POINTS POSSIBLE). POINTS MADE ............... . 
(1) China. (2) Japan. (3) India. (4) Italy (5) Java. 
2. Underline the country that borders the Mediterranean Sea. 
(1) France. (2) Portugal. (3) Holland. (4) Hungary (5) Rumania. 
3. Underline the country that borders the Black Sea. (1) Germany. (2) Austria. (3) Hungary (4) Ukraine. (5) Greece. 
4. Underline the country that borders the English stronghold on the Strait of Gibraltar. (1) Portugal. (2) Spain. (3) France. (4) Italy (5) Belgium. 
5. Underline the ocean that lies between Japan and the United States. 
(1) Atlantic. (2) Pacific. (3) Indian. (4) Arctic. (5) Antarctic. 
TEST Two-THE LOCATION OF PHYSICAL FEATURES BY COUNTRIES. 
1. Underline the location of the Amazon River. (6 POINTS POSSIBLE). POINTS MADE ............... . 
(1) Belgian Kongo. (2) China. (3) Siberia. (4) Brazil. (5) United States. 
2. Underline the location of the Niger River. 
(1) West Africa. (2) Eastern Asia. (3) Argentina. (4) Brazil. (5) Canada. 
3. Underline the location of Mt. Aconcagua. 
(1) Chile. (2) Brazil. (3) Argentina. (4) India. (5) Mexico. 
4. Underline the location of Mt. Whitney.. 
(1) California. (2) Colorado. (3) Washington. (4) Oregon. (5) Vermont. 
5. Underline the location of the Himalaya Mountains. 
(1) Bolivia. (2) India. (3) Switzerland. (4) Algeria. (5) Russia. 
6. Underline the location of Lake Superior. 
(1) Michigan. (2) Illinois. (3) Indiana. (4) Ohio. (5) New York. 
TEST THREE--THE LOCATION OF CITIES BY COUNTRIES. 
1. Underline the location of Philadelphia. (12 POINTS POSSIBLE). POINTS MADE ............... . (1) New York. (2) Pennsylvania. (3) Virginia. ( 4) Maryland. (5) Massachusetts. 
2. Underline the location of Osaka. (1) India. (2) China. (3) Japan. (4) Siam. 
3. Underline the location of Hamburg. (1) Great Britain. (2) France. (3) Belgium. 
4. Underline the location of Tientsin. 
( 5) Indo-China. 
(4) Spain. (5) Germany. 
(1) Arabia. (2) Palestine. (3) Japan. (4) China. 
5. Undertrne the location of Boston. 
( 5) Siberia. 
(1) Maine. (2) Massachusetts. (3) Connecticut. 
6. Underline the location of Manchester. (1) Great Britain. (2) France. (3) Germany 
7. Underline the location of Amsterdam. 
(4) Vermont. (5) New Hampshire. 
( 4) Italy ( 5) Ukraine. 
(1) Belgium. (2) Austria. (3) Poland. (4) Netherlands. (5) France. 
8. Underline the location of Leipsic. (1) Austria. (2) Hungary (3) Germany (4) Poland. (5) Czechoslovakia. 
9. Underline the location of Barcelona. (1) Portugal. (2) Spain. (3) Italy (4) France. (5) Greece. 
10. Underline the location of Bangkok. (1) India. (2) Siam. (3) Indo-China. (4) Japan. (5) China. 
11. Underline the location of ·Cologne. (1) Spain. (2) France. (3) Germany (4) Poland. (5) Ukraine. 
12. Underline the location of Rotterdam. (1) Netherlands. (2) Belgium. (3) France. (4) Germany (5) Great Britain. 
TEST FOUR--THE LOCATION OF CITIES BY PHYSICAL FEATURES. 
1. Underline the location of New York City. (6 POINTS POSS.JBLE). POINTS MADE ............... . 
(1) Connecticut River. (2) Hudson River. (3) Delaware River. (4) Chesapeake Bay 
( 5) Buzzards Bay 
2. Underline the location of Vienna. (1) Rhine River. (2) Danube River. 
3. Underline the location of Hankow. 
(3) Rhone River. (4) Black Sea. (5) Caspian Sea. 
(1) Amazon River. (2) Orinoco River. (3) Plata River. (4) Kongo River. (5) Yangtze River. 
4. Underline the location of Canton. (1) Hwang River. (2) Si River. (3) Ganges River. (4) Lake Superior. (5) Aral Sea. 
5. Underline the location of Cleveland. (1) Lake Superior (2) Lake Erie. 
6. Underline the location of Lyon. (1) Rhone River. (2) Seine River. 
(3) Lake Ontario. (4) Ohio River. (5) Lake Michigan. 
(3) Rhine River. (4) Volga River. (5) Elbe River. 
NAME .............................................................................. (POSSIBLE POINTS-29). TOTAL POINTS MADE ............ _ .. 
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PART 1. STUDY ABILITIES IN GEOGRAPHY 
TEST I. READING 
DIRECTIONS. Here are some paragraphs JUSt like the paragraphs you read 
m your geography lessons. The sentences in each paragraph are numbered. 
Each paragraph is followed by a question. One sentence in the paragraph 
contams mformatwn that helps to answer the question better than any other 
sentence m the paragraph. 
First read the paragraph. Then read the question. Then p1ck the one 
sentence that you thmk helps best to answer the questiOn. Wnte the number 
of the sentence you choose in the parentheses after the questiOn. The sample 
IS done correctly for you. 
SAMPLE. 
1 Because of the long, warm, moist summers of the South crops are 
raised wh1ch are not raised m the North. 2 Frmts and vegetables 
are raised. 3 Thousands of bushels of many kmds of nuts are raised 
every year 4 These products are sold m Northern markets. 
Why is cotton raising an important industry of the Southern states? 1 
1 People m a City eat enough eggs m one day to fill a small house. 
2 They buy eggs from stores. 3 The storekeepers buy them from 
farmers. 4 Most farmers raise large flocks of chickens. 
1. Why do so many farmers raise chickens? 
1 Some rivers overflow their banks. 2 They spread out for miles 
on the lowlands and become very sluggish. 3 When the flood is over, 
a covenng of fine mud IS left on the lowlands. 4 Land covered With 
water m this way IS called a flood plain. 
2. Why does a flood plain make good farm land? . . 2 
1 Desert nomads hve on the edge of the desert With their camels, 
sheep, and goats. 2 The flocks feed on patches of grass and shrubs. 
3 They move from patch to patch, often crossing large barren 
stretches. 4 Desert sheep, like camels, are able to store fat. 
3. Why can sheep live on the desert without food "for several days? a 
1 Cahforma IS noted for Its chmate. 2 In the southern part there 
is agreeable temperature and little ram, and the people boast of 300 
days of sunshme each year 3 There are many large orange groves. 
4 Lemons, grapefrmt, and dates are also grown. 
4. Why did the moving-picture industry locate in California? 4 
1 The Lapps do not always hve m one place. 2 When their rem-
deer have fed on one pasture, they move to another feedmg 
ground. 3 Like all wandering people they live m tents. 4 The tents 
are made of cloth and are easy to put up. 
5. Why are the Lapps a wandering people? s 
1 Mountams affect the climate of a country m different ways. 
2 Sometimes they make It warmer by shutting off cold wmds. 
[ 2 ] 
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3 Sometimes they shut off the wmds that bring ram. 4 Sometimes 
they make It cooler by stoppmg hot wmds. 
6. How do :q1ountains help to cause deserts? ( 
1 Australia IS young and has a small populatiOn. 2 Iron ore and 
other raw matenals are abundant. 3 There IS plenty of coal for 
power 4 There are waterfalls wh1ch mayfurmsh power m the future. 
7 Why is Australia not an important manufacturing country? 
1 Japan IS a land of extremes m chmate. 2 In wmter the cold IS 
mtense; m summer the temperature IS h1gh. 3 The ramfall vanes m 
different parts from 27 5 m. to 120.5 m. 4 Winds blowmg over the 
Japan Current carry warm, mOist a1r toward the moun tams of Japan. 
8. Why is Japan one of the rainiest regions in the world? 
1 Almost all of Nevada ISm the Great Basm. 2 It IS a h1gh plateau 
bordered by h1gher mountams on the east and the west. 3 Streams 
that flow mto the Great Basm do not find a way out. 4 They flow 
mto lakes which have no outlets. 
9. Why is so much of the state of Nevada a desert? 
1 Only two of the twenty-five largest cities of the Umted States 
are m the South. 2 There are many towns and small cities there. 
3 Farmmg has always been the ch1ef occupatiOn of the people. 
4 Farms are as necessary to a natiOn as large c1t1es. 
10. Why are there so few large cities in southern United States? ( 
1 The shape of South Amenca IS a tnangle. 2 It IS widest m the 
north and narrowest m the south. 3 The regular coast line accentu-
ates the tnangular shape. 4 A h1gh range of mountains parallels the 
long s1de of the tnangle. 
11. Why does eastern South America differ from the western part? 
1 The Umted States uses a great deal of coffee. 2 It is Imported 
chiefly from Brazil. 3 Brazil is a great coffee-producmg country 
4 Coffee grows best m warm upland regwns with frost dramage. 
12. Why does not the United States produce coffee? 
1 Lancashire County, England, with Its capital at Manchester, IS 
the world's greatest cotton-manufactunng center. 2 The south-
west wmds g1ve the regwn a damp climate, and there IS abundance of 
pure water 3 The Manchester Sh1p Canal connects the City With 
the sea. 4 Today cotton IS shipped over this canal. 
13. Why does the manufacture of cotton textiles prosper in Manchester?( 
1 The western lowland of Peru lies between the Andes Mountams 
and the Pacific Ocean. 2 A cold current flows along the coast of 
Peru. 3 Winds blowmg from the cool sea toward the hot land be-
come warm and dry 4 When the wmds reach the h1gh Andes, they 
begm to make rain. 
14. Why are the coastal lands of Peru mostly arid? 
[ 3 ] 
6 
7 
8 
9 
)w 
11 
12 
13 
)14 
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1 Grams, vegetables, and frutts are ratsed m the Swiss valleys. 
2 On the slopes of the mountains there are fine pastures, and dauying 
ts the most important kmd of farmmg. 3 In spnng and summer, as 
the snow melts, the cattle and goats are dnven farther and farther 
up the slopes to new grazing lands, where they stay until fall. 4 Here 
the herders make cheese from the milk. 
15. Why do the Swiss people specialize in the manufacture of cheese? ( 
1 Hot weather all the year and plenty of ramfall are needed to ratse 
sugar cane. 2 It often grows in a warm temperate region like that 
of Lomstana. 3 The soils of Louisiana are good for sugar cane. 
4 Cold waves sometimes sweep down the Misstsstppt Valley, bnngmg 
frosts to Lomstana. 
16. Why does sugar-cane production in Louisiana vary from year to year?( 
Number right (Score, Test I) 
TEST II. ORGANIZATION 
DIRECTIONS. When we answer a problem m geography, we usually give 
a general statement and then the causes or reasons explaming the statement. 
Each problem below ts followed by tts answer in the form of several state-
ments. Decide whtch statement of the answer ts the general statement and 
write tts number m the parentheses after the problem. 
There IS one statement in each answer that does not explam the general 
statement. Wnte tts number m the box at the nght. See how the sample 
ts done. 
SAMPLE.. 
Why are trees of great importance to us? 
I Lumber for our houses is made from trees. 
2 Trees give us shelter from the sun. 
3 Trees are the mam source of our shelter. 
4 Some trees lose their leaves in wtnter. 
1-2. Why do some people prefer to live in brick houses? 
J ) 
~I 
15 
16 
I Bnck houses are often red. 
2 Brick houses have many advantages. D 2 
3 Brick houses last a long time. 
4 Brick houses are warm in winter and cool in summer 
3-4. Why do people in different parts of the world dress so differently? 3 
I People who live in very hot climates wear very little clothing. I I 
4 2 People who live m cold climates wear clothes made of fur 
3 The clothmg of people ts almost as important as thetr food. 
4 The kind of clothmg people wear depends on the climate. 
5-6. Why is New Orleans the most important seaport of the South? 5 
I New Orleans ts located near the end of the nch Misstsstppi Valley I I 
2 New Orleans will have much more trade m the future. 6 
3 New Orleans has many advantages for trade. 
4 New Orleans faces Mextco, Central Amenca, and South America. 
5 Railroads from all parts of the South meet at New Orleans. 
[ 4 l 
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7-8. How has the dense population of China affected the country? 1 
I Need for land m China ts so great that roads are narrow paths. D 
2 Few peoples m the world work as hard as the Chmese. 8 
3 The Chmese people are very thnft~ . 
4 The Chinese represent a very old ctv1hzat1on. 
5 The farms are small and Irregular m shape. 
9-10. What makes Chile an ·important country of South America? 9 
11-12. 
13-14. 
I Chile has a temperate climate. D 
2 Chile is nch m mmeral wealth. 10 
3 Chile tmports shoes, textiles, and other manufactured goods. 
4 Of the west coast countnes, Chile has the most favorable 
conditions for progress. 
Why has Rumania not profited more by her advantages gained 
from the World War? n 
I Rumania has been passmg through a penod of financial s~ram. D 
2 Rumama's money is worth less than that of other countnes. 12 
3 Rumania has millions of acres of forest land. 
4 Rumama's credit ts poor few people will invest money m 
a country where the government IS not strong. 
5 The sudden expansiOn of Rumama's terntory and populatiOn 
gave nse to many new economtc problems. 
Why is the Ohio River so important to the commerce of the United 
States? 
I The Ohio Rtver runs east and west, the general duectwn ofD 
our largest fretght movements. . 
2 The Ohio R1ver has a system of dams and locks wh1ch are used 
when the water is low 
3 The Ohw Rtver runs through a nch agncultural regwn. 
4 The Ohw Rtver ts part of a great system of mland transporta-
tiOn routes. 
5 There ts an abundance of coal at the headwaters of the Ohw. 
6 There are manymanufactunng c1t1es m the valley of the Ohw. 
13 
14 
DIRECTIONS. In Nos. I s-I9 decide on the two main parts of the answer and 
write theu numbers after I and II. Then ptck the statements which explam 
each part and wnte the1r numbers on the lines under the I and the II. 
15-19. How do the Swiss people make their living from their mountains? I t5 
I The Swtss have built tourist hotels m the mountams. 1 __ 16 
2 The Sw1ss have built up a prosperous tourist trade. 2 __ 11 
3 The Sw1ss have developed dairying and the manufac- 11 18 
ture of milk products. 
4 The Swtss graze the1r goats and cows on the mountams. 
5 The Sw1ss make a living as tounst gmdes. 
6 The Sw1ss make fine watches. 
7 The Sw1ss manufqcture butter, cheese, condensed milk, 
and milk chocolate. 
l __ 
2 __ 
019 
[ 5 l Number right (Score, Test II) 
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TEST ill. MAP AND GRAPH READING 
DIRECTIONS. Find the answers to the followmg questwns m the maps across 
the top of these pages. Wnte the answer to each questwn m the parentheses. 
1. What Is the name of the largest City m France? ( _____ _ ) 1 
2. What French city IS farthest north? ( _____ _ ) 2 
3. What City IS southwest of Pans ? ( ____ _ ) 3 
4. In what season does Marseille get the most ram? ( _____ _ ) 4 
5. Near what city IS the ramfall heaviest m July? .( ____ _ ) 5 
6. What City iS located 48° so' N and 2° 201 E. ? ( _____ _ ) 6 
7 What city iS about I40 miles from Pans? ( ____ _ ) 7 
8. What City m France iS farthest from the seacoast? ( ______ _ ) 8 
9. What IS the largest port on the southern coast of France?( ______ _ ) 9 
10. What country has an area of about 2IO,ooo square miles?( ______ _ )10 
11. What City IS at a pomt where a nver flowmg west turns 
and flows southward ? ( ______ _ )n 
12. On which map IS the temperature of the air over the English 
Channel warmer than over northeastern France? ( 
-------
) 12 
13. What City has the warmest temperature m January? ( ____ _ ) 13 
14. What country extends from 49° 30' N to 5I 0 3I' N ? C.,..--------) 14 
15. What IS the name of the longest nver m France? ( ______ _ ) 15 
16. Which map shows the warmmg mfluence of the Atlantic?( ______ _ ) 16 
17 What City has an average monthly temperature of 38° 
for January and 68° for July ? ( ______ _ )17 
18. By studymg the sketch below and the maps you can find 
the parallel along which this cross-sectwn was made. W nte 
the number of the parallelm the parentheses. ( ______ _ ) 18 
[ 6 ] (Test III is continued on page 7.) 
(l 
l 
19. A man started from Pans to VISit another City After trav-
eling upstream for a distance he crossed the Atlantic-Medi-
terranean watershed and then traveled downstream until he 
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reached the sea. What IS the name of the City he VISited ? ( ______ ) 19 
20. What country extends through 8 degrees of latitude ? ) 20 
21. How many of the cities shown m France are less than 1000 
feet above sea level ? ( ) 21 
22. This picture was 
taken m F ranee in one of 
little map at the nght. · ""'_ 
22 
the places lettered m the ~ 
Draw a ring around the l!!J 
letter on the map that 
shows where the scene of 
the picture is m France. 
23. What IS the average July temperature for Bordeaux? ( ) 23 
24. How many Cities m 
F ranee are m the Mediter-
ranean dramage basm ?( ______ ) 24 
25. Draw a nng around 
the letter of the place on 
the little map at the 
nght that shows where 
the scene of the picture 
at the left IS 111 France. 
DIRECTIONS. Read the questwns below Find m the graphs the answer 
to each questiOn and wnte the answer m the parentheses after the questiOn. 
IMPORTS OF RAW SILK FOR 'THB UNITED STA 'TES 
0 10 20 30 40 50 0 100 200 300 400 
~~~ ~~&t1RS':':K I cf~M~~ t~~~~iwFf,,· I 
m JAPAN mmlli!!IH CHINA j,:\:,:,:,,,:,:,:,1 ITALY O'TH61?... (OUN77UES 
25 
26. From what country does the Umted States get most silk?( ______ ) 26 
27 In what year did the Umted States Import most silk? ( ) 27 
28. What year ranks first m the value of Imports of raw silk? ( ) 28 
[ 7 (Test III is continued on page 8.) 
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29. When did the Umted States Import most silk from Italy? ______ ) 29 
30. When did the Umted States Import about $256,ooo,ooo 
worth of silk from Japan ? (, ______ ) 30 
31. The Umted States spent about $82,000,000 for silk m -- ( ) 31 
32. In what year was silk cheapest ? ( ) 32 
TiiE TRADE OF BRAZIL IN 1923 
Fig. 3 Imports by Articles Fig. 4 E.'<)XII"t.s by Articles Fig. 5 Imports by Countries Fig.6 Exports by CoWl tries 
33. Of wh1ch product does Brazil export the largest amount?( ) 33 
34. What is the leadmg 1mport of Brazil ? ( ) 34 
35. Brazil buys almost one fourth of her goods from-- (, ______ ) 35 
36. How many countries sell Brazil relatively more than they 
buy from her ? (, ______ ) 36 
20 
Pv INF'A L I R I F L 
2 I~ I 30 
10 I El 1 ~0 20 I " I ~ 2 
R I FA L 
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37 In what month does Cordoba 
get the least ram ? ( ______ ) 37 
38. In what month is Timbuctu's 
rainfall about 3·5 inches? (. ______ ) 38 
39. Whtch figure shows the longest 
dry season? (. ______ ) 39 
40. In which figure does wmter 
come m June and July? (. ______ ) 40 
41. In whtch figure 1s the average 
April temperature about 2 5° ?(, ______ ) 41 
42. Which figure shows the heaviest ram m a single month ? ( ______ ) 42 
43. The equatorial type of climate has a rather uniform tem-
perature throughout the year, wtth four seasons two wet 
and two dry Whtch figure shows thts type of climate ? ( ______ ) 43 
44. In whtch figure ts the annual range of temperature about 8o0 ?( ) 44 
[ 8 1 Number right (Score, Test I I I) 
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PART 2. GEOGRAPHY INFORMATION 
TEST IV. GEOGRAPHY VOCABULARY 
DIRECTIONS. To know the meamngs of geographtcal words, you should be 
able to associate them with particular places or type regwns on the earth. It 
~ 1s not enough to know that a "JUnk" is a kmd of boat; you must know that 
1t IS used in Chma. 
Choose the place to whtch you thmk each word belongs and wnte 1ts num-
ber m the parentheses at the nght. The sample IS done correctly. 
SAMPLE. 
junk 
1. camel 
2. dike 
3. igloo 
4. contment 
5. kangaroo 
6. OOSIS 
7 kmg 
8. canal 
9. blubber 
10. skiing 
11. peninsula 
12. cactus 
13. gondola 
14. Onent 
15. Tropic of Cancer 
16. volcano 
17 seaport 
18. pnme mendtan 
19. poncho 
20. monsoon 
21. cannibal 
22. mamoc 
23. tornado 
24. coolies 
25. pampas 
26. lira 
27 chinook 
28. caribou 
29. veldt 
30. ebony 
1 India z China 3 Arabia 4 Siam 
I desert 2 jungle 3 prame 4 tundra. 
I highlands 2 lowlands 3 plateaus 4 mountains( 
I Japan 2 Mexico 3 Cuba 4 Baffin Island( 
I South Carolina 2 South America 3 South Africa 
4 New South Wales. ( 
I Canada 2 Newfoundland 3 Australia 4 India( 
I Brazil 
I France 
2 Czechoslovakia 3 Portugal 4 Arabia( 
2 Spain 3 Germany 4 Ireland ( 
I Magellan 2 Caspian 3 Panaina 4 Gibraltar( 
I Greenland 2 Holland 3 Persia 4 Taiwan( 
I Norway 
I Oregon 
I Maine 
I Paris 
I China 
I Alaska 
I Catskills 
I Paris 
I Italy 
I Bolivia 
I Egypt 
I steppe 
I Egypt 
I Kansas 
I Persia 
I Chile 
I Spain 
I Ontario 
I desert 
I forest 
I Persia 
2 Portugal 3 Greece 4 Belgium( 
2 Ohio 3 Florida 4 Vermont 
2 Minnesota 3 Iowa 4 Arizona 
2 Vienna 3 Venice 4 Rome 
2 Peru 3 United States 4 France( 
2 Canada 3 United States 4 Mexico( 
2 Andes 
2 Naples 
2 England 
3 Ozarks 
3 Berlin 
3 Sudan 
4 Alps 
4 Brussels 
4 Brazil 
2 Bombay 3 Borneo 4 Bulgaria 
4 Algeria 2 India 3 Canada 
3 jungle 4 tundra . 2 llanos 
2 China 
2 Italy 
3 Belgian Congo 4 Australia( 
2 Turkey 
2 Brazil' 
3 Switzerland 4 Tibet ( 
3 China 4 Arabia 
3 Peru 4 Argentina . 
2 France 3 Italy 4 Germany 
2 Greenland 3 Alberta 4 Quebec( 
2 prairie 3 jungle 4 tundra. ( 
2 swamp 3 desert 4 grass 
2 Afghanistan 3 Malay Peninsula 4 Iraq ( 
2 ) 
) 1 
) 2 
3 
) 4 
) 5 
6 
) 7 
) 8 
) 9 
10 
)n 
) 12 
) I3 
) 14 
15 
) 16 
) 17 
18 
) 19 
) 20 
21 
) 22 
23 
24 
) 25 
26 
) 27 
) 28 
29 
) 30 
Number right (Score, Test I J7) 
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TEST V GEOGRAPHICAL RELATIONSHIPS 
DIRECTIONS. Column I tells some of the thmgs that people do m different 
countries, while Column 2 g1ves some of the reasons for this. Thus statement 
No. 3 explams why people engage m fishmg in Norway. Wnte the number 3 
after Fuhing in Norway. Do the rest the same way 
CoLUMN 1 (STATEMENTS oF EFFECT) 
SAMPLE. Fishing in Norway( ) 
1. People eating mainly 
meat 
2. Natives weanng 
clothing 
little 
( 
3. People living in tents of 
goat's-hair cloth 
4. Transportation by boats( 
CoLUMN 2 (STATEMENTS OF CAUSEs) 
I. flat-topped hills covered with evergreen forests. 
z. short summers; people depend upon hunting 
for a living. 
3· poor, rocky, forest-covered soil near the sea. 
4· low, wet country with many canals. 
5· hot, wet climate. 
6. hot, dry climate; people move about seeking 
pasture for their herds. 
7 high mountains covered with snow. 
DIRECTIONS. Do this next group m the same way as the one above. 
5. Toy manufacturing m 
Germany 
6. Sheep grazmg on the 
" downs " of England 
7 Cod fishing on the Grand 
Banks 
8. Marketing 
Boston 
wool at 
9. Oyster farming in Chesa-
peake Bay 
10. Minmg in Pennsylvania( 
11. Corn raising in Iowa 
12. Growing coconuts in the 
Philippine Islands 
1. hot summers with frequent thunder showers; 
much level, fertile land. 
2. moderate rain supports mainly grass, since the 
water drains through the soft, porous rock. 
3· plenty of patient, skilled labor, mainly women 
and children who work in their homes. 
4· near large textile-manufacturing cities. 
5. shallow seas where warm and cold currents meet. 
) 6. bodies of shallow salt water, with black, muddy 
bottoms, protected from heavy ocean waves. 
7 long, cold winters with heavy snow. 
8. thick beds of coal near large industrial cities. 
9· a warm, mmst climate all year round ; ex-
posed to salty ocean breezes. 
10. short, cool summers with long days and very 
short nights. 
DIRECTIONS. Do this next group m the same way 
13. Days and mghts always I. placed halfway between North and South poles. 
equal ( 2. tilting of the earth's axis toward the sun. 
14. Temporary houses built 3· the winters are too long and cold for trees to 
of snow grow; people wander from place to place. 
15. Rivers with wide, deep 4· a region of many peoples and countries con-
mouths ) trolled by a foreign power. 
16. Movement toward in de- 5· strong tidal currents flow back and forth. 
pendence in India 6. alternate layers of hard and soft rock. 
17 Early civilization of 7 control of a mountain pass leading to a large, 
Egypt rich country. 
18. The Free City of Danzig( 8. a large country needing an outlet to the sea. 
19. Many waterfalls m the 9· a hot, dry climate with occasional ramstorms. 
nvers 10. a fertile lowland with a warm climate; pro-
20. Thorny cacti ( tected by deserts and seas from invasion. 
[ 10 1 Number right. (Score, Test V) 
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TEST TI. PLACE GEOGRAPHY 
DIRECTIONS. After the name of each place m the lists below wnte the 
number that most nearly shows where It IS located. The United States xs 
shown on the map of the Western Hemisphere by the number 38. Wnte the 
number 38 m the parentheses after United States What number shows where 
New York City is on the map of the Umted States? Wnte the number 5 in 
the parentheses after New York City. Do the rest the same way 
SCALE OF MILES 
Q 5£0 
WESTERN HEMISPHERE 
1. United States 5. Pacific Ocean 9. Greenland ( ) 
2. Argentina 6. Montevideo 10. Porto Rico ( ) 
3. St. Lawrence Valley( 7 Labrador 11. Santos 
4. Andes Mountains 8. Amazon River. ( 12. Peru 
UNITED STATES 
13. New York City 18. California 23. Minneapolis 
14. Cascade Range ( 19. Seattle 24. Ohio River ( ) 
15. Houston ( 20. Pennsylvania 25. Lake Superior.( ) 
16. Washington, D. C. 21. Trenton 26. Cincinnati ( ) 
17 Colorado 22. Atlanta 27 Florida ( ) 
( II 1 (Test VI is continued on page 12.) 
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DIRECTIONS. After the name of each place m the lists below wnte the 
number that most nearly shows where it Is located. 
EASTERN HEMISPHERE 
1. China 6. Ganges Valley ( 11. Philippine Islands( 
2. Japan 7 Tasmania ( 12. Bagdad 
3. Iceland 8. Caspian Sea ( 13. Lake Chad 
4. Arabia. 9. Singapore 14. Nile River 
5. Siberia 10. The Alps 15. Cape Town 
EuROPE 
16. London 20. Elbe River 24. Poland 
17 Denmark. 21. Greenwich 25. Odessa 
18. Genoa. 22. Barcelona 26. Glasgow 
19. Fiume 23 .. Norway 27 Hamburg 
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PART 1. STUDY ABILITIES IN GEOGRAPHY 
TEST I. READING 
DIRECTIONS_ Here are some paragraphs JUSt like the paragraphs you read 
m your geography lessons. The sentences in each paragraph are numbered. 
Each paragraph is followed by a questiOn. One sentence in the paragraph 
contains information that helps to answer the question better than any other 
sentence m the paragraph. 
First read the paragraph. Then read the questiOn. Then pick the one 
sentence that you thmk helps best to answer the questiOn. Wnte the number 
of the sentence you choose in the parentheses after the questiOn. The sample 
IS done correctly for you. 
SAMPLE. 
1 Because of the long, warm, moist summers of the South crops are 
raised which are not raised m the North. 2 Fruits and vegetables 
are raised. 8 Thousands of bushels of many kmds of nuts are raised 
every year 4- These products are sold m Northern markets. 
Why is cotton raising an important industry of the Southern states? ( 1 ) 
1 Bananas are cut from the trees when they are green. 2 They 
are shipped green to the Umted States m cool, well-aired frmt ships. 
3 After they have been unloaded, they are kept m dark cellars where 
they npen slowly 4- They spoil very qmckly after they npen. 
1. Why are bananas shipped when they are green? 
1 The desert people like to pitch their tents near an oasis. 2 Theu 
tents are made from cloth woven from goat's and camel's hair. 
3 They are light and can be earned on the backs of camels. 
4- Some of them are stnped With bright colors. 
2. Why do the people of the desert live in tents ? 2 
1 Flonda has a great deal of ram. 2 The ram smks through the 
sand and limestone and runs away underground. 3 It often comes 
to the surface as spnngs. 4- Crystal Springs IS large enough for a 
small steamboat to float on It. 
3. Why has Florida very few rivers ? 3 
1 The ocean modifies the climate of the Scandmavian Penmsula. 
2 1t makes the summers of western Norway cool. 3 The western part 
also has very heavy ramfall. 4- As the wmds rise over the moun-
tams between Norway and Sweden, they give up their moisture. 
4. Why does Sweden have lighter rainfall than Norway? ) 4 
1 Almost all cities m the Umted States are connected by one or 
more railroads. 2 The large Cities have become great railroad centers. 
3 Railroads are a cheap and easy way of moving thmgs from place 
to place. 4- Chicago IS the greatest railroad center in the world. 
5. Why have railroads helped to " settle the United States " ? 5 
1 Colombia in South Amenca IS about ten times as large as New 
York State. 2 It opens on both the Pacific Ocean and the Carib-
[ 2 ] I 
1 
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bean Sea. 3 The chief seaport IS Barranquilla. 4- There are about 
as many people m Colombia as m New York City 
6. Why is Colombia's location for trade the best in South America? 
1 Sugar beets are grown in the northern and the western parts 
of the Umted States. 2 They reqmre a cool climate. 3 They re-
quue a great deal of hand labor, too. 4- Most of the beet lands m 
the Umted States have to be Irngated. 
7 Why do we not raise sugar beets in southern United States? 
1 DetrOit IS a leadmg manufactunng city m the United States. 
2 It has the largest automobile factory m the world. 3 It IS in the 
belt of central hardwood forests south of the Great Lakes, where 
many wagons and carnages were made when they were commonly 
used. 4- DetrOit manufactures many products besides automobiles. 
8. Why did Detroit grow to be an important automobile-manufacturing 
center? 
1 Canada covers most of northern North America. 2 The popu-
latiOn IS only about one twelfth that of the Umted States. 3 Only 
a very small part of the land area IS farmed. 4- Millions of acres of 
land can still be developed to raise cattle or gram. 
9. Why is such a small part of Canada farmed? 
1 Northern France resembles northern England in mimng and 
manufactunng. 2 The smallest farms m France are m the north. 
3 There the populatiOn IS very dense. 4- Much ·coal and iron an~ 
mmed m the northern part of France. 
10. Why are the great manufacturing cities in the northern part of France?( 
1 The Yellow River hurnes down from the mountams. 2_From 
the land through which It flows It takes yellow silt brought by the 
wmds from the deserts. 3 Much of this silt drops to the bed of the 
nver, raismg It higher and higher each year 4- In the ramy season 
the nver sometimes bursts Its banks and floods the land for miles. 
11. Why is there constant danger of floods in the Yell ow River Valley ? ( 
1 Argentma is a very progressive country 2 Most of the people 
of Argentma came from Europe. 3 The climate vanes from trop-
Ical m the north to fngtd m the south. 4- The ramfallis good except 
m the west, where the mountams cut off the ram-bearmg wmds. 
12. Why is irrigation used near the Andes in Argentina? 
1 The cod-fishmg banks are where the cool Labrador Current 
comes m contact with the warm Gulf Stream. 2 This contact 
causes also a meetmg of warm and cold air over the currents. 3 Here 
there are heavy fogs. 4- Fishermen m thetr clones sometimes get 
lost and never succeed m reaching thetr ships. 
13. Why are there heavy fogs on the Grand Banks of Newfoundland?( 
1 Most of Yugoslavia IS a very rugged country 2 Chains of high 
mountains run parallel to the coast southward to the tip of the 
Balkan Penmsula. 3 Thts barner separates the fertile plams of 
the mtenor from the few cittes on the Adriatic Sea. 4- Much of the 
trade of the northern sectiOn IS earned along the Danube. 
14. Why has Yugoslavia so few commercial ports on the Adriatic Sea?( 
[ 3 l 
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1 Chicago IS the second city m the Umted States m populatiOn 
and m manufactures. 2 It owes Its great growth to Its positiOn 
on Lake Michigan. 3 Its railroad connections to the mtenor of 
the country make It the greatest railroad center m the world. 
4 The people of the regwns reached through Chicago are consumers 
and producers on a large scale. 
Why is Chicago one of the greatest markets of the United States? 
1 The leather mdustry of Japan has not made much progress. 
2 The country cannot be mdependent m the supply of hides because 
there IS little stockfarmmg. 3 1t must make up the deficit by imports 
from Chma and Australia. 4 In 1911 the Import duty on leather 
was mcreased and the ad valorem duty on oxhides was removed. 
How has the leather industry of Japan been stimulated? 
Number right (Score, Test I) 
TEST II. ORGANIZATION 
DIRECTIONS. When we answer a problem m geography, we usually give 
a general statement and then the causes or reasons explaining the statement. 
Each problem below IS followed by Its answer m the form of several state-
ments. Decide on which statement of the answer IS the general statement 
and wnte Its number m the parentheses after the problem. 
There IS one statement m each answer that does not explam the general 
statement. Wnte Its number m the box at the nght. See how the sample 
IS do~e·. 
1-2. 
3--4. 
SAMPLE. 
Why are trees of great importance to us ? 
1 Lumber for our houses IS made from trees. 
2 Trees give us shelter from the sun. 
3 Trees are the mam source of our shelter 
4 Some trees lose their leaves in winter 
Why does the farmer keep cows? 
1 Butter IS made from the cream of milk. 
2 Cheese IS made from milk. 
3 Milk Is sold m bottles. 
4 Milk IS a very Important part of our food. 
Why are the Lapps dependent upon the reindeer? 
a 
~I 
I5 
I6 
3 
1 The remdeer IS the beast of burden for the Lapps. 
2 The remdeer IS necessary to the life of the Lapps. CJ 4 
5-6. 
3 The remdeer eats a kmd of moss that grows m the cold northland. 
4 The remdeer's skm makes warm clothmg for the Lapps. 
Why is farming successful in eastern Washington? 
1 There are flour mills m eastern Washmgton. 
2 The soil IS made from decayed lava. 
3 The summer days are warm and dry 
4 Most of the ram falls m winter and early spring. 
5 Conditions are nght for the production of Winter wheat. 
[ 4 ] 
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7-8. 
9-10. 
11-12. 
13-14. 
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Why do textiles play an important part in China's export trade? 1 
1 The Chmese have very small and Irregular garden plots. __ 
2 Chma has so many different kmds of chmate that many types CJ 8 
of fiber can be produced. 
3 China can produce more textiles silk, wool, jute, hemp, 
and straw braid than are needed at home. 
4 The mulberry tree which feeds the silkworms can grow on the 
banks of the canals and not interfere With the food crops. 
5 Chma has an abundance of cheap labor and skilled textile workers. 
Why are most of the people of Uruguay engaged in stock raising? 9 
1 The climate IS warm. 
2 The cattle and sheep are slaughtered and sent to the seaports. D 10 
3 The ramfall IS evenly distributed throughout the year. 
4 Outdoor grazmg IS possible all the year m the whole country 
11 Why does Italy raise so much less wheat than her neighbor, France ? ( 
1 Italy uses less chemical fertilizer than France. 
2 Italy cannot equal her neighbor country m mtensive cultivatiOn. j JI2 
3 Italy's wheat consumptiOn IS steadily mcreasmg. 
4 PortiOns of the wheat country are subject to drought. 
5 The lowlands m Italy are less extensive than those of France. 
Why has a group of industrial cities grown up around Lyon, 
France? I3 
1 Many conditiOns and circumstances combmed to develop an 
Important mdustnal regwn about the silk mdustry of Lyon. \ JI4 
2 Lyon IS near the center of the silkworm culture and the Ital-
Ian and Onental silk markets. 
3 The productiOn of raw rnatenals m France for the textile in-
dustries has greatly decreased dunng the last century 
4 Lyon has an abundant labor supply near the Rhone and the 
border of the Central Plateau. 
5 Cotton and woolen mdustnes have been attracted to the Lyon 
Group because of favorable mdustnal conditions. 
6 Coal and electnc power are easily accessible for Lyon. 
DIRECTIONS. In Nos. I s-I9 deCide on the two mam parts of the answer and 
wnte their numbers m the parentheses after I and II. Then pick the rea-
sons for each and wnte theu numbers on the lines under the I and the II. 
15-19. What changes are taking place in the economic life of Japan? 
1 Increased productiOn of nee through Improved methods of 
farmmg and the use of fertilizers. 
2 Increase of mdustnal efficiency 
3 SCientific development of the fishenes. 
4 Improved methods of reanng and feedmg silkworms. 
5 Cotton manufactunng developed as a new and thnvmg 
mdustry 
6 IntroductiOn of moving pictures as a means of recreatiOn. 
7 Improvement and msurance of the food supply 
I I5 
I __ I6 
2 __ I7 
II I8 
I __ 
2 __ 
CII9 
[ 5 ] Number right (Score, Test II) 
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TEST Ill. MAP AND GRAPH READING 
DIRECTIONS. Find the answers to the followmg questiOns m the maps across 
the top of both pages. Wnte the answer to each questiOn in the parentheses. 
1. What IS the name of the largest ctty m Portugal? ( ) 1 
2. What City IS lbcated northwe·st of Saragossa ? ( ) 2 
3. What is the largest ctty on the Mediterranean coast ? (_ ) 3 
4. The largest city on the southern coast of the Medtter-
ranean IS-- ( ) 4 
6. What ctty IS located at 40° 24' N and 3° 45' W ? ( ) 5 
6. What country extends from 36° N to 43° 41' N ? ( ) 6 
7 What country IS about five degrees long? ( ) 7 
8. Whtch IS the largest city in Spam that is farthest mland ? ( ) 8 
9. In which city would a boy's shadow be longest at noon? ( ) 9 
10. What country has an area of about 3 5,000 square miles ? ( )10 
11. What ctty IS near the mouth of the longest nver? )n 
12. What European ctty IS about 475 miles from Saragossa? ( ) 12 
13. Whtch IS the largest City over 1000 feet above sea level? ( ) 13 
14. How many Cities of over a half-million inhabitants are m the 
Atlantic dramage basm ? ( ) 14 
16. What City has the heaviest winter ramfall ? ( ) 15 
16. What ctty has the warmest weather m summer? ) 16 
17 What city m Spam is cooler m summer than Oporto ? ) 17 
18: What 1s the average sea-level Jan. temperature for Madttd ?( ) 18 
19. By studymg the sketch below and the maps you can find 
the meridian along which this cross-section was made. 
Wnte the number of the mendian m the parentheses ( ) 19 
[ 6 l (Test III is continued on page 7 
! 
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20. What c1ty has the least ramfall for both January and July?( ______ ) 20 
21. What IS the largest city havmg an average monthly tem-
perature of 75° for July and 47° for January? ( ______ ) 21 
22. Whtch map shows best the moderatmg mfluences of large 
bodies of water? ( ______ ) 22 
23. This picture was 
taken m Spam in one of 
little map at the nght. rl<l liD 
23 
the places lettered in the ~
Draw a ring around the ""' 
letter on the map that 
shows where the scene of 
the picture IS m Spain. 
24. A shtp started south from L1sbon and traveled about 
9 50 miles along the 
coast. At what c1ty m 
Spam did 1t stop ? ( ) 24 
26. Draw a nng around 
the letter of the place on 
the little map at the 
nght that shows where 
the scene of the picture 
at the left IS m Spam. 
DIRECTIONS. Read the questwns below Find in the graphs the answer 
to each question and wnte the answer m the parentheses after the questwn. 
IMPOR'I'S OF RAW SILK. FOR 'I'HB UNITED STA 'I'ES 
0 10 '20 30 40 so 0 . . 100 200 300 400 
¥~ ~~at~iiiii:~ I(;~~~) 1~~!5z~ziii3,==· I 
~JAPAN lml!!!lliE!J CHINA l::;:;:,:,:,:,:::q ITALY CJTHSR_ COUNTRIES 
26. What country is thtrd m exportmg raw silk to the Umted 
25 
Stat"es ? ( ) 26 
27 In what year did the Umted States import the least silk? ( ) 21 
28. What year ranks second m the value of raw silk imported ?( ) 28 
[ 7 ] (Test III is continued on page 8.) 
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29. When did the Umted States Import the leastsilkfromJapan ?(. _ ____ ____/ 29 
30. In what year did the Umted States buy about i33o,ooo,ooo 
worth of silk ? . ( _ _____ ) 30 
31. When did the Umted States buy about z6,ooo,ooo lb. of silk ?( ) 31 
32. In what year was the pnce of silk highest? ) 32 
TiiE TRADE OF BRAZIL IN 1923 
Fig.3 Imports by Articles Fig. 4 E.xports by Articles Fig. 5 Imports by Countries Fig.6 Exports by Countries 
33. Which country IS Brazil's best customer? ( 
34. What IS the leading Import of Brazil? ( 
35. Brazil buys more than ! of all her Imports from-- ( 
36. How many countnes buy more from Brazil than they sell her ?( 
37 How much of Brazil's exports are raw matenals ? 
In what month does Patna 
get the most ram ? ( 
Dunng what month IS Pa-
Ierma's rainfall4. 5 mches? ( 
zo 1-+-1-+l-1-+-1-+-1-+-\l-+-1 40. Which figure shows the least 
difference m temperature be-
tween summer and winter ? ( 
201 N lA::! I ~ I ~ I t:l ~~ul uu~l ~ul uu~I N~~~~~~o 
F. lO M .. nMonthlyTemE!"tu"'ondR.ain/8ll tg. r.,. DAWSON OTY,CANADA 
41. 
42. 
Which figure shows the cold-
est wmter? 
Which figure shows the great-
est range m temperature ? 
43. In the contmental type of climate the difference between 
wmter and summer is very great. Which figure shows 
( 
( 
) 33 
) 34 
) 35 
) 36 
) 3 7 
) 38 
) 39 
) 40 
) 41 
) 42 
this type of climate ? ( _ _____ .) 43 
44. Which figure shows two distmct ramy seasons in a year ? ( ) 44 
[ 8 ] Number right (Score, Test III) 
PART 2. GEOGRAPHY INFORMATION 
TEST IV. GEOGRAPHY VOCABULARY 
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DIRECTIONS. To know the meanmgs of geographical words, you should be 
_able to associate them with particular places or type reg10ns on the earth. It 
Is not enough to know that a "Junk" is a kmd of boat; you must know that 
It IS used m Chma. 
Choose the place to which you thmk each word belongs and wnte Its num-
ber m the parentheses at the nght. The sample IS done correctly 
SAMPLE. 
Junk I India 2 China 3 Arabia 4 Siam 2 
1. palm I Ohio 2 Kansas 3 Florida 4 Nevada 
2. reindeer 
3. nver 
I United States 2 Mexico 3 Alaska 4 Siam 
I Hudson 2 Cleveland 3 Texas 4 Cuba 
) 2 
) 3 
4. dike I highlands 2 lowlands 3 plateaus 4 mountains 
5. contment I South Carolina 2 South America 3 South Mrica 
4 New South Wales 
6. natural levee I Hudson 2 James 3 Potomac 4 Mississippi 
7. .:Jungle I Morocco 2 Patagonia 3 Congo 4 Egypt 
8. city I Seattle 2 Illinois 3 Rio Grande 4 Arkansas 
9. Arcttc Circle I Ontario 
foundland 
2 Greenland 3 Labrador 4 New-
10. franc 
11. rhmoceros 
12. Tornd Zone 
13. kayak 
14. elephant 
15. cape 
16. mantilla 
17 Everglades 
18. island 
19. monsoon 
20. yodeler 
21. glaCiatiOn 
22. llanos 
23. emperor 
24. tornado 
25. caste system 
26. chalet 
27 kufa 
28. sirocco 
29. fez 
30. Gauchos 
I Spain 2 Italy 
I South America 
Zealand 
3 France 
2 Mrica 
4 Germany 
3 Australia 4New 
I Argentina 
I Canada 
2 South Mrica 3 Spain 4 Ecuador 
2 Japan 3 Holland 4 Finland 
I Tibet 2 Siberia 3 Japan 4 Burma 
I Halifax 2 Bermuda 3 Hatteras 4 Niagara 
I Germany 2 Spain 3 England 4 Norway 
I California 2 Florida 3 Cuba 4 Panama 
( 
I Alaska 2 Norway 3 Newfoundland 4 Nova Scotia( 
I Egypt 2 India 3 Canada 4 Algeria ( 
I Pyrenees 2 Alps 3 Himalayas 4 Caucasus ( 
I Arkansas 
I Venezuela 
I China 
I Kansas 
I Canada 
2 Tennessee 3 Mississippi 4 Michigan( 
2 Vermont 3 Vancouver 4 Vera Cruz( 
2 Russia 3 France 4 Japan 
2 Italy 3 Switzerland 4 Tibet 
2 Egypt 3 India 4 Australia 
I Italy 2 Holland 3 Ireland 4 Switzerland 
I Tigris 2 Nile 3 Rhine 4 Columbia . 
I Switzerland 2 Italy 3 Germany 4 Holland 
I Manchuria 2 Japan 3 Egypt 4 Siberia 
I steppes 2 pampas 3 veldt 4 prairies 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
11 
) 12 
13 
14 
I5 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
) 25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
N umber right (Score , Test IV) 
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TEST V GEOGRAPEITCAL RELATIONSHIPS 
DIRECTIONS. Column I tells some of the things that people do m different. 
countnes, while Column 2 gives some of the reasons for this. Thus statement 
No. 3 explams why people engage m fishing in Norway. Wnte the number 
3 after Fishing in Norway. Do the rest the same way 
CoLUMN 1 (STATEMENTS oF EFFECT) 
SAMPLE. Fishing in Norway( ) 
1. Wandering life of the 
Eskimos ( ) 
2. Transportation by camel( ) 
3. Houses of wood and 
bark with steep roofs of 
leaves ( 
4. People wearing wooden 
shoes when working ( 
CoLUMN z (STATEMENTS oF CAUSES) 
I. high, snow-capped mountains. 
2. people depending on wild animals for food. 
3· poor, rocky, forest-covered soil near the sea. 
4· cool, damp climate; much low, wet ground. 
5· hot, dry climate; much soft, loose sand. 
6. hot, rainy climate; many raffia-palm trees. 
7· broad, level plains; rich soil; moderate summer 
ram. 
DIRECTIONS. Do this next group m the same way as the one above. 
6. The grain trade of Galves-
ton 
6. Silk manufacturing at 
Paterson 
7. Live stock in Iowa 
8. WashingtinoreinMalaya( 
9; Wool production in Aus-
tralia ( 
10. Herring fishing m the 
North Sea 
11. Truck farming on the 
Atlantic Coastal Plain ( 
12. Pineapple growmg m 
Hawaii 
) 
) 
) 
) 
I. near large cities and abundant fertilizer; warm, 
light, sandy soil; good transportation. 
2. near large cities; many women workers. 
3· near the world's largest winter wheat district. 
4· abundant water and cheap labor; material 
found in loose sand and gravel. 
5· large crops of corn. 
6. much grassland; few wild animals; far from 
markets. 
7 extensive interior plains; very cold winters and 
short, cool summers. 
8. shallow seas; ocean currents bring many very 
small sea animals and plants. 
9· on the dry side of a mountainous, tropical 
island. 
ro. dense forests of spruce and pine. 
DIRECTIONS. Do this next group m the same way 
13. The Great Wall of China( I. threat of sudden attack by small bands of 
14. Daylight for six months fierce, wandering horsemen. 
at the North Pole ( 2. high mountains covered with ice and snow. 
16. Internationalized nvers 3· tilting of the earth's axis. 
of Europe ( 4· located in the tropics in the midst of a large 
16. Mild climate all year body of water. 
many small countries with no seacoast. round 5· 
6. hot climate with much rain; many swamps and 17 Movement toward inde-
tsetse flies. pendence in South Africa( 
midway between the North and South poles. 7 18. Log houses of American 8. cold winters ; extensive forests of oak and pwneers ( ) 
chestnut. 
19. Sleeping sickness m 9· a warm climate with wet and dry seasons. 
Central Africa IO. a rich colony far from the mother country; 
20. Grasslands ( many peoples whose interests often clash. 
[ 10 1 Number right (Score, Test V) 
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TEST ~. PLACE GEOGRAPHY 
DIRECTIONS. After the name of each place m the lists below wnte the 
number that most nearly shows where It IS located. The United States is 
shown on the map of the Western Hemisphere by the number 32. Write the 
*number 32 in the parentheses after United States. What number shows whe~e 
New York City IS on the map of the Umted States? Wnte the number ISm 
the parentheses after New York City. Do the rest the same way 
9 
SCALE~ILES 
WESTERN HEMISPHERE 
1. United States ( ) 6. Brazil 9. Hudson Bay ( 
2. Panama Canal. ( ) 6. Chile ) 10. Mississippi Valley ( 
3. Missouri River ) 7 Valparaiso ( ) 11. Buenos Aires ( 
4. Atlantic Ocean.( ) 8. Newfoundland ( 12. Pampas of Argentina 
UNITED STATES 
13. New York City( 18. Missouri 23. Sierra Nevada ) 
14. Massachusetts ) 19. Denver 24. Omaha ( ) 
16. Baltimore ( 20. Lake Michigan 26. New Jersey ( ) 
16. Cleveland ( ) 21. Texas ) 26. Buffalo .( ) 
17 Ozark Plateau ( ) 22. Pittsburgh ) 27 Richmond . ( ) 
(II (Test VI is continued on page 12.) 
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DIRECTIONS. After the name of each place m the lists below write the num-
ber that most nearly shows where 1t 1s located. 
EASTERN HEMISPHERE 
1. China. ) 6. Union of South Africa 10. Jerusalem ( ) 
2. Volga River ) 7 Black Sea 11. Himalaya Mts.( ) 
3. Tibet ) 8. Scandinavian Peninsula( 12. Suez Canal ) 
4. Bombay 9. Mesopotamia (Iraq) 13. Yokohama ) 
5. Great Britain 
EuROPE 
14. London 19. Antwerp 24. Bordeaux ) 
15. Rhine Valley 20. Rome. 25. Sweden ) 
16. Holland 21. Prague. 26. England ) 
17 Warsaw 22. Italy 27 Vienna ) 
18. Lake Geneva 23. Marseilles 
( I2] Number right. (Score, Test VI) 
BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 
Geography UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS Location URBANA , ILL. 
SUPERVISORY TESTS 
States and Important Cities of the United States 
FonnA 
INSTRUCTIONS 
After each state in the list write the num-
ber printed in that state on the map. Look 
at the first question. About what state does 
it ask? (Michigan) Now look at Michigan 
on the map. What number is printed on 
Michigan? (1) Write 1 in the space after 
the first question. About what state is the 
second question? (Ohio) Look at the map. 
What number do you find on Ohio? (47) 
Write 47 after the second question. What 
number should be written after the third 
question? In the same way answer all the 
questions. 
STATE 
After each city write the number of the 
state in which that city is located. About 
what city is the first question? (Detroit) 
Look at the map and find Detroit. What is 
the number printed in the state in which 
Detroit is located? (1) Write 1 in the 
space after the first question. About what 
city is the second question? Look on the 
map and find what number should be writ-
ten after Chicago. Write it. Write the 
answers to the other questions in the same 
way 
CITY 
Questions Num- Questions Num-her her 
1-- -
1. Michigan? . 1. Detroit? 
·-· -
2. Ohio? 2. Chicago? I-
3. Indiana? 
· - -- -
3. Cleveland? 1--
4. Illinois? 4. Indianapolis? I_ 
5. Wisconsin? 5. Madison? 
--1-
INSTRUCTIONS -(Continued) 
When the examiner is sure you understand, he will give the signal "Get Ready " 
When he says "Start," open your papers and begin to work. Write after each 
state the number you find printed in that state on the map. If you can't find any 
state on the map, write X instead of a number and go on to the next question. Do 
as much as you can in the time allowed but do not hurry It is better to have your 
answers right, than to try so many questions that most of them are wrong. Only 
right answers count. ' 
Time allowances it}~lt,lffi'td~i ~J~t§1'fyur minutes; Cities, two minutes. 
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UNITED. STATES ~\) .()~ :.: ~ .. 
Num- Num- Num- Num-Questions her Questions her Questions her Questions her 
District of -
Columbia? 13. Connecticut? 26. New Jersey? 39. Mississippi? 
1. Maine? 14. Maryland?. 27 Missouri? 40. Alabama? 
2. California? 15. Rhode Island? 28. Delaware? 41. Wyoming? 
3. Florida? 16. Massachusetts? 29. Vermont? 42. Idaho? 
4. Texas? 17. New York? 30. South Carolina? 43 . Utah? 
5. Pennsylvania? 18. Virginia? 31. Kansas? 44. Oklahoma? 
6. Georgia? 19. Oregon?. 32. Colorado? 45. New Mexico? 
7. Tennessee? 20. Wisconsin? 33. Indiana? 46. Nevada? 
8. Washington? 21. Illinois? . . 34. Iowa? 4 7. Arizona? 
9 .• Michigan? 22. NewHampahire? 35. West Virginia?. 48. Arkansas? 
10. Montana? 23. Kentucky? 36. North Carolina? 
11. North Dakota? 24. Louisiana? 37. Nebraska? 
12. Ohio? 25. Minnesota? 38. South Dakota?. 
GEOGRAPHY TEST A. FORM A 
Geography States 
Location of the Forty-Eight States 
SCORE:-Number of Right Answer.,_ ____ _ 
(To prepare for the City Test, fold this half of the page over ao the back of the page will show.) 
Questions Num- Questions Num- I 
Num- Num-
her her Questions her Questions her 
1. Washington? 9. Pittsburg? I 17 
Minneapolis? 
25. Denver? St. Paul? 
2. San Francisco? 10. Portland? 18. Omaha? 26. Cincinnati? 
3. Chicago? 
- 11. Detroit? I 19. Milwaukee? 27. Providence? 
4. New York? 12. Duluth? 20. Kansas City? 28. Salt Lake City? 
5. Boston? 13. Savannah? 21. Cleveland? .. 29. Baltimore? 
6. Philadelphia? 14. Seattle? 22. Los Angeles?. 30. Rochester? 
I 
-
7. Buffalo? 15. St. Louis? . . 23. Louisville? 
I 
--- -
8. New Orleans? 16. Galveston? l24. Indianapolis? I 
GEOGRAPHY TEST A. FORM A 
LOCATION OF CITIES 
SCORE:-Number .of answers right ___ __ _ Date. _________ _ 
Name _______________ _ School ______________________ _ Room ___ _ Grade ___ _ 
New Stanford Geography Test 
By TRUMAN L. KELLEY, GILES M. RucH, and LEWIS M. TERMAN 
TEST: FORM V 
FOR GRADES 4-9 
Name Grade ~oy or girl 
Age When is your next birthday? How old will you be then? 
N arne of school Date 
• 
Score Educ. SchooJl Score Educ. Schoo}l Score Educ. School' Age Grade Age Grade Age Grade 
- ----------------
120 19-2 100 15-8 9.7 80 12-6 6.7 
119 18-11 99 15-6 9.5 79 12-4 6.6 
118 18-8 98 15-4 9.3 78 12-3 6.4 
117 18-5 97 15-2 9.2 77 12-2 6.3 
116 18-2 96 15-{) 9.0 76 12-{) 6.2 
115 17-11 95 14-10 8.9 75 11-11 6.1 
114 17-8 94 14-8 8.7 74 11-10 6.0 
113 17-6 93 14-62 8.5 73 11-9 5.9 
112 17-4 92 14-4 8.4 72 11-8 5.8 
111 17-2 91 14-1 8.2 71 11-7 5.7 
110 17-D 90 13-11 8.1 70 11-6 5.7 
109 16-10 89 13-9 7.9 69 11-5 5.6 
108 16-8 88 13-7 7.8 68 11-4 5.5 
107 16-6 87 13-5 7.6 67 11-3 5.4 
106 16-5 86 13-3 7.5 66 11-2 5.3 
105 16-3 85 13- 1 7.4 65 11-1 5.2 
104 16-2 84 12-11 7.2 64 11-{) 5.1 
103 16-D 83 12-10 7.1 63 10-11 5.0 
102 15-11 10.0 82 12-8 7.0 62 10-10 4.9 
101 15-9 9.8 81 12-7 6.8 61 10-9 4.8 
1 Grade defined as in the table in the Directions for Administering. 
2 Educational ages above this point are extrapolated· values. 
Score Educ. Schoo[! Score Educ. SchooJl Age Grade Age Grade 
--------- - 1-
60 10-8 4.7 40 9-3 3.4 
59 10-7 4.6 39 9-2 3.4 
58 10-6 4.6 38 9-1 3.3 
57 10-6 4.5 37 9-0 3.3 
56 10-5 4.4 36 8-11 3.2 
55 10-4 4.4 35 8-10 3.2 
54 10-3 4.3 34 8-9 3.1 
53 10-2 4.3 33 8-8 3.1 
52 10-1 4.2 32 8-7 3.1 
51 10-D 4.1 31 8-6 3.0 ' 
50 9-11 4.1 30 8-5 3.0 
49 9-11 4.0 29 8-4 2.9 
48 9-10 4.0 28 8-3 2.9 
47 9-9 3.9 27 8-2 2.8 
46 9-8 3.9 26 8-1 2.8 
45 9-7 3.8 25 8-D 2.8 
44 9-6 3.7 24 7- 11 2.7 
43 9-5 3.6 23 7-10 2.7 
42 9-4 3.6 22 7-8 2.6 
41 9-3 3.5 21 7-6 2.6 
20 7- 5 2.6 
To THE ExAMINER. Do not administer this test without first reading carefully the Directions for Administering. 
TEST ScoRE Eouc. ScHOOL AGE GRADE 
Geography 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright 1929 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved. NSGT: v-1 
l3o5icn University PRINTEomu.s.A. 
School of Education [1] 
Library 
• 
2 
DIRECTIONS : Draw a line under the word which 
makes the sentence true, as shown in the sample. 
SAMPLE: 
France is in Africa Europe Asia 
1 Christmas comes in 
December January July 
2 The Eskimos are great 
fishermen miners farmers 
3 The shape of the earth is 
flat square round 
4 The largest bodies of water are called 
seas oceans lakes 
s Cotton gro~s- on a 
bush vine- tree 
6 Th'e sun rises i'n the 
west east , south 
7 Silk is produced extensively in 
Australia Japan New Zealand 
8 The Panama Canal 'zone is controlled by 
France Mexico United States 
9 Animals provide us with 
cotton leather linen 
Io Decayed plants help to make soils 
poorer heavier richer 
11 Granite is a kind of 
tree rock fruit 
I2 The camel is commonly found 'in 
Arabia Switzerland Chile 
I3 A city having excellent water transportation 
IS New Orleans Indianapolis Denver 
14 Much tropical fruit is raised in 
Florida Kentucky Tennessee 
IS Very favorable conditions for manufactur-
ing are found in England Russia Tur.key 
I6 A state having very little rainfall is 
Nevada Washington Pennsylvania 
I7 Gold is mined extensively in 
Ohio Pennsylvania Colorado 
I8 The New England Indians fertilized corn 
with fish manure lime 
I9 The city of Atlanta is in 
Florida Georgia Tennessee 
20 Reindeer are common in 
Italy India Siberia 
Go right on to the next column. 
New Stanf. Geog. V 
21 A river bounding Mexico on the north is the 
Orinoco Rio Grande Colorado 
22 A state having no seacoast is 
Maryland Idaho South Carolina 
23 The farm crop of most importance in Brazil 
IS coffee corn potatoes 
24 The British capital is 
Liverpool London Edinburgh 
25 A principal industry of Switzerland is mak-
ing watches cotton cloth steel 
26 A country with a highly developed railroad 
system is Egypt Germany China 
27 Czechoslovakia is in 
Asia Europe Africa 
28 Zinc is a product of 
mining lumbering agriculture 
29 Persia is famous for its 
schools rivers rugs 
30 Seals are valuable chiefly for their 
meat furs oil 
31 A country composed of islands is 
Japan Mexico Arabia 
32 The central part of the U.S. is chiefly 
mountains plains plateaus 
33 The Erie Canal is in 
Canada New York Pennsylvania 
34 A great cattle country is 
Ireland Congo Argentina 
35 There are many diamond mines in 
Mexico Japan South Africa 
36 An important river of Europe is the 
Indus Yukon Danube 
37 A very important Canadian industry is 
weaving iron mining fishing 
38 Day and night are caused by the earth's 
rotation acceleration inclination 
39 A country situated on an island is 
England Italy Portugal 
40 One of the pests attacking the cotton is the 
gopher gypsy moth boll weevil 
Go right on to the next page. 
Dif!ermce I Ol ll 21 31 41 51 61 71 8! 9llOI11Il2ll3l14llSI16Il7ll8ll9I20I21I22I23I24I2SI26I27I28I29I30I31I32I33I34I3SI36I37I38I39I40/ 
Score I20/34I38I42I44I46I48/SOIS2IS4IS6IS7ISSI59I60I62I63I64/66/67I69I70I71I72I7 317 317 417 5176I76I7717SI?9I80I81I82I83I84I85 186187/ 
( 
'( 
New Stanf. Geog. V 
41 A principal export from Australia to Boston 
Is sugar corn • wool 
42 Very little wheat is grown in 
Florida Indiana Michigan 
43 Buddhism is a common religion in 
India France United States 
44 When it is noon in New York, it is 9 A.M. in 
Omaha Portland, Ore. Cincinnati 
45 A country with about the same latitude as 
Alaska is Norway Spain Japan 
46 One of the greatest lumbering states is 
Kansas Illinois Washington 
47 The sea between Europe and England is the 
Baltic North Caspian 
48 The continent having the most irregular 
coast line is Europe South America Africa 
49 The Colorado River is most noted for its 
shipping canyon fishing 
so Louisiana is best adapted for 
mining fishing agriculture 
51 Canton is a city in 
China France Japan 
52 A heavy meat-eating country is 
Greece United States China 
53 Mexico is ruled by a 
czar king president 
54 A monsoon is a kind of 
plain plateau storm 
ss A country ruled by a king is 
France Denmark Switzerland 
56 The nation having the greatest merchant 
marine is France United States Gt. Britain 
57 An important factor in the growth of Los 
Angeles is mines water power climate 
58 A principal lake section of the U.S. is the 
south west northeast 
59 A group of islands is called an 
isthmus archipelago avalanche 
60 The mountains in northern India are the 
Himalayas Abyssinia Caucasus 
61 The largest river in the world is the 
Amazon Mississippi Congo 
Go right on to the next column. 
3 
62 The path of the earth around the sun is its 
axis orbit diameter 
63 The population of Argentina is chiefly 
European Indian Asiatic 
64 Weather bureau maps show wind direction 
by isotherms isobars arrows 
65 In most South American countries they 
speak Portuguese English Spanish 
66 Belfast is in 
England Belgium Ireland 
67 A seaport of the Pacific Ocean is 
Valparaiso Copenhagen Havana 
68 The most backward continent is 
Africa Asia South America 
69 The steppes are plains of 
India Africa Russia 
70 Growing corn needs 
heavy rainfall warm nights dry winters 
71 Alcohol is made from 
gasoline grains oils 
72 The Cape of Good Hope is at the southern 
end of South America Africa India 
73 An important rubber-manufacturing center 
is Birmingham Akron Denver 
74 The state producing the most iron ore is 
Pennsylvania Minnesota Ohio 
75 The mountains separating Russia and Si-
beria are the Ural Pyrenees Caucasus 
76 Meridians are used in measuring 
longitude altitude latitude 
77 The largest country in area in North Amer-
ica is Mexico Canada United States 
78 A famous wheat district is the valley of the 
Red River Colorado River Delaware River 
79 Sponges are obtained from Bering Sea 
Great Salt Lake Mediterranean Sea 
so The width of the Temperate Zone is 
23~ 0 90° 43° 
End of Test. Look over your work. 
Number right ... ----------------
Number wrong ................ -:- 2 = ................ .. 
Difference .. ... ............ .. 
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